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Hundreds of Railwaymen with wJwm I have interacted during
my career with Indian Railways will be remembered by me
forever, with fondness and love. Many of them have supported
me in my endeavours and have by their qJorts contributed to
my happiness at work and outside. It is to them that this book
is dedicated.
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Preface
I joined

••

the Indian

•

•

•
•
•

also new entrants to the cadre, helping them aim at and
achieve professional and managerial excellence. I thought
that some of the anecdotes would be of interest to managers
in other fields, within and outside the Railways and to the
general reader as well. This was how 'Reminiscences' took
shape.
I have, however, gone beyond mere recounting in these
pages. I have drawn morals to be learnt, from some of the
stories. I have offered suggestions, advice, criticism and
food for thought and action, by today's policy makers, on
Indian Railways, in the limited areas which are covered by
or are related to the experiences of my narrative. There
could be points of view, conflicting with or contrary to
mine, and possibly they may be justified, too. I have merely
stated what I have felt to be correct and would not like to be

gauge section of Southern Railway, from 1500 Volt DC
to 25 kV AC traction (1967).
The establishment of the manufacture of the T AO 659
Traction Motor and quite a number of other traction
equipments in Chittaranjan Locomotive Works, as also,
the indigenous
development
of components
and
materials, required for their manufacture (1968-75).
The introduction of Rheostatic Braking System on the
1500 Volt DC WCG2 Locomotives, employed on the
Bombay division of Central Railway (1976-77).
The setting up of Traction Machine Workshop on
Central Railway at Nasik Road. (1977-81)
The selection of prototype 6000 HP, 25 kV AC
Thyristor Locomotives, for trials (1984-85).
The introduction, for the first time on Indian Railways
and perhaps in the world, of Thyristor-switched
Capacitors at a traction substation, for Power Factor
improvement (1986-88).

drawn into any controversy on them.
I wrote 'Reminiscences' almost at one stretch, in 1992.
But, for various personal reasons and other preoccupations,
I had laid the draft aside and did not pursue seriously the
effort that was required to be put in, to give 'Reminiscences'
the shape and form of a book. Some friends and wellwishers then persuaded and encouraged me to complete
this task and assisted me in more than one way, to bring out
this publication. To them, I owe a deep debt of gratitude.

Besides, towards the end of my career, my assignments in
General Management on South Eastern Railway - as
Additional GM, in 1986-87 and as GM for six months, in
1987-88, provided me with unique opportunities
for
contribution to many other facets of Railway working.
I recall that there were so many days, packed with events,
incidents, problems
being solved and technical and
managerial decisions being taken, some of them of farreaching consequence and importance. There were also
quite a few episodes - unusual, interesting and humorous,
which brought out the character or stamp of a person and
threw up the oddities in the 'system'.
I felt that putting down some of my unforgettable and
unusual experiences may be a good thing to do, as I believed
that such a compilation may guide, inspire and motivate,
not emly serving Electrical Engineers of the Railways but

S NA T ARAJAN
Nasik Road
August 2000
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Chapter I
THE PROBATIONARY DAYS
The stipulated training period of twenty-four months was
cut short in my case, by two months. Of the twenty-twomonths, approximately fifteen months (April 54 - June 55),
were spent with Central Railway and seven months Guly 55
- Jan 56), with Southern Railway.
There was no organised system of training for Electrical
Probationers in those days. There was no institution, no
formal instructions, not even a co-ordinating authority to
look after the progress of training. The probationers were
'sent from place to place and were generally left to fend for
themselves, as best as they could. This system - or shall I
say, lack of system - prevailed for the earlier batches and
many of the subsequent batches, too. How lucky today's
probationers are! Their training is carefully arranged.
Progress is monitored closely and above all, the entire
training effort is co-ordinated and looked after, by the
Indian
Railways Institute
of Electrical
Engineering
(IRIEEN), at Nasik Road.
However, I may at once say that I did learn a lot in my
probationary days. The very flexibility in the environment
provided opportunities to see some problems at close
quarters, although many oth'er areas were left untouched.
The kind of 'anarchy' that prevailed then, had its interesting
moments, too. I shall narrate some experiences, which are
uppermost in my mind.
Within a few days of our reporting at Bombay, the
CEE/Central Railway gave me and another probationer, a
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special task. Thc tenders for turbo alternator sets and boiler
equipment for a 18 MW expansion, to the Thakurli Power
House had just been receivcd. We wcre handed over the
offers, running to many volumes and asked to go through
them and tabulate the salient features, to enable appraisal by
the Railway. I had never seen any tender papers earlier, not
having had any work experience. But I had the benefit of a
three-month
training in 1953, in the Bokaro Thermal
Power Station of the Damodar Valley Corporation, as part
of my academic career, at the Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore. During this period I had the opportunity to
study very closely the working of a 50 MW set - probably
the biggest power plant in those days, in India. This
background stood me in good stead. We completed the
assigned task in ten days, in what we thought W2.S a
comprehensive manner. I suppose this effort must have
benefited Central Railway, for the tenders were finalised in
a short time and orders were placed.
The Thakurli Power House has been closed down for
some years now. (A later Chapter in these reminiscences
refers to the circumstances leading to its closure.)
The foundation course in the Railway Staff College,
Baroda in May-June 1954, will be remembcred for three
things:
1.

The terrible heat in the barracks where we lived.

2.

The obvious difference in lifestyle and manners of the
probationers,
who were direct recruits and the
'Jamalpur Boys'. The latter were better dressed probably many of them came from aristocratic
backgrounds - knew better table manners, played
Contract Bridge with the Principal, and knew quite
some Railway jargon, abbreviations and codes like
COPS, Power (for loco) and so on, which they aired on
every conceivable occasion, to impress others. It took

3.

us, the probationers, some time to overcomc the
inferiority complex that developed. But whcn we
finishcd the course, the gap had narrowed. Besides, it
was understood
on both sides that in areas that
mattered the probationers as a group were at no
disadvantage whatsoever.
An incident on a Sunday morning - about 7 a.m. We
had finished the final examination the previous day.
Some of us had just got up from bed. Suddenly, I heard
the Principal's shout in the corridor.

'King of dance, you have passed.' The Principal sometimes
used to call me 'King of Dance' - a literal translation of my
name. 'Thank you, sir.' I remembered how I was struggling
to find the right answers to some questions in the Civil
Engineering paper, which was his subject and how the
, Principal, who was also doing the invigilation, used to stop
near me, breathe down my neck, looking at whatever I was
scribbling and go away shaking his head. I had almost
rcconciled myself to coming out a failure in that su~ject.
The Principal's second shout brought me out of my reverie.
You know, many of your answers wcre not right. But then,
there was one question, which only you had the guts, in the
entire class, to challenge. You claimed that the question
itself was absurd. Indeed, the question was absurd deliberately so. Evidently, you had grasped the esscntials.
That answer clinched the issuc in your favour.' So saying,
he walked away, his two hundred-pound
frame swaying
from side to side as usual. I don't remember precisely what
question that was - something relating to Points and
Crossings, perhaps. I was relieved. My gamble had worked.
More than my guts, I thanked my stars.
It was a difficult and delicate mission for a probationer
'. who had hardly completed three months in service. I was
dispatched by the CEE/Central Railway to Jhansi, with a
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confidential letter to the DEE. There had been a report that
proper account had not been kept of a number of materials
- quite a few of them imported - which had been received
for rehabilitation of the boilers of the Jhansi Power House
and that DEEIJhansi was responsible for this state of affairs.
My job was ostensibly to assist the DEE in checking the
ground stocks. But I had a, vague suspicion that the idea of
'someone' in the department was to 'fix' the DEE and that I
was being used as a tool in the game .
The DEE was an amiable person. He deputed one of the
supervisors to assist me, in the physical verification of stocks
and to draw up a status report. I had no idea what registers
were to be kept as per rules, what formalities were to be
complied with, etc. But I did find that we had to dig out almost excavate, quite a few superheater and economiser
tubes and fittings, from a foot of mud and earth, in the
compound adjacent to the powerhouse.
It was a task to do the reconciliation with the list of
materials as received, which was available in the records.
The unexplained shortage was not anything significant and
it appeared to me that the reconstructed account did not
show any major discrepancies to warrant motives to be
attributed to the DEE.
On my return to Bombay, I signed the list of ground
stocks as verified by me and handed it over to the CEE. I
gave only an oral report to him that not much discrepancy
was there. I must have stayed in Jhansi for about a month. I
used to share lunch, many a day, with the DEE and my
breakfast was quite often with the WM. When I got tired
with my specific assignment, I picked up a few things on
electrical maintenance on· the General Services. I even
assisted the DEE in his inquiry into an accident, which
occurred in the powerhouse. But all the time, there was an
uneasy calm that prevailed between us. When left Jhansi, I
was really relieved that it was all over. I did not care to find

I
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out what came out of this exercise, finally. Looking back,
two aspects strike me.
•

Why at all did the CEE resort to putting a probationer
with no experience, on this kind of fact-finding
(faultfinding?) mission, when so many straightforward,
alternative methods of tackling the situation existed?
And I did not' have the courage to refuse such an

•

assignment?
My contribution towards improvement was next to
nothing. I suggested better storage and painting of
some of the steel items, to protect against rust. But I
did not propose any re-arrangement of materials in a
covered shed; nor did I suggest a proper register to be
introduced, as required by rules. I left the stuff very
much in the same condition as I had seen them, except
that a few items had been dug out and kept on the
ground on some supports. Perhaps, I was not expected
to contribute towards any improvement. But today, I
cannot help realising how awfully inadequate I was, for
the job.

Another specific assignment that came my way was the
accounting of coal that was delivered at the Thakurli Power
House. J D Malhotra, who was the boss, wanted an analysis
to be done, from A to Z, a correct assessment to be made of
specific fuel consumption (kg of coa1/kwh generated), and a
report to be submitted to him in ten days. I must have gone
up and down the conveyer belts, walked round the yard and
coal stacking area and boiler house bunkers so many times,
to see things for myself. The officer in charge of 'Stores and
Statistics', who was one year my senior, was a great help,
giving me figures from the record books and documents.
This effort was a good experience
in making
observations, compilation of facts and figures, analysis and
presentation of a comprehensive report. Mr Malhotra was
19

happy when I handed over the report to him. I do not think
there was much new in my report that he did not know
already. But he had succeeded in his objective, which I
suppose was, primarily, to educate and inform me. He was
an affable and genial person and on the few occasions that I
met him later in my career (He rose up to become
Adviser/Electrical, Railway Board), I could not but recall the
first impact he had made on me, as the boss of the Thakurli
Power House. And he was a jamalpur boy'!
When I was in Thakurli, I did not know - indeed how
could I know - that in less than a year, I was destined to
report for training, to a person on Southern Railway, who
was no sportsman. I suppose the thrill in one's official
career, as well as in private life, is that one meets people of
different hues and shades and willy-nilly, learns to get on
with them.
A funny incident occurred when I was under training in
Kurla Car-Shed, in Central Railway.
A transformer (BTH make), with automatic tap changer
had been brought into the shed, from Dadar Traction
Substation for attention to a winding fault. It was a good
opportunity to learn how an automatic tapchanger worked.
The core (with winding), had been lifted out; the fault
located and repaired. The old oil had been removed, the
tank had been flushed clean and new oil had been filled.
The core and winding had been lowered. All this work had
taken some ten days. It was then that an Indian Engineer _
representative of BTH - who was watching the operations,
got an irresistible impulse. He wanted to satisfy himself, for
whatever reason, that the job had been done properly. He
got a ladder, climbed upto the top and bent down, to have a
look. His costly, imported pen dislodged itself from his
shirt pocket and fell into the transformer tank. He got off
the ladder with a sheepish look. There was no doubt that he
wanted'that his precious possession must be recovered and

restored to him. He would not express his desire, though.
The railway staff, who had done the work, were also keen to
get that stuff out, for, it was after all 'foreign' material. All
this meant redoing quite a few operations and another
couple of days lost, in the restoration of the transformer
back in service. The engineer got back his pen. Of course, I
had learnt two invaluable lessons, which I have faithfully
followed ever since.
1.
2.

If you have nothing to contribute, keep quiet.
Empty your shirt pocket (and trouser pockets if
necessary) of all its contents before you venture to do
any inspection of this nature.

It was while in Jhansi that I copied, in my handwriting, page
by page, an excellent document, some one hundred pages in
'length. It was a Report, dated 1930, of the Consulting
Engineers, Merz & Mclellan, on the '1500 volts DC
Electrification on GIP Railway'. I had picked it up from the
library of the CEE, at Bombay. I had been told that it was
the only copy available and that I should return it soon. It
was a well-written
narrative report, full of essential
information
on substations, OHE, Rolling Stock, the
Thakurli Power House, the high voltage transmission lines
of the Railway etc., and contained some explanation as to
why certain features had been adopted for this project. As I
copied the text and diagrams with diligence and patience, I
also absorbed the facts and figures, as it were, quite easily. It
was an effort that took many days. Unfortunately,
I
misplaced this manuscript later - during one of my transfers
perhaps - and never recovered it.
Years later, a couple of years after my retirement, when I
was functioning as RITES Consultant to Central Railway, I
.badly wanted to refer to this masterpiece, to get some
information regarding rail-to-earth voltage, in connection
with a Project I was doing, on 'Fires in DC traction
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substations'.

I knew that some relevant information

was

there in that Report, but in spite of my efforts I could not
get hold of it, either from the library of CEE/Central
Railway or trom the Bombay Division of the Railway.
I have a suggestion born out of this experience. Wellwritten technical documents,
reports, proceedings
of
conferences and the like, need to be preserved. Such
documents
as Nouvion's
Report
(1955-56),
The
Proceedings of lEE Conference on 25 kV AC traction in
UK, the Lille Convention papers on AC traction (1955),
come to my mind, in this context. In fact, these documents
deserve to be preserved. They have value for the future
generations of Railway Electrical Engineers. I can think of
no better place than IRIEEN, Nasik Road, to undertake this
effort of documentation. The latest tools and techniques
available in the field of Information Technology could of
course be used, to economise on space requirement for
such documentation and preservation.
Photocopying or 'Xeroxing' is the fashion today and may
continue to be very much in vogue in the twenty-first
century, too. If it had existed in the fifties, my impulse
would have been to get a Xerox copy of the Merz &
Mclellan Report. But I am reasonably certain that I may not
have gone through even a page of that report. Certainly, I
would not have grasped the contents as much as I did, when
I took on myself the job of copying the report down. The
tendency, all too often noticed these days, of busy
executives to get a Xerox copy of any matter longer than a
couple of pages, is a sure sign that it will not be read certainly not that day and most likely forever, too. One has
to strike a balance somewhere and make effective use of
modern facilities, without losing sight of the real objective viz. the stuff is there for one to read and absorb now, or
later. I
It was December
22

1955. I was in Madras, undergoing

trammg on Southern Railway and wanted to have a week
off, to go to Bombay and relax. I met S K Gopinath, the Dy
CEE/Southern Railway and conveyed to him my request.
He said, 'Yes, you can go, provided you tackle a job
successfully. There is an air-conditioned
coach in the
Madras Central Yard. There is some electrical problem with
it. We want it desperately, for service. They have been on
the job for four or five days now, but have not been able to
put the coach right so far.'
I thanked him and left for the Train Lighting depot.
D M Conyers, the foreman, was a soft-spoken, pleasant
chap. He took me to the coach and showed me the
problem. The contactors connecting the generator to the
battery and the load, were behaving erratically. They would
close, at times but refused to close, at other times. I
, explained my predicament to the foreman and my keenness
to leave for Bombay the next day. Conyers kept all his other
work aside. We sat down together, to check the wiring,
continuity etc. He knew the layout well. I did not. But I did
my best, to give him moral and technical support. We must
have spent at least three hours crouching, lying in front of
the panel, connecting, disconnecting, pulling at wires, etc.
We were working in poor light. It was about 7 p.m.
Suddenly, there was a spark from the panel. I had, in my
efforts, inadvertently touched something. It was a coil of
one of the relays of the closing contactors. It was most likely
that there was a touch-and-go connection at the termination
of the coil winding and that I had opened it up. We looked
at each other. The fault had been located. Because it was
intermittent, it had not shown up easily. The relay was
replaced. The job was over and the coach was functioning
normally. I telephoned Gopinath that night and left next
morning, by the Express, for Bombay. I thanked my stars.
What a lucky 'break' that was!
Conyers went up to the position of Dy CEE on
23

Southern Railway and retired later.
The training in Perambur workshops
Railway is remembered for three aspects:
1.

2.

set, for battery charging. The generator would not build
up voltage. The supervisors were getting perplexed.
Reasoning that this problem could have arisen from
residual magnetism having somehow been wiped out, I
suggested separate excitation of the field, in the proper
direction, for a short time. This over, when the
machine started again, the MG set behaved normally
and the generator built up voltage correctly. The
supervisors were relieved and happy that they did not
have to answer to the AEE or DEE, for delay. It is quite
possible that this particular
incident
made my
relationship with them easy and friendly and they were
prepared to share with me, certain practical aspects of
work.

of Southern

I was on the shop floor, most days, at 7.00 a.m. (the
shop opened at 6.30 a.m.) Almost the first thing I
noticed was that in front of the 'Train Lighting and Air
Conditioning Shops', a bald-headed person, around
fifty, with vibhuti* and kumkum ** applied on his
forehead, dressed in a half pant and tucked-in shirt,
used to line up all chargemen and important front-line
fitters before him. He would go from person to person,
talk about the allotted work of each, for the day and
give him further instructions as necessary. The whole
operation used to take about ten minutes. Only
thereafter, the men would disperse to their respective
places of work. It did not take me long to find out, that
this person was the foreman in charge, the boss of the
place. I have not come across this feature anywhere else
in my entire service, nor have I attempted to enforce
this system in any jurisdiction under my control, later. I
still consider that if this discipline can be enforced, it
would be a good thing to do. Success in enforcement
would depend on the personal magnetism of the
foreman/shop superintendent and his relationship with
the subordinates.
Whatever I learnt of air conditioning and train lighting
was gathered mostly through working closely with two
persons in this shop - John Joseph, the chargeman, and
Rurup, a fitter. All about dynamos, contactors, relays,
junction boxes etc. was picked up from them.
There was a problem, which the shop faced one day,
when they tried to commission a new motor-generator

3.

John Joseph rose to the position of DY CBE and
Kurup became a DEE on Southern Railway, before
they both retired. Well deserved in both cases, for they
knew their jobs well all along and had the right attitude
to work.
In the Electrical workshops of Perambur and its
counter-part in Golden Rock, which used to be called
'Post-war Reconstruction Workshop', what impressed
me most, was their willingness to take on any job. I
particularly remember how Perambur shops developed
a berth light fitting and made every component within
the shop itself One part was a cylindrical plastic knob
(knurled), to be fixed to the spindle of the on-off
control switch. I remember the effort put in by the
shops, for fabricating an injection moulding machine
from shop scrap and for making the dies, heaters and
establishing the moulding process by trial and error and
finally, succeeding in their effort, at a time when the
plastics industry in India was still in its infancy .

• Sacred ash.
** Kind of sacred red powder.
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Of course, the berth light fitting design has seen many

25

.

changes since then. If I remember correctly, it has the
distinction of having featured for the maximum number of
times at meetings of the Electrical Standards Committee,
for years.
The berth light fitting is now a 'bought out' item,
procured through the Stores Department. Indeed, quite a
few items have been transferred progressively over the
years, from 'shop manufacture' to 'bought out' category.
This change has primarily come about, as a result of the
overall Railway policy to contain staff strength and to
concentrate on 'core' areas of manufacturing and repair
activity. Likewise, there is an increase, over the years, in the
scope and nature of works done through contract on
outside firms, not only for construction
but also on
maintenance
activities. While these trends may be
considered to be inevitable, as Railway operations and
responsibilities grow bigger and bigger, I cannot but warn
against certain pitfalls. Specifications, drawings, quality
control procedures, precise definition of work, inspection
methods, etc. are important, whether an item is made inhouse or bought out from an outside firm; whether a work
is executed departmentally or through contract. But theIr
role is much more crucial and significant from every angle
if an outside agency is employed, rather than if the work is
undertaken within the Railways. Are Indian Railways taking
care of this aspect? Introspection is necessary here.
Today, the easy way out, on Indian Railways, seems to
be to purchase an item or to let out work on contract. This
approach is spreading even to very small jobs and to areas
which are peculiar to the Railways only and have a direct
bearing on safety. This trend is causing concern to me. It is
not uncommon to see jobs being given to outsiders, in areas
where speciality and expertise has been built up within the
Railwayl', through struggle, over years.
The versatility, willingness to take on challenges and the
26

capability to deliver the goods, which were once associated
with the Railway Engineers (Civil, Electrical, Mechanical or
S&T), are gradually disappearing. Railway Engineers were,
once upon a time, considered to be the first choice for
filling up important positions of responsibility in the Public
Sector and elsewhere in Industry. But this is not the
situation today. If one does not take up challenges in one's
own domain, the touch and confidence are lost and this is
not a good sign for the future. The importance of
engineering as a profession, as distinct from merely the
ability to manage, has to be recognised. It is necessary that
in the madness and the pressure to reduce staff strength, to
offload items to contracts or trade etc., we do not lose sight
of this important aspect. Will the policy makers put on their
thinking caps and wake up to reality?
In my probationary days with Southern Railway, I spent
quite a few months at Madras. I used to live in a good hotel
at Madras Egmore, about five minutes from the Egmore
Traction Substation. One day, I came to know from the
Technical Assistant (Traction), that the same night, they
were going to open up a 750 kW Mercury Arc Rectifier
Tank at the Egmore Substation, for a thorough overhaul. I
did not want to miss a unique opportunity.
Around
midnight, I walked up to the Substation. They had
commenced the operations and the DEE/Traction, was
present there. I greeted him, but there was no response. It
was fascinating to watch the foreman, Muthukrishnan,
do
every thing so systematically, as if with the expert hands of a
surgeon - cleaning the mercury, the anodes and the tank,
providing new gaskets, tightening the bolts, etc. I thought I
had seen something worthwhile and learnt a lot. I thought
no more about the DEE's indifference and lack of warmth
..towards me.
In the course of a conversation with this gentleman's
successor a few months later, I came to know that my visit
27
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to the substation, after the DEE had come there that night,
was considered to be an act of indiscipline!
In 1954-55, I was subscribing for three technical
magazines from out of my salary, however small it was.
These were The Electrical Times, The Electrical Review and The
Railway Gazette, all published from the UK. The very thrill
of handling new magazines was one thing that was looked
forward to every fortnight. The magazines were read from
cover to cover including the 'ads', which were quite
educative. I used to share the magazines with fellow
probationers. When I left Bombay to continue my training
on Southern
Railway, S S Narayanan, an Electrical
probationer of the next batch, moved into the same paying
guest accommodation
and continued the subscriptions.
Later, perhaps, the system died a natural death.
In the Confidential Report or Appraisal Report forms,
one of the items to be commented on is, 'Does the officer
keep
himself
abreast
with
the
latest
technical
developments?' The answer is invariably, 'Yes', in a routine
fashion. Has any thought been given to how an officer can
go about this business of 'keeping abreast?' The Railway
Board may be too busy to look into such trivialities. I am
sure, however, that IRIEEN and similar institutes for other
disciplines, can do some positive thinking in this regard. As
a first step, a rational system of distribution and circulation
of the numerous technical magazines and reviews, already
being received by a Railway in its various offices and at
various levels, should be worked out, so as to reach them, to
young, interested officers.
The only written matter that I ever sent, in my entire
career, to a technical journal outside India, was when I was a
probationer. It was a very small effort - description of an
interesting experience I had while testing a single-phase
motorJ Electrical Times, London, published my contribution
in one of the issues of September 1955 and sent me a

cheque, in pounds sterling.
I have long since lost my office copy and cannot bring
myself to remember the details. All that I can recall is, that it
was a capacitor-start motor of 1/4 hp or so, which had been
brought to the Tambaram Car Shed, with the complaint
that it would not work, even after it had been
rewound/repaired. The starting winding and capacitor had
not been connected correctly with the centrifugal switch,
and the car shed foreman and I, stumbled on this fact, after
we had measured through testing, induced voltage on the
starter winding, through transformer action from the 'main
winding'. I was truly fascinated by the observation, which
was what prompted me to send the details to Electrical Times.
I believe it must have had some merit for it to be accepted,
published and paid for.
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Chapter II
MY FIRST BOSS
I remember with admiration and love, my first boss
G K Ambady, Chief Electrical Engineer, Southern Railway,
a person full of drama, humanity, wit and humour, with a
twinkle in his eye al{ the time. He had his failings, which
made him unpopular with some officers. To me, he was a
great personality. There were countless occasions when his
way of tackling men and matters, taught me a lot. In today's
context, when the responsibilities
of the Electrical
Department have grown so much, with the expansion of
electric traction and other activities, it may perhaps be
unreasonable and difficult to expect from the present-day
chiefs, the leisure, humour
and the sparkle that
characterised Ambady.
I visited Ambady at his house, in Cochin, sometime in
the seventies, long after his retirement. He recalled our
association fondly and extended a warm hospitality towards
me. He died a few years later.
I cannot resist the temptation
to put down in
'Reminiscences', some events that are so vivid and clear,
even today. The next four chapters are, in a sense, dedicated
to the memory of Ambady ..

Chapter III
ON DRAFTING LETTERS AND
BOGIE CRACKS
Ambady was a master of the English language. Perhaps one
of the reasons that I got on famously with him was, because
I could produce a draft letter or report which met his
exacting standards. I recall two instances.
1956. It was only a few months after I had occupied a
working post as an AEE. There was an accident (with no
~erious repercussions, though), in which an EMU train had
collided with the rear of a stationary train, ahead. The
accident had occurred due to non-observance of the rule
regarding passing an automatic signal showing danger
aspect. Ambady asked me to draft a letter to DEE/Traction,
pointing out the rules in this connection. Why the CEE
should have chosen to write to DEE/T on this subject, is
not clear to me even today. But at that time the question
just did not occur to me. I went through the relevant
General Rules (GR 276, 277 etc. in those days) and the
Subsidiary Rules many times over, drafted a half page letter,
bringing out the essence of the rules, in direct, simple and
clear sentences and showed it to him. 'Excellent. Issue it under your signature,' was his comment. I don't seriously
believe that the letter made any difference to operation or
safety. But it certainly improved my ability to think and
write clearly and precisely. Perhaps, that was all Ambady
wanted to achieve.
A few months later. Six 4-car DC EMUs had been
imported from Breda, Italy in 1956 and commissioned
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---------------------------------------------------the suburban section. It was the DEE/Traction, Tambaram
who bore the brunt of the efforts that were necessary for
commissioning
trials,
evaluation,
tackling
teething
problems, thinking of modifications/improvements,
etc. I
was in Headquarters at that time and kept in touch with the
field situation by frequent visits and was generally all fait,
with the details. The CEE wanted me to put up a status
report, to be sent to the Railway Board. I compiled one,
with the facts and information available, giving a list of
technical problems, modifications being considered etc.,
and put up the draft, in three pages, to CEE, for approval.
Back came the draft, with just one correction. I had said
at the end of the letter that 'there have been no other

specialists in welding.
Progressively, over the years, I have noticed that the
involvement, speed of response, quality of decisionmaking and association with implementation in such
cases, have all been declining from the RDSO's side.
My predecessor in RDSO, A A Hattangadi, did try to
pursue Railway problems with gusto and I continued
that policy with some success. But of late, there is a
tendency even at the highest policy making levels, to
think that RDSO should not be bothered unduly about
the 'service engineering' aspect but should concentrate
only on research, design and standards. I do not agree
with this thinking or approach, but do not wish to
elaborate in this narrative, reasons for my thinking, as

problems'. He merely added 'so far', at the end of this
sentence. The letter was sent to the Board. The next
morning, there was a phone call from the DEE/Traction.
The headstock of a motor bogie frame (all-welded
construction), had cracked, right through the section. It was
quite a serious matter. Was the inclusion of 'so far' a
premonition, or was it merely the result of experience? I
wondered. The story ends here, as far as Ambady is
concerned. But there are some sidelights or digressions,
which I must share with the readers.
A.

Similar cracks started appearing soon, on almost all the
other bogies of the same stock, in an epidemic fashion.
The EMUs had to be continued in service, however.
By way of abundant caution and prudence, the
DEE/Traction decided to station a couple of fitters at
the terminal stations, so as to keep a watch and to
withdraw' 'unsafe' bogies from service quickly. RDSO
acted promptly by sending over to Madras a Deputy
Director, who produced a strengthening modification,
in no time. The improvement was carried out speedily
onI all bogie frames by ICF, who were considered to be

that may take this digression further.
B. When I took charge as DEE/T at Tambaram, some
years later, there was a pending note from Audit that
the Railway should recover from the Italian firm, the
money spent on staff deputed for checking bogies, at
the terminal stations. Of course, this objection was
answered and closed. I am certain, however, that audit
objections such as this, bordering on the absurd, are by
no means rare, in Government
and Public Sector
undertakings. It is tragic that the executive has quite
often to devote his time and effort on useless
C.

occupations of this nature.
'Bogie cracks' has been a universal and chronic problem
for many years on the Indian Railways, on all types of
Rolling stock, Indian/imported, welded Icast steel, locos
/wagons, metre gauge !broad gauge, goods /passenger
operation and so on - everywhere.
I came across this problem on the Breda EMU
stock, at the beginning of my career, in 1956. It was a
misery in 1988, when I retired and it continues even
today, somewhere or the other, on the Indian Railways.
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Maybe, the causes are different. Analysis and studies
have been made, reports drawn up and some
recommendations
implemented. But I do not think
that one can say with any degree of confidence, that
Indian Railways have understood the subject, or that
they are in a position to assert, that whatever bogies are
bought or manufactured henceforth, will not fail. or
crack up in service.
With the wealth of data available over the years, I believe
that the time has come for a comprehensive in-depth,
systems approach and analysis to be done by Indian
Railways, associating engineers of calibre, from within
Indian Railways and from outside, in Industry and res"o-:h
and academic institutions. There should be no hesitation to
associate acknowledged eX1Jerts fioom outside India in the
effort. A dedic? 1 task force, with no other diversions and
no departmenLc bias, should, I am sure, be able to find a
permanent
remedy for this malady, which has been
afflicting Indian Railways for years.
Is it too much to hope that at least from day one of the
twenty-first century, Indian Railways will achieve total
fioeedom from the bogy of bogie defects?

Chapter IV
A ROLE PLAYING ATTEMPTED
It was middle of January 1957.
Tenders for OHE for Tambaram-Villupuram
Electrification on 3000 Volts DC system had been received, a
fortnight earlier. Ambady had set a target that the
recommendations of the tender committee should go to the
Wailway Board, by 31't January. A stiff target, indeed, by any
standards.
I was the only officer to assist the CEE in this matter and
I had only just 2JOut ten months of experience, in 'a
working post'. I did my best to study the offers and got my
analysis ready. I briefed the CBE also.
'Natarajan, FA says he has time just now to see the OHE
tenders. Let us go.' That was CEE on the telephone, one
morning. I bundled the papers - the offers, comparative
statement, salient points, ete.
CEE and I were in FA's room in minutes. I had not met
the FA earlier. The CEE presented an overview of the
position. The comparative statement was shown. The
original offers were on our side of the table 'What does firm
'A' say on this point?' FA asked. CEE looked at me. I read
out verbatim the relevant portion of the offer. 'And what
does the firm say on this other aspect?' was the FA's next
question. I read out another extract from the offer, verbatim
again. I do not know what had made me do so - I had read
out both portions with intonation, emphasis, pleading and
persuasion, as if the points put forward were gospel truth.
The FA looked at me intently. He then turned to the
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CEE.
'Ambady, since when have we started on this practice of
associating firm's representatives at internal discussions and
meetings of members of the Tender Committee? Surely,
there is no question of negotiation at this stage.'
CEE had a good laugh.
'Rama Rao, this youngster is not a firm's man. Natarajan
is my assistant officer. I should have introduced him to you,
at the beginning.'
.
FAjoined in the laughter. What a faux pas, he must have
thought. I looked at myself I was dressed in a good looking,
full sleeved shirt and had a lovely tie on. I realised that apart
from the tone of my delivery, my sartorial appearance may
also have contributed to the FA's bewilderment.
The
meeting was over in a few minutes. The Tender Committee
recommendations were sent to the Board, before the end of
January. Nothing happened though - ultimately. The
Railway Board dropped the 3000 Volts DC Project.

Chapter V
DID THEY BOTHER YOU TOO

MUCH?
'I have to go to Tambaram Shed tomorrow. Can you come
along?' That was Ambady.
'Yes, sir.'
'Let us meet at Egmore, at eight. We shall go by the
motorman's cab.'
'Yes, sir.'
'FC has come from Delhi. He wants to see the Car Shed,
in connection with our proposal for import of spares, for
English Electric EMUs.'
The conversation ended. It was Ambady's first visit to
Tambaram that I knew of, in my couple of years of service
on Southern Railway. I was a junior officer assisting him in
Headquarters. R K Selot was DEEITraction/Tambaram.
I
knew all about the import proposal. In fact, I had drafted it.
A number
of traction motors, contactors,
resistors,
auxiliaries ete. were to be imported from U.K., to keep the
EMUs going, for some more years. The foreign exchange
required was about Rs 13 lakhs, a big sum in those days.
The next day was Sunday. We reached Tambaram by
8.45 a.m. Ambady wished the motorman well and enquired
about his family. We were in the office of DEErrraction by
9 a.m. The FC arrived at 9.30 a.m. by road, in the GM's car,
from Madras. With him were ME, GM, CE and DS. The
party was shown round the shed. Most of the explanations
were given by Selot and myself
We were back in office by 10.30 a.m. Mter sometime,
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the FC was ready to leave. The big size American sedan
pulled up. Everyone got in. There was room for one more
person in the front seat. 'Come along, Ambady.' That was
the GM.
'Mukherji, I have some important work yet to be done
here. I would like to stay back. I suggest you take this
youngster. He lives in Perambur. He could be dropped
there. He has been out for the best part of a Sunday
morning,' Ambady said. The GM motioned to me. I got
into the car and the car did drop me, at my residence.
First thing the next morning, I met the CEE.
'Did they bother you too much?' he asked. I did not
quite grasp what he was trying to convey. Then it dawned
on me. 'Not much, sir. They asked me a few more
questions about the proposal. I clarified.'
'You know now why I kept out of the car journey and
put you in. I would not have been able to answer their
questions as satisfactorily or as well as you.' There was that
twinkle in his eye again.
The foreign exchange was released soon after. The order
was placed on English Electric Company and the spares
came after a year or so and that was a great relie£
I did not believe then, nor do I believe now, that
Ambady's ploy of keeping himself out of the car journey
had any effect on the final results. But, then, that was his
way of doing things.

Chapter VI
A SUBTLE MESSAGE
One of the CEE's confidential stenos knew the kind of
Guru* _ Shishya** relationship that existed between Ambady
and me. He, too, had regard for his old master. Ambady had
retired some years earlier. The steno showed me an
exchange of correspondence, in an old file, between the
CEE and the SDGM, which brought out the man and the
punch he was capable o£
SDGM in those days was really next to GM in the
hierarchy, possibly a step higher than what the AGM is
today.
SDGM had sent notice to all HODs of a PNM meeting
(Permanent Negotiating Machinery), with Labour Unions
at Headquarters level. But no representative from the
Electrical department had attended the meeting. The result
was a demi-official
letter from SDGM
to CEE,
admonishing him for this lapse and almost asking for an
explanation. The reply sent by Ambady has his characteristic
stamp. I reproduce it from memory.
My dear

_

As you know, I was away in Delhi on important officia/work. My
tour programme had been approved by the GM. Gopinath, my
deputy, had beell nomil/ated to attmd the PNM meetillg, but all of
a suddm there was some emergellcy at Cochin, which required his

• Guru - A Sanskrit word which means 'Tcacher' .
•• Shishya _ A Sanskrit word which means 'Disciple'.
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presence and he had to go.

I would

have come Ollerto YOIIand eXplained the cirClimstances

I

I

1

regret am IInable to do so, as am having a bad
in detail. But
throat and cannot speak and am going on half a day's leave, this
afternoon.

I

Chapter VII
YOllrs sincerely,

CKA.
SDCM

A DEE BECOMES DOS

I

CEE's room, in those days, used to be adjacent to SDGM's
room, in Southern Railway Headquarters. What an effective
and subtle way,
thought, of telling the SDGM that he
should have talked over this matter, rather than written a
complaining DO.

I

How many a bureaucrat continues to write to a colleague,
when a telephone call, or a chat across the table, would have
served the purpose more cheerfully and effectively!

When
took charge of the 30 km long Metre Gauge
Section, between Madras Beach and Tambaram, electrified
on 1500 Volts/DC system, early in 1962, as DEE/Traction,
the Electric Rolling Stock, the Substations, the OHE and
the Power Supply arrangements for Station lighting and
Signalling, were my responsibility.
Besides, the Train Controllers for movement of electric
sub-urban trains and the few goods trains on the section,
were from the Traction Substation Cadre and were also
responsible for carrying out switching operations at the
substations, issue of Power Blocks etc. They reported to
DEE/Traction.
Traditionally, the DEEITraction had to keep an eye on
and answer for everything that happened on the section. He
had to attend to emergencies/problems that arose from time
to time, co-ordinating with the DEN, DSTE, and other
officers, as necessary. Often, due to operational and
technical problems, the controller had to resort to 'turn
back' i.e. partially cancel, or fully cancel EMU trains or run
extra EMU trains not provided for, in the timetable. The
decisions on such occasions used to be taken by the
controller, keeping the DEE/Traction informed, or under
~is directions, depending upon the seriousness of the
sItuation. Running of special trains for the Annual Horse
. Racing Season at Guindy, located midway on the section,
. Was also finalised by the Controller, in consultation with
DEErrraction.
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Within a couple of months of my taking charge, there
was a demi-official letter to me from my co11eague, the
DOS, expressing his concern about the poor punctuality of
the suburban trains. I kept the letter aside. A month later,
there was one more DO on similar lines. I believed that the
Chief Contro11er - DTNLIT as we used to ca11him _ must
have fed the DOS with the data on his own, or at the
DOS's request. The EMU stock and a11 the four DC
locomotives were thirty years old and there were quite a few
problems on spares, repair assistance from Mechanical
Workshop ete., and we had to strain hard, to keep the
services going. The DOS's letters were probably routine
stuff; but I considered that it was unacceptable that an

concerning operation on many an occasion, including a
crucial one, soon after the Anti-Hindi agitation in 1965.
There was also an occasion, I remember, when, during my
surprise inspection of a station at five in the morning, I
. exercised my authority and took up with the Station Master
whom I found to be sleeping on duty. A breakdown special
had passed his station and he was totally unaware of the fact.
A retired and re-employed
person, he was sacked
straightaway and sent home.
I took this responsibility so seriously that when there
was a signal failure one evening on the main line at
Tambaram and a long distance train was held
up, I
personally carried the authority, from the cabin, for a mile,
using a road vehicle and handed it to the driver, merely to
save time. In the normal course a pointsman would have
had to be sent and he would have taken half an hour to walk
the distance.

officer of the Division, who contributed next-to-nothing
for the operation, should write to his co11eague who was
actua11y bearing the brunt day and night. Besides the DOS
had not met me or spoken to me any time.
My DS at that time was an officer from the Operating
Department. I explained to him that as the services were

The above situation existed for over a couple of years
until Electrification was extended to Vi11upuram on the
main line, when the Traction charge on the Division was
divided between 'Traction Distribution' and 'Ro11ing Stock'
wings, with the extended jurisdiction. When the Madras
Beach- Tambaram section was eventua11y changed to AC
Traction, in January 1967, the system of having a single
contro11er to look after train movement and Traction
Power, ceased and with that, the DEE/Traction's
role as
DOS disappeared.
I have always found that responsibilities automatically
get thrust on those who are prepared to shoulder them, be it
in routine activities of management, or in emergencies. I
can say this certainly of Government working. Perhaps, it is
true in Public and Private sectors as well. However, there
are a few basics, which I would commend to aspiring
managers in any enterprise.

being managed virtua11y by the DEElTraction
a11 by
himself, it was but proper that his role was recognised
officia11y. It did not take more than five minutes for the DS
to see my point. He issued a written order, somewhat on
the fo11owing lines, then and there:
With immediate effect, the running of EMU trains and
goods trains hauled by Electric Locos, wi11 be looked after
by the DEE/Traction. The responsibility of the DOS on the
electrified section would be limited to forming the goods
trains and
offering
them at the terminal stations, namely
Madras
Beach
and Tambaram.'
There were no more DOs from the DOS. On the
contrary, the Station Masters, Guards, and the DTNLIT
knew who the real boss was. It meant, of course, added
responsibility
officia11y, on the DEEITraction.
But I
welcomed' it. I could and did take important decisions
42
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1.
2.
3.

One has to do well in one's assigned sphere, before one
can aspire to spread one's wings.
Treading on someone else's corns is to be avoided.
Corporate goals and objectives should never be lost
sight of

4.

A spirit of service and neither profit nor power should
be one's motive, for taking on additional jurisdictions
and responsibilities.

Chapter VIII
A TRACTION RECTIFIER RESTORED
DVK Sastry, my CEE. looked worried.
'Natarajan, the Minambakkam Rectifier is out of action
for six weeks now. They are at it, I am told, but I have no
clue as to what is wrong and when it will start working
again. I am going to Minambakkam tomorrow. I want you
to come with me.'
It was 1966. I was SEE/Traction at Headquarters of
Southern Railway at Madras. By 'they', I knew that the CEE
was referring to the DEE/TRD in Madras Division and his
team, and also to Dy CEE/Traction, who was not only in
charge of Railway Electrification works but was also
expected to provide assistance to the CEE in Traction
maintenance, from Headquarters
I knew the substation foreman very well. I had great
regard for him. Muthukrishnan
was an expert of
e),.:traordinary skill in handling Mercury Arc Rectifier
maintenance and overhaul. Above all, he was a disciplined
soldier, too. The DEE!TRD and the Dy CEE had also had
years of c)..:perience on the DC Traction System. I had
chosen not to get into the problem, unless I was asked to do
so; and until CEE spoke to me, nobody had even suggested
that I should have a look.
It was a 1000 kW, 6-anode steel tank rectifier, pumped
type, Brown Boveri make, about ten years old. It had given
excellent service until it suddenly went out of action one
fine day. On arrival at the substation, CEE and I were
informed by the DEE/TRD, that the tank had been opened
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out twice, anodes etc. thoroughly cleaned, gaskets replaced,
mercury filtered, normal vacuum recreated, etc. But in spite
of the usual coaxing, the arc refused to strike. CEE directed
that I should go into this problem forthwith. We left the
substation. I told the foreman before leaving that I would
visit the substation again, that evening.
I spent about half an hour that evening at the substation,
going through the log book and the records of whatever
checks and special maintenance works had been carried out
on the Rectifier, after it had failed. I instructed the foreman
that he should keep a couple of multimeters ready for
certain measurements I proposed to do next day.
The next day was a holiday. I was at the substation by
10.30 a.m. The foreman was there and a meter was ready.
The breaker on the AC side was closed. We measured the
anode-cathode
voltages. They were alright. When we
checked the grids, there was no voltage. The foreman knew
at once that something was wrong. He switched off the
supply. I could see his face light up suddenly. He walked
over to the control panel and quietly removed a resistor and
tested it for continuity. It showed open circuit. He then
showed me _a schematic diagram from the manual. (I had
not seen the manual till then.) It was clear that if the resistor
was open circuited, there would be no voltage to the grids.
A new resistor (imported), available at the substation as
spare, was connected up. When we switched in, the rectifier
fired normally and started taking load. The restoration was
over. There was relief on the foreman's face. What had
defied a solution for weeks, had been solved in less than half
an hour.

I must

confess

that I did not follow

a systematic

procedure for troubleshooting in the above case. I was lucky
to put my finger on the exact trouble spot almost intuitively,
although I must say that I had some guiding factors, such as:
1.

The two other Rectifiers (750 kW) at the substation did
not have Grids and this was a difference which may
have had something to do with the problem remaining
unsolved, as everyone concerned had a lot more
experience on the 750 kW sets.
2. The log book did not show any backfire, tripping on
fault or any such problem before the" breakdown
occurred. The Rectifier went out quietly, all of a
sudden.
3. The vacuum had been excellent throughout.
I spent that evening relaxing on the Marina Beach, for
which Madras is world famous. The sea and the sands and
everything else around, had never looked more beautiful.
The next day I recorded a technical note for the
information of the CEE, Dy CEE and DEElTRD.
There was not a word of thanks or appreciation from Dy
CEE or the DEElTRD. Had I hurt them in some way? Had
I overstepped into their jurisdiction?
These thoughts
troubled me for a while, but melted away, with the passage
of time.

I telephoned the CEE at his residence. He congratulated
me. I informed Control. Certain restrictions on the train
services between Tambaram and Guindy, which had been
in force to limit the load on the substation, were lifted and
suburban train services were back to normal.
47
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Chapter IX
ROUTINE STONEWALLS MY
INITIATIVE
1963. I was DEEITraction/Tambaram

then. An EMU coach

was held up in the shed. The foreman said that axle bearings
needed to be replaced but there was no stock of new
bearings.
I knew about my immediate predecessors in the shed.
They were good engineers and capable managers. Surely,
they could not have omitted to arrange this important input.
I probed further. The bearings had indeed been arranged
and they were available. They had come in almost a year
earlier, but the shed had not had any opportunity to try
them out, till then. And when they were tried now, they
would not fit the axle box.

Regarding the unusable bearings, he would examine them,
if the bearings were shown to him and do whatever best he
could, to assist the Railway. I thought that his response was
most helpful and positive.
A fresh non-stock requisition for six sets, with PAC on
SKF was sent to COS the same day. The description was
checked, cross-checked and double-checked, this time.
I sent my Technical Assistant to Bombay within a couple
of days, with a letter to SKF. Some more jobs with Western
Railway etc. were entrusted to him.
I was in for a surprise. I had not expected to get such a
fast response from SKF. My Technical Assistant was back in
a week from Bombay with SKF's cheque in favour of
Southern Railway for Rs 1500/-. He told me that although
there were minor rust marks, Mr Lengdren had accepted
the bearings. I sent the cheque immediately to the
SAO/Stores explaining the case history. I thought that I had
done something wonderful for the Railway.
I was in for a surprise again. This time, from
SAO/Stores. Questions were raised by him.
•

It took me- only an hour to realise that the problem was,
that whereas we required a bearing with a tapered sleeve,
what had been obtained was a bearing with a cylindrical
sleeve. The mistake was in the description sent with the
non-stock requisition - a vital alphabet, 'K' had been
omitted in the description consisting of many numerals and
some alphabets. Six sets of bearings, costing Rs 1500/- in all
(Rs 250/- per set), were involved. They had been supplied
by SKF/Bombay. (Bearings were 'dead' cheap those days!)
I telephoned SKF/Bombay. Mr Lengdren of the firm
said he sympathised with me on my predicament. He
would try to get the right bearings from SKF/Sweden, but it
would I take a minimum of four months. He would take

•
•
•

You have not collected the sales tax back from SKF
(that was a few rupees).
The TA (Travelling Allowances) paid to the Technical
Assistant was also to be collected from SKF.
You have sold Railway material unauthorisedly - totally
against rules.
Who prepared the wrong requisition
you done with him?

and what have

The questions were replied to, in writing. I met the SAO
and eA'-plainedto him the bonafides of the transaction. After
four months of follow-up effort, the SAO sent the cheque
'.back saying that I could pursue the matter with the DAO
(Divisional Accounts Officer), if I felt like it. Well, another
round of explanations, justification,

action straightaway, in anticipation of an order for six sets.

etc., this time with the
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DAO. The DAO agreed to my proposal, reluctantly though,
and marked the papers to DS for sanction and for
condonation of my crime. By that time, I had got tired. I did
not have the energy to pursue the matter further. However,
as I heard no more from the DAO or DS, I presumed that
the DS had approved the proposal and the cheque might
have been credited to Railway account, at long last. Or,
could it be that the cheque had lost its validity by then,
having been in hibernation within the Railway offices for
six months? I did not care to check.
If the useless bearings had been destroyed and returned
to the stores as scrap or even buried in the yard, there would
probably have been no questions. I had shown initiative. In
that process, I had violated established procedures and rules.
But, did I do anything wrong? I am not convinced, even
today.

Chapter X
UNORTHODOX MEASURES
ACCOMPLISH A PROJECT
Those who are familiar with the history of the advent of
25 kV AC Traction in India will doubtless recall how an AC
traction substation, the first in India, was set up on South
Eastern Railway in a record time of four months.
I had no part to play in that great effort. But some five
years later (1963), I was closely associated with the setting
up of a 1500 V DC Traction Substation at Saidapet on the
Madras _ Tambaram
electrified suburban section of
Southern Railway. Although it was a small project, I
remember that work for many reasons .
•
•

It was executed cent per cent departmentally, by the
traction maintenance organisation .
The total cost of setting up a 1500 kW Mercury Arc
Rectifier Unit and feeding the power output to the DC
Bus of an existing Track Sectioning Cabin close by, was
less than Rs 3 lakhs, including all civil and electrical
works. This unbelievably low cost was primarily due to
the fact that the equipment was bought second-hand,
from British Railways, at a throwaway price of
Rs 2 lakhs. Thanks to the initiative and interest shown
by the then Railway Adviser to the Indian High
Commission,
London, who happened
to be an
Electrical Engineer from Indian Railways, the deal was
clinched. Substantial economies were also due to the
simplicity of design, careful planning,
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improvisation
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and speed of execution. The various civil and electrical passing under three tracks and connected to the DC bus of
works progressed to meticulously planned schedules, an existing Track Sectioning Cabin about a hundred metres
dovetailed in such a manner as to ensure optimum use away, through
a simple isolating switch. The only
of the limited manpower resources available, with an protection was the Rectifier HSCB. On the 33 kV side,
eye on time of completion. This substation was provision was made for tapping either of the two 33 kV
commissioned within ten months from placement of transmission line circuits passing at the site, to feed into the
the order on British Rail and in less than two months
outdoor switch yard, with isolation only by gang operated
of receipt of equipment at site, in India.
switches. No breaker was used. The only protection on the
• A few technical improvisations and innovations were 33 kV side was the Rectifier breaker itself. A lot of costly
adopted successfully. For a standard REYROLLE make switchgear was thus avoided.
In the design and layout of the building and outdoor
33 kV indoor switchgear, with compound filled cable
structure, we worked on whatever drawings had been
box entry, locally insulated copper leads were used to
bring power into the building, from the outdoor yard,
passed on by the British Rail and all necessary holes,
through three porcelain, hollow, wall bushings. This
openings in the walls, trenches in the floor ete., were
was done because it was not possible to procure the
provided well in advance. Everything worked out perfectly.
The only item which went wrong was the platform on
small quantity of 33 kV cable required, and we did not
which transformer was to be placed. It had been built about
have a qualified cable jointer who could do 33 kV cable
a foot higher than it should have been. This was the only
jointing work. Also, ease of maintenance was a prime
consideration.
rework done after the transformer arrived, causing a delay
of fifteen days. In a project where everything was working
A 11 kV, 3-core power cable was stripped, the three cores
to perfection,
even this small rework caused me
separated, additional insulation (paper) was applied on each
disappointmen t.
core and secured with empire tape. No grounding tape was
There was no contractor on this job. Thus, there was no
used. These leads, which were brought through the wall
formal inspection, no measurement, no payments and no
bushings, were connected inside the switch gear at an entry
controls for authorising payments. The inspection for
chamber, specially manufactured to receive transformer oil
quality was there, all the time, even as the work was
and retain it, without leakage. The cable box was thus
executed. In addition to my responsibility on the Rolling
dispensed with. There was corona noise with this
Stock and OHE, I took special interest on this Project and
arrangement.
But there was not a single instance of
made frequent visits to progress the work at site.
failure/problem throughout its life.
The AEE, Foreman and staff (not more than half a
A simple brick masonry building was designed and built
dozen) worked with great team spirit, dedication and
to house the 33 kV switchgear, the Mercury Arc Rectifier
enthusiasm unmindful of the long hours put in, caring for
and the DC HSCB of the Rectifier. The substation batter)'
?nly one goal _ viz. commissioning
a trouble-free
and battery charger were located in a corner of this building·
lllstallation in quick time. And how well they succeeded!
The output from the Rectifier HSCB was taken by a cable,
When the substation was switched on by the DS in the
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presence of the CEE and a gathering of some 50 people _ all
of them Railwaymen - there was great satisfaction that this
small project, which would bring relief to the adjacent
substations and help avoid fi-equent tripping at those
substations, could be completed so smoothly and speedily.
When the entire section was changed over to AC
Traction on 15th January 1967, the Saidapet Substation was
closed down finally. It had thus a limited, useful life of just
over three years, but at a low cost of some Rs 3 lakhs only.
The assets must have been disposed of Soon after and I
believe
the Railway would have got a good amount, from
such
disposal.

Chapter XI
A COCK AND BULL STORY
I was in my Tambaram office, when the call came from
P N Murti, CEE. He sounded cheerful.
'I liked your story. Your cock and bull story, I mean,' he
said.
The story was true substantially. It was a one-page report
that I had sent to CEE a few days earlier, on a train failure,
on the busy suburban section .
.{remember the incident, in all its detail, even today.
To supplement the EMU trains, we used to run a couple
of loco-hauled passenger trains (loco + 5 coaches), in the
peak hours, to assist in clearing the commuter rush. The
total fleet strength was only four electric locos called EGs
and they were meant primarily for hauling goods trains.
These locos had done thirty years of faithful service and
were nowhere near top condition. Yet we had no alternative
to bringing them onto passenger service during peak hours.
One fine morning, at about 9.30 a.m., it was between
Minambakkam and St. Thomas Mount Stations, that an
EG-hauled train failed. The Control reported that the
pantograph had come down and as there was a big leak from
the compressed air reservoir below the under-frame. The
train had to be abandoned. The driver had reported that it
was a case of 'runover'. It was quite an operation to propel
the disabled train into the next available siding at Guindy
station, using two following EMU trains coupled together.
The morning train services had been badly dislocated, as a
result.
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The loco was examined on arrival in the shed. I found
fresh marks of blood, flesh and hair in the under-frame and
near the reservoir. The handle of the drain cock of the
reservoir had broken and the cock was in the open position.
The animal, in crossing the track, had hurt itself and caused
damage to the cock also.
I had concluded the factual report on the incident, thus:
'Believe me Sir, this is no cock and bull story'.
Some years later, I was witness to a similar occurrence
on the Broad Gauge. I was DEE/Southern Railway and had,
with the permission· of the driver, got on to the footplate of
the Diesel Locomotive hauling the Howrah - Madras Mail,
at Waltair. The loco got disabled on the run, within an hour
of leaving Waltair. It took about three hours for a relief loco
to arrive and clear the train. This time it was a buffalo.
Are cattleguards (cow-catchers) effective enough? Can
the location of the drain cocks be changed to prevent
accidental damage? How can we prevent stray cattle
entering from the side, from getting entangled? These are
questions which the locomotive designer should address
himself to, if such incidents continue to occur even today.

Chapter XII
LEARNING FROM EACH OTHER
One of the standard techniques of problem solving on the
Railways - I suppose this is true of many other
organisations - used to be to see how your neighbour has
solved the problem, and learn from him. Sometimes it turns
out to be 'the blind leading the blind'.
For many years, the exterior of Metre Gauge EMUs
homed at Tambaram Shed, used to be an excellent
aluminium paint finish and the trains had a shining look.
RDSO decided in the early sixties that the coaches should
be painted in colour - Oxford blue upto the cant rail and
cream above. Neck-deep as we were in dealing with more
pressing problems on the EMUs, such as bogie cracks,
flashovers on contactors, fire in resistor boxes, seizures of
exhausters, heavy lurching, failures of Traction Motor
shafts and so on, it was not unnatural that the new colour
scheme did not receive adequate attention. Also, the colours
tended to get dirty quite fast.
CEE, P N Murti, came on telephone one morning and I
was all attention. When a boss speaks to you only rarely, you
listen to him much more attentively than if he lectures to
you day in and day out.
'CME and I watched your* EMUs at Madras Fort
• Years later. 1985. Howrah platform. The Kalka-Howrah Mail was due
to arrive. I was CEE, South Eastern Railway and a witness to the
following conversation between Chief Electrical Engineer and Chief
Electrical Locomotive Engineer, both of Eastern Railway, when the train
entered right time on the platform with Member (Mechanical) on board:
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Station. They look awfully dirty. CME says Carriage
Workshops, Perambur are doing a f~r better painting job.
Why don't you learn from them?'
It was possible that they had seen an EMU which was
due for repainting. But I did not press any point in defence.
I knew that I was on a weak wicket.
I despatched an intelligent chargeman to the Perambur
Workshop and to ICF, to gather information on their
methods and processes. At the same time, I was determined
to get paint of better quality. We got panels painted with
paints of different makes and indeed, found considerable
variation in the finish and appearance. I was able to
persuade the
to buy adequate quantities of paints of
the particular make that I had found to be most satisfactory.
The preparation of the surface was improved and whatever
minor process improvements my chargeman had learnt,
were incorporated. Closer attention was given to the quality
of work in the paint' shop. There was noticeable
improvement
in the finish and appearance. The major
contribution had come from the quality of the paint used.
Some six months later, Murti was on telephone again.
'Congratulations. CME thinks you are doing far better
than Perambur and is sending his men over to Tambaram,
to learn from your boys.'
I merely said, 'Thank you, sir.'
I noticed that the Southern Railway went back again to
aluminium paint for the exterior of the metre gauge EMUs.
It should not be surprising if further transitions between
colour and aluminium, continue to take place from time to

time.
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However. .. With the advent of Diesel Traction and later,
Main line Electric Traction in a big way and further
expansion throughout the Railway network, the process of
'learning from each other' was put on a sound and
systematic footing. 'Groups' comprising representatives
from every Railway Zone, with hands-on experience of
maintenance and operation of the assets concerned, were
formed and periodical meetings took place at different
centres to exchange information on problems faced, the
directions in which efforts were being made to overcome
them, etc. For the Diesel locomotives, the group was called
the Diesel Maintenance Group (DMG). On the Electrical
side, separate Maintenance Study Groups (MSG) were
formed
for Electric
locomotives,
EMUs,
Traction
Distribution
and Train lighting and Air-conditioning
systems. RDSO convened the meetings and guided the
deliberations
of the Groups. Manufacturers
of major
equipments were also associated. My predecessor in RDSO,
A A Hattangadi, made a unique contribution in that he set a
clear pattern for the presentations and ensured that the
discussions covered both the problems solved and those
which continued to cause concern. The feedback to
manufacturers and designers was valuable. I learnt a lot by
participation in these meetings. More than the substance of
the ideas presented, what impressed me was the zeal and
involvement of the participants. I only hope that this system
is continued on Indian Railways, even if it does not appear
to produce any spectacular results.

CEE (the boss):- You see, MY loco has brought the train on time.
CELE:- Noted, sir. But may I say that if the train had been late, you
would have said to me, 'YOUR loco has delayed the train.'
I had a hearty laugh at that time. But how sadly true it is, that the boss
usually takes tht credit for himself for what goes well and puts the blame
on his subordinates, for whatever goes wrong.
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him and no questions would be raised about where I had
disappeared mysteriously.
Murti conducted the match with aplomb. India lost both
the Singles Matches.
When I got back to my office, it was 7 p.m. I was relieved
that the day had passed off uneventfully, as far the suburban
train services were concerned.

Chapter XIII

ATTHEDA~SCUPMATCH
It was some time in the early sixties. I do not remember the
year. The Davis Cup tennis match between India and
Mexico was on, in Madras. 1 was keen to see the opening
singles matches. I was the DEE/Traction at Tambaram. I
informed Control that I would not be available for four to
six hours and left Tambaram for the site of the match,
which was close to Madras Central Station.

I went home, trying to figure out why Ramanathan
Krishnan had lost to Rafel Osuna.

I had just seated myself in the open gallery. When I
looked up, whom should I see but P N Murti, the CEE in
the· umpire's chair! There was still time for the match to
start. He got down from the high chair and walked towards
where I was seated. I became somewhat tense.
'Natarajan, could you ask that young lady in the green
sari behind you, to speak to me?' My tension disappeared.
The young lady was too busy talking to someone else, to
hear Murti's voice. I did not know how to draw her
attention, I did not know her name. Murti noticed
embarrassment.

my

'Don't feel shy. Touch her or pull her. She is my niece,'
he said.
I did not have to do anything of that kind. The young
lady had finished her conversation with her neighbour and
turned her attention to Murti. They talked to each other in
sweet Telugu.
I relaxed, in a way. If there was any serious problem or
accident on Ithe suburban section, the Control would
certainly inform the CEE and I would come to know from
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Chapter XIV
THESE THINGS HAPPEN
P N Murti was the first Electrical Engineer

on Indian

Railways to reach the position of a General manager, when
he was posted as GM, Railway Electrification, Calcutta. A
suave person, tall and erect, fit and active, he was a
sportsman every inch. Of greater interest to Railway
Electrical Engineers is the fact that he was the person who,
in those crucial years (1956-57), fought and wbn the case
for introducing 25 kV AC Traction on Indian Railways,
amidst doubts and questions raised by many of his
colleagues in the Department. A great contribution of much
foresight indeed!
In 1964, when Murti was Adviser (Electrical), Railway
Board, he had been invited by CEE, Southern Railway to
have a look at the newly commissioned metre gauge AC
loco, type YAM!> procured from the Japanese Group. It had
been arranged that he would travel on the footplate of a loco
hauling a goods train from Acharapakkam (100 km from
Madras) to Tambaram.
It was 11 a.m. on a lovely morning, when Murti reached
Acharapakkam by road from Madras. With him were the
CEE and the Dy CEE who had executed the Electrification
Project. I was already there on the footplate. I was then
DEE (Rolling Stock). The goods train formation was ready,
with a steam loco also behind the electric loco as a stand-by
to take care of any problem. This was done as per
instructions <;>f
the Dy CEE.
I knew the YAM! loco well, having been trained in Japan
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during its manufacture. We had by then received four locos
out of the twenty ordered. These had undergone trials for a
month and had behaved quite well - no problem
whatsoever. With me on the footplate, was Raju, Electrical
Foreman (Operation) who had considerable experience in
AC loco operation on the Broad Gauge system.
Murti and the senior officers got on to the footplate. We
started. The train would have moved only a km, when there
was a loud report. We could see and feel smoke coming
from behind. The circuit breaker had tripped. Raju dropped
the pantograph and applied the brakes. The train stopped.
Raju applied the fire extinguisher at the zone where the
smoke was coming from. It was clear that there was some
major trouble, which could not be got over with, through
the usual troubleshooting procedure.
The CEE was visibly upset. That this should have
happened with the Electrical Adviser on the footplate must
have annoyed him. Murti got off the loco. There was not a
sign of anger or irritation on his face. He shook hands with
me and said.
'Natarajan, do not worry. These things happen.' He
walked away along with the CEE and Dy CEE to the road
and took the car, which was coming along, to proceed to
Madras.
We examined the loco. The Surge Arrester (ETF)
connected across the DC output terminals of the main
Silicon Rectifier had burst. Mter visually checking and
ensuring that there was no other damage, we isolated the
Arrester and cleaned up the mess a bit. I told Raju to move
without ETF. Mter a twenty-minute
halt in the midsection, we started off and reached Tambaram in the
afternoon, without any further mishap. The steam loco was
not used to assist at any time during the run.
I called on the CEE next morning and informed him
that we had worked the loco, after isolating the defect. He
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was still in a gloomy mood. He merely said, 'But the
damage has been done.' I felt sorry for him.
That was the first failure of any kind on YAM! loco.
More ETF failures followed in quick succession on other
locos too, qualifying for Indian Railways' standard
classification 'Type Defect'. Mitsubishi eventually replaced
the ETFs on all the locos with Arresters of better design.
Having said all this, it is necessary to record here, that
the fleet of twenty YAM! locos has to this day, after thirtyfive years of service, remained one of the most reliable
electric locomotives on Indian Railways. Failures have been
rare and MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures) very high,
year after year. The good performance of these locos is
reflected in the Railway statistic of 'kilometres per failure'
being quite high.
Towards the end of the twentieth century, Indian
Railways embarked on an ambitious project, known as
'Project Unigauge' for the conversion on a massive scale, of
a number of Metre Gauge sections to Broad Gauge. Some
experts have questioned the wisdom of 'Project Unigauge'.
They are convinced that such a mammoth
effort at
enormous cost is not justified and that even if it were
justified, it is not so urgently necessary as to warrant
immediate investment of huge funds in preference to
safety-related works, modernisation
of communication
systems, Rolling Stock, ete. The Madras- Tambaram section
and its further southward stretch, is one of the latest to be
taken up under this programme. I do not wish to question
the wisdom of Indian Railways in doing whatever they have
decided to do. I am only sad, emotionally, as I had so deeply
involved myself in the management of the suburban train
services on this Metre Gauge section and I have a hunch
that not only in the course of execution of the conversion
work bu~ also later, in operation, the quality of service to the
rail-user, will deteriorate. The YAM! locos are, no doubt,
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getting old but then, their performance continues to be top
class. And, my bond with them was so intimate and strong.
When these locos go, would it be a case of throwing out the
baby with the bathwater?
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Chapter XV
THE ENGINE HAD FAILED BUT ...
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I was travelling by Howrah - Madras Mail in a first class
compartment. I was working on Southern Railway then. I
had gone to Calcutta on some assignment and was going
back to Madras.

~

The train stopped in mid-section,
somewhere near
Koilaghat Station, on the Howrah - Kharagpur section.
I waited for a few minutes in my compartment. There
was no sign of the train starting. I went over to the engine .
It was a steam engine - a WP. (The Howrah-Kharagpur
Section had not been electrified then. Even diesel locos had
not been pressed into use on the service.) I saw some people
crowding near the engine. There was a familiar figure
standing with his foot on the cattle guard. I could easily
recognise the fair, tall and somewhat bulky figure, even
from a distance. It was Mukherjee, aJamalpur boy, who had
been with me in the 1954 course, at the Railway Staff
College, Baroda. He was in some kind of khaki dress,
dirtied all over.
I had known Mukherjee to be a jovial chap. He looked
very relaxed and happy.
'Hello, Mukherjee, what are you doing here?' I asked
him .
'I am the bloody DME in charge of this blessed WP. The
connecting rod is broken. I have asked for a relief engine.'
He lit up a cigarette.
'You don't look very much concerned,' I asked him. I
thought I saw a faint smile on his lips.
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'I am thanking my lucky stars that this damned thing
didn't happen a couple of hours earlier. I was on this very
engine, working the Special train with the President of
India on board, into Howrah,' he said.
The relief engine arrived after an hour and the train
resumed its journey.
(Mukherjee is no more. He died young; a few years
later. )

Chapter XVI

A DC EMU UNDER AC OHE
1967. I remember that midnight very well, when we
travelled on a DC EMU under 25 kV AC OHE on the
Tambaram - Chingleput section of Southern Railway.
My good friend and colleague Sambamurti, was in
charge of Tambaram Carshed. We had changed ovtJr the
Madras Beach - Tambaram section to AC Traction, in
January 67 and introduced new AC EMUs and Motor
Coaches, to run the train services. Twenty four 3-Coach
DC EMUs, which were quite old, had all been stripped of
their electrical equipment and converted for use as trailer
coaches to be hauled by new AC Motor Coaches. However
there were six 4-Coach DC EMUs (known as BredaUnits), which were relatively new - only about ten years
young at that time - and no decision had been taken as to
what to do with them. One idea was to convert them to suit
AC operation by adding the necessary traction equipment
and controls. RDSO had in this connection, asked Southern
Railway to verify the performance of Breda - Traction
Motors under 'pulsating' current.
A train was formed in the Shed with a 25 kV AC loco,
type YAMj, attached to a 4-Coach Breda Unit. The DC
output from the Loco Rectifier (+ve and -ve) was taken by
heavy cables laid on the top, from the roof of the loco to the
roof of the Motor coach of the EMU. This sounds simple;
" but a lot of care had to be taken to get this job done
satisfactorily. By operating the Master Controller on the
YAM 1 Loco, the train was run on the main line section
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between Tambaram and Chingleput
for some fifteen
kilometres, under AC OHE. It was the Traction Motors of
the Breda DC EMU and not the Traction Motors of the
AC loco that powered the train. We watched the quality of
commutation of the Br,:da Traction Motors, removing the
'hatch' cover and literally spreading ourselves flat on the
floor, face downwards. The commutation was satisfactory.
A report was sent to RDSO and was well received by the
Director.
There was a certain amount of risk in the above

Chapter XVII
A POINT OF VIEW
1965. One of the few technical problems encountered on
the newly received Metre Gauge AC locos type YAMj on
Southern Railway, was the occasional but sudden tripping
of the Circuit Breaker (DJ) due to one or the other of the
contacts of the Tap Changer Contactors (CGR) getting
welded in the closed position. The phenomenon
was
sporadic and it used to occur generally in mid-section,
,completely paralysing the locomotive and affecting train
services on the single line section.
I wanted to see the phenomenon in some detail and at
close quarters. I called a loco to the shed and after isolating
the traction motors, connected the Rectifier output to a set
of Resistor banks, kept on the shed floor. These Resistor
banks which had been released from the old DC EMUs

experimentation, as' high voltage DC was being transmitted
not by special couplers as in Calcutta Metro, but by direct
cables on the roof If there had been 'parting' for any reason,
a fire would have resulted and we would have been hauled
up. Perhaps our enthusiasm and confidence had got the
better of even reasonable doubts and apprehensions.
Nothing came out of this experiment, eventually. The
Breda coaches were all converted as ordinary trailer coaches
to be coupled to conventional AC Motor Coaches. Even so,
I have mentioned this episode for two reasons:
1.

2.

It must have been a unique experimentation on Indian
Railways, never attempted earlier or later elsewhere on
the system.
Officers and Supervisors were willing to try out new
ideas and take on challenges merely for the sake of
acquiring
technical
knowledge,
information
and
eX'Perience. They were not afraid to take risks. Alas,
these attitudes became rare to find, as I approached the
end of my career.

provided the 'load' into which the locomotive power could
be fed. A supervisor was asked to operate the Master
Controller up and down, right upto high notches and back,
thus simulating to some extent the conditions which CGR
contactors were subjected to, under normal operation. The
loco was of course stationary, as the motors were not in
circuit.
J Shigeura, the Commissioning Engineer of Mitsubishi
Electric, was watching the proceedings.
We must have gone through about fifty operations up
. and down on the Master Controller, when there was a loud
report. The DJ had tripped. We found that the contacts of
one of the CGR Contactors had got stuck in the welded
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position.
With available resources of equipment I had thus set up a
test scheme which simulated successfully, inside the shed, a
condition that was happening on line.
'I am happy,' I told Shigeura.
'I am not so happy,' was his reply. He certainly looked a
worried man. It was just as well that he was not happy. For,
in due course, improvements to cam profile and contact tip
material and profile, were implemented by Mitsubishi and
the problem was solved satisfactorily.

Chapter XVIII
PATRIOTISM IS PENALISED
October 1964. Calcutta Airport. It was 9 p.m. I had come in
by an Air India Flight from Tokyo, which had landed at
7 p.m. I was the lone man held up at the Customs counter.
All other passengers had been cleared and had gone,
including four personnel of Indian Railways, who had
landed along with me by the same flight.
I was carrying a small Sony transistor radio. I had
declared it. I had also declared that I was carrying a card
board box containing four Axle Bearings for Railways. I had
nothing else with me.
The
bearings
were
required
urgently
for recommissioning some W AM2 locomotives at Sealdah Car
Shed. The box had been handed to me a few hours before I
left Tokyo, by a Mitsubishi representative at Tokyo Airport.
I had known him and trusted him fully. He showed me a
Telex
received
from
General
Manager,
Railway
Electrification,
Calcutta, for immediate assistance, by
despatch of four bearings, to Calcutta. He requested that I
should assist in this matter. I felt that it was best that I
carried the bearings for that would be the fastest way
possible for the bearings to reach Calcutta. The Air India
counter at Tokyo Airport allowed the excess luggage free,
without charging me. Mter all, I was carrying the stuff only
for the Government of India. I was returning, a]ong with
four other Railwaymen, from a six-month training in Japan
and this luggage had to be shown against one of us. I had
volunteered for it to be shown against my name, as I was
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the leader of the team.

reckoned that the cost of the fridge plus the Transistor
should fall within my overall allowance and that no penalty
would be payable. But thanks to the changed circumstances,
as the Railway bearings had already been shown as cleared
against my personal allowance, there was very little
allowance left for import of the refrigerator and therefore
the duty and the penalty had to be borne.
I showed the entire correspondence
with General
Manager, Railway Electrification to the Customs people at
Madras. I met the Assistant Collector and the Collector of

There was a DEE from Railway Electrification, Calcutta
at the Calcutta Airport, to meet me. He had brought an
official letter from the RE organisation, addressed to the
Customs, explaining the background and the urgency.
There was also a representative from Mitsubishi, Calcutta,
ready with his car to take the bearings to Sealdah shed
straight away. The letter from RE bore an endorsement
from the Collector of Customs 'clear, as per rules'.
I was told by the Calcutta Customs that bearings were a
banned item and that I should not have brought it into the
country at all. The Customs man suggested that I may leave
the stuff at the Airport and walk out and leave it to RE to
sort out this matter and clear it later.

Customs and explained my case. I pleaded that as the
bearings were not my property and I had only brought them
in the interest of the Railways as a patriotic citizen, I should
not be penalised. They did not budge. Eventually I paid
some Rs 500/- as penalty and cleared my fridge, lest I
,should incur the risk of damage and further payment by
way of wharfage charges.
I did not give any thought to recovering the penalty from
Railway Electrification
as it was only an indirect
consequence of my action in bringing the bearings.
It is common knowledge that Customs officials can and
do exercise discretion in many matters. In this case of
penalty waiver, could they not have used their discretion? I
wondered. What a pity, I thought, that they had chosen to
penalise a patriotic Government servant.
On further reflection, I wonder whether I have been less
than fair to Customs Officials, as a 'Tribe'. Indeed, when
the drama happened at Calcutta Airport, there was an
official who showed sympathy and concern that here was an
officer of the Government who was willing to pay the
duties and clear the bearings, rather than leave them behind
at the Airport. He called me aside and said:
'Sir, I have a suggestion. I can let you pass your transistor
radio outside, without showing it on your papers. Only the
bearings will be shown. That would reduce the duty you

I was not willing. I felt that having brought the bearings
all the way into India, if I left them at the Airport, the
purpose would not be served and the urgency was all lost.
Mter a lot of discussion and finding that I was obstinate
the Customs man cleared me, after collecting duty for the
Transistor Radio and the bearings. It came to some Rs 600/(Rs 200/- for the Transistor Radio and Rs 400/- for the
bearings). I handed over the bearings to the DEE and left. It
must have been around 10.30 p.m. The next day I left for
Madras to rejoin my post on Southern Railway.
I was hoping that RE would take the initiative and
arrange reimbursement
of the duty I had paid for the
bearings. This did not happen. On the other hand, it took
me some three months of correspondence to collect the
amount. I did not relish this exercise but went through
all the same.

it,

Worse was to follow. I had not bargained for this
development. I had bought a small (70 litre capacity),
refrigerator while in Japan and had sent it by sea to Madras.
When the fridge arrived at the Madras port, I was notified
that I 'should pay a stiff duty and penalty, too. I had
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have to pay. But then, of coursc ... I am sure you would not
mind passing a small amount to me. It is not much you
know. I have to please my boss, too.'
Needless to say, I did not accept his suggestion. The rest
of the story has already bcen told.

Chapter XIX

AN UNUSUAL EXPERIENCE PAYS
DIVIDENDS
There have been many occasions in my career when
information gathered at some stage became useful at some
other stage, for solving a problem. This would apply to
information of all types - gathered through the study of
books, listening to others, inspections, visits to factories and
above all, doing work with one's own hand. What follows is
,a description of an instance belonging to the category last
mentioned.
I was DEE/Traction, Tamabaram at that time. Year 1963.
It was a Sunday morning. At about 10.00 a.m., I was
informed by Control that a level crossing gate near Saidapet
Station on the Electrified section, had got locked against
road traffic and could not be opened, even after the trains
had cleared the track-circuited sections concerned on all the
three tracks. This was causing commotion from road users.
The signalling supervisor concerned had come to the site
but he could not tackle the problem. He had however
reported that some signals in the vicinity were 'dancing' i.e.
changing from one aspect to another, continuously.
I had observed such a phenomenon of 'dancing' about a
month earlier, during an experiment that I had conducted at
midnight,
near Minambakkam
Traction
Substation.
Observations I had made at that time led me to suspect that
'. the problem now reported from Saidapet, could have arisen
from some disturbance in the power supply for the
signalling system.
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On my enquiry, the Controller stated that at that time
we were taking 5 kV supply as usual at Egmore Substation
but we were on 33 kV Emergency supply at Minambakkam
Substation. Saidapet was midway between Egmore and
Minambakkam and that strengthened my suspicion.
There was a 33 kV transmission line of the Railway to
carry power from Egmore to Minambakkam and this was
the normal AC supply arrangement for Minambakkam. At
times, when we had problems with the transmission line or
some restrictions on the quantum of power intake at 5 kVat
Egmore, we used to avail the emergency supply at 33 kV at
Minambakkam. Both the 5 kV and 33 kV supplies were
from the Madras Electricity System(MES) of the Madras
State Electricity Board. On the day in question, we were on
emergency supply, due to restrictions on 5 kV intake.
On my directions, the Controller checked up with MES
and got a confirmation that all was well on their side. Not
satisfied, I telephoned the Superintending
Engineer of
MES. He also replied that all was normal on his side. I
asked Control to inform the DSTE and proceeded to
Minambakkam Substation, arriving there in about twenty
minutes.
On my instructions, permission was taken by the
Control from MES for us to load their 5 kV system at
Egmore and to switch off the 33 kV emergency supply at
Minambakkam. The required operations were carried out
by the operators at Egmore and Minambakkam. As soon as

a petrol engine to Minambakkam Substation to see if I
could use it for giving power supply to some portion of the
signalling load, under certain emergency conditions. I
found that as soon as the power supply was changed from
'normal' to 'generating set', some of the signals in the
vicinity started dancing, green - red - green -red ... The
tempo of 'dancing' was changing, as the speed of the
generating set was lowered or raised. The Signal Inspector
who was with me pointed out that this phenomenon could
arise from the difference in frequency between the AC
supplies to adjacent track circuit sections. The possibility of
using a generating set was abandoned.
But the lesson of that midnight experiment came in
handy for attempting a solution to the Saidapet problem. At
Saidapet, the tracks in the direction towards Minambakkam
were fed with power supplies for signals from that
substation, and the tracks in the opposite direction, i.e.
towards Egmore, were fed from the Egmore substation. I
reasoned that the 'dancing' of signals could have come
about if the frequencies of the two supplies were different. I
guessed that the problem of the level crossing gate getting
locked might also be due to the same cause. As it happened,
the problem disappeared once both the supplies were
derived from the same source.
After I reached home, I spoke to the Superintending
Engineer/MES, explaining to him what all had happened.
He checked up once again with his people and confirmed to
me that indeed there had been a 'separation problem' in the
Madras Grid for some time that day and it was quite
possible that the Railway got supplies at slightly different
frequencies at the two points of supply. He apologised for
the inconvenience.
(Note: It is possible that the above technology is now out-of-date.
We do find emergency-generating
sets installed at many places on
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electrified sections and they are pressed into service quite often
and, there is no problem.)

Chapter XX
FAITH IN FUNDAMENTALS
I might as well have captioned this chapter 'The Case of the
Hijacked Transformers'.
This stOlY relates to 1966-1967. The changeover of
Madras Beach- Tambaram Metre Gauge suburban section
of Southern Railway from 1500 V DC to 25 kV AC system
was done on 15th January 1967, overnight, without
cancelling a single commuter train. Behind that event was
an important technical decision, followed by meticulous
planning and teamwork in execution.
I was a Senior Scale Officer in 1966 and was asked to
look after, in a leave vacancy, the work of the Dy CEE in
charge of the conversion work for a few months. When I
took over, the field works had nearly been completed and
ICF had already started supplying AC EMUs, which were
getting stabled in the Tambaram Yard, under AC OHE. An
excellent and dedicated construction team was getting to be
idle. There was a hitch - an item of work had not been done
viz. installation of 33 Booster Transformers
at various
locations on the section, which was a prerequisite for
energising the section on 25 kV AC. In fact,· there were no
transformers. The ship carrying the transformers from
Sweden had been hijacked on the high seas (by whom
nobody was certain, but there was a suspicion that it was
Pakistan), almost a year earlier. I was shown the file of
papers containing the correspondence with the Railway
".Board, with the Ministry of EA1:ernal Mfairs, with the
Ambassadors of other countries, and so on. But, the file was
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no substitute for transformers. Of course, the idea of using
the standard booster transformers employed on Broad
Gauge Sections had occurred, but RDSO had clearly said
'No', and in writing, too.
A little reflection convinced me that RDSO's technical
advice was wrong. Surely, a higher capacity (300 Amps)
transformer could be used in place of a lower capacity one
(200 Amps). In fact, I could have attempted to convince
RDSO
merely by comparison
of the technical data
pertaining to the two types of transformers. But tactically, I
feared that such an effort might lead to confrontation and
could defeat the ultimate objective.
I therefore decided to proceed from fundamentals. We
managed to get one Booster Transformer from the Broad
Gauge Projects and carried out a standard Short Circuit test
on it, using an available power transformer at the Egmore
DC traction substation, as 'power source'. This test had to
be organised and carried out through midnight, as that was
the only time we could afford to shut down the substation
for DC Traction supply. The results of the test were used to
calculate the impedance values. An equivalent circuit was
drawn up. Armed with this data, a detailed technical note
was sent to RDSO, explaining that the impedance of BG
transformers as seen from the Catenary System was the
same as that of the MG (as seen from the Technical Data
furnished)
and maybe, RDSO could reconsider their
decision. My CEE, who was leaving for Delhi about the
same time, was given a copy of the note to pursue with the
Railway Board and RDSO.
The idea was practically attractive because a large
number of BG Booster transformers were indeed available
as 'surplus' at that time on Central Railway, having been
received for the Igatpuri-Bhusaval
section, which was
nowhere near the commissioning stage, as there were a
larg~ number of other works yet to be completed.
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I was thrilled when my CEE spoke to me from Delhi to
say that RDSO had accepted my technical note. Looking
back, I am tempted to think that my note may have
provided just the right kind of face-saving device they
needed. The Board had also agreed to divert 33
transformers from Central Railway to Southern Railway.
It had taken about a month from the time I conceived of
this strategy till we got RDSO's and Railway Board's
approvals. Thereafter, things moved with great speed and
precision in physically transporting the transformers from
Central Railway territory to Madras, doing filtration of oil,
moving them to the different sites and finally installing
them on the structures. Thanks to the fantastic team effort
put in by the officers and men of the organisation, the work
was completed in a mere one month, thereafter.
, I had done a Short Circuit test on a very small
transformer in my college days (1952), in the Electrical
Laboratory. I could never have imagined that I may have to
do such a test in the field, on a large transformer, merely for
proving that fundamentals can never go wrong. But I do not
regret that experience, for it achieved results in no uncertain
manner.
For commissioning of the section on AC traction, after
the transformers were in position, a detailed programme
was drawn up, writing out sequences of operations at the
various Booster Transformer locations, what each team was
to do and when, how to report on the telephone the
commencement and completion of the assigned works ete.
Briefing meetings were held during the day and work was
done at night. The section was divided into three small subsections:
i) Tambaram - Guindy
ii) Guindy - Madras Egmore
iii) Madras Egmore - Madras Beach
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Each sub-section was tried on 25 kV AC, proved by running
an AC EMU and restored back to DC, one by one, on three
nights. When everything was found all right, the final
changeover to AC over the entire section was much
simpler, as there was no extra operation
back to DC as on earlier nights.

to do, for going

By 2.30 a.m., on 15th January 1967, the changeover
operation was all over and 25 kV AC was switched on the
entire section, Madras Beach - Tambaram, including the
erstwhile steam-operated
main line, between Madras
Egmore and Tambaram, known as the Third Track.
I was present in the Supervisory Remote Control Centre
for the three nights when the three sub-sections, one by
one, went through DC-AC-DC changes. On the night of
the final changeover, I moved over to the Tambaram Car
shed to oversee readying of the new AC EMUs for service. I
had bought from the bazaar large quantities of sweets and
travelling by the first trial train which left Tambaram, at
3.30 a.m., I distributed the sweets to every working party on
the entire section. What a pleasure it was, to share the
moment of joy with those who had made it all possible.
The first EMU train carrying passengers left on schedule
at 4 a.m. from Tambaram. There was a ceremony later in
the day to flag off the first main line train hauled by AC
loco from Madras Egmore.
Almost twenty years later (October 1987), my faith in
fundamentals agdin came to my rescue and to the rescue of
South Eastern Railway - on a much simpler issue, however.
Para-by-para, comments of the Chief Engineer cleared by
FA & CAO on a Draft Para, had been put up to me for
approval before being sem to the Audit and to the Railway
Board. It was a requirement that reply to a Draft Para
should be approved by GM personally.
The thrust of the Audit para was that although the
Railway had received certain quantities of rails sufficient for
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say Xl, X2 and X3 kms of track renewals, in three
successive years, only Yl, Y2 and Y3 kms had actually been
done, there being a very big shortfall in performance, i.e.
gap, between X and Y, every year.
The draft reply was roundabout and evasive. Some
quantities of rails had been loaned to other railways;
changes in the audit figures regarding renewals done were
called for, etc. It was clear to me that this was no defence,
for all this explanation could not account for the big
difference.
I rubbed my eyes in disbelief Where could all the rails
have gone? Surely they could not have disappeared. Besides,
the Railway had been crying for input of rails repeatedly and
I had no doubt about the capacity of the Engineers to use
whatever rails were made available.
, I decided to look at the figures once again. I used my
calculator once, twice and thrice. It did not take me long to
realise what had gone wrong. The Audit had assessed the
kms that could have been done, by dividing the total
tonnage of rails received, by 52, which is the weight in
tonnes per km of a single rail section. Surely, a track needs
two rails. The division should have been done by 104. When
the correct calculation was done, it was clear that whatever
renewals had been done, tallied very closely with what
could have been done with the rails supplied.
The 'error' of the Audit was understandable. But, to my
mind, it was unpardonable that this simple mistake of the
Audit had not been detected by the Engineering and
Accounts Departments, who frame and clear estimates for
track renewals literally by the dozen, year in and year out.
The figures should indeed have been at their fingertips, so
to say. That the simple matter should have been allowed to
escape attention from the lowest to the highest levels in
those departments, baffled me. I called CE and FA & CAO
and talked to them. I asked them to discuss this matter with
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the Chief Auditor so that he could drop the matter
gracefully. They must have done so. The case never came to
me agam.

Chapter XXI
LEGAL ADVICE

I
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The Law is an ass. So goes an old saying. My father was a
lawyer.
So was
my
father-in-law.
Under
these
circumstances, I can show no disrespect to that great
profession. I shall merely narrate an incident of my
encounter with an eminent lawyer, on the files of the
Government of course, al'd leave it to the reader to judge'
how close to the truth this proverb is.
h was in 1966 that this event took place. I had been
asked to look after the work of the Dy Chief Electrical
Engineer (Construction)
for a few months, on Southern
Railway. There was an ongoing dispute, for months,
between the Railway and a contractor, who had executed
certain Railway Electrification works, about the Railway's
liability to pay Sales Tax on certain items. The contractor
claimed that the payment was due to him. The Railway had
been arguing that as the supply of the items had been made
as part of a Works Contract, no tax would be payable.
It had been decided by my predecessor that as the
Railway's Legal Department could not render any advice
satisfactorily, we should obtain expert legal opinion in this
case, from an outside luminary of the legal profession. In
fact, it had also been d~cided that the Railway should
approach for such advice an eminent lawyer of Madras, who
had occupied the post of Advocate General earlier and with
distinction. This person had been sounded and had agreed
to render his advice, on payment of a consultation fee of
Rs 3000/-, a large sum in those days.
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It fell to my lot to 'process' the case further. I put up a
brief note on the file and took GM's sanction. The lawyer
had demanded payment of full consultation fees along with
the reference and this condition had also been accepted
while getting GM's sanction.
I remember having gone through three or four case files
containing the contract and correspondence between the
Railway and the Contractor. My DEE had put up an
excellent summary of the important papers and had
'flagged' them up as usual. (For the uninitiated, a 'flag' is
merely a small piece of thick paper pinned to the
appropriate letter or note on the file and suitably marked in
alphabets or numbers for reference. Often, the flags are in
different colours to reduce the monotony. They stick out of
the file to draw the attention of the person who has to go
through the papers. The art of flagging in such a manner
that one flag does not obstruct the flag below it, is mastered
and perfected over the years by clerical staff in a
Government Department.)
I made a brief note on the top, listing out the points on
which Railway needed expert opinion. The entire bunch of
papers along with a cheque for Rs 3000/-, was sent to the
lawyer's residence.
When the file of papers came back to my desk a week
later, I opened the 'red tape' with great expectations. The
expert advice was contained in a signed note of four pages,
in impeccable English, quoting extensively from case law on
the subject and the decisions in parallel cases from the
various High Courts of the land. I can never forget the
master stroke - the concluding paragraph of the note, which
contained the operative part, namely the expert advice for
which the Railway had paid the fees.
'Summing up, I would say that while the Railways have a
good cas'e to fight, I would not advise them to do so.'
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Chapter XXII
A CONTRAST
1969. About 10.00 a.m. on a fine morning. My semor
colleague Sreenivasan and I, were on the floor of the
Traction Motor Machine Shop in CLW. We were closely
examining a few steel castings, some of them machined and
the fixtures used to machine them on the Vertical Borer.
There had been some problem of ensuring concentricity
between
two circular
machined
surfaces.
Repeated
rejections were a cause for concern in the production belt of
Traction Motors.
While we were busy, the GM had come. It was his voice
that caught our attention.
'What are you doing?' he asked.
'Good morning, sir. We are investigating into some
problem,' I said.
That was enough to set him on fire. 'That is the problem
with you fellows. You seem to be investigating all the time.
And you have chosen today, of all days.' So saying he
walked away.
That was a bandh* day. The bandh was a near total
'success' throughout
CL W. In the Traction
Motor
Machining Shop, only four men were present, out of a total
staff of some 200. Of the four who were present, there was
a good supervisor and a machinist of some experience.
There was no crane driver. We could not load any heavy
• A Hindi word, which has come to mean 'stoppage of activity', a kind of
protest strike by workers.
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part onto a machine or unload it. It was clear that no
worthwhile production could be achieved on that day . .on
the other hand, I had been having this quality problem on
the machining of the end shield casting. I valued my senior
colleague's knowledge and ability in anything mechanical.
He had a responsibility, too, because he was in charge of
Inspection and Quality Control. He had agreed to have a
look. We thought that there could be no better day than a
bandh day, to go into this problem in depth and solve it.
The atmosphere was ideal - silence all over and nobody to
disturb us.
But the GM seemed to think differently. He wanted us,
I suppose, to move up and down in the workshop, see the
few faces and count the heads of whoever had turned up,
thrust some work on them and generally keep a watch that
they did not sit idle or go away. He presumably wanted us
to enforce discipline without purpose, on the only
disciplined handful that had turned up, despite threats from
their 'leader'.

'Nothing, sir,' I replied.
'I thought I could spend these hours usefully to give all
of you some idea of Computer
Programming
in
FORTRAN.
I have learnt this language and have been
practising it for some time. It is a useful tool for engineers.
In some three or four sessions, two hours each, you should
make good progress,' he said.
We started then and there. The CEE was our guru and
we were his disciples. We had two sessions, on successive
days. When the third was due, the bandh was off and we
were back to our grind once again. Needless to say, we
never had again an opportunity to continue the study. But
then, this person had taught us something valuable when
we would just have done nothing but idle gossip.
What a contrast, I thought, with the GM who had been
unhappy with me for doing productive thinking, on a
bandh day.

Contrast the above with what happened some years later.
It was another bandh day, in 1975. This time it was
believed that the bandh would continue for a few days.
We used to be at our desks by 6 a.m., more than an hour
earlier than usual, travelling by the office bus. On the first
day, we could clear some pending papers, discuss matters
that required co-ordination with one another. I used the
opportunity to clear some ideas with the CEE, whom I held
in great esteem.
A simple lunch - we had carried with uS edibles even as
we came to work so early in the morning - was over by
11.30 a.m. We had gathered together for a chat, having
nothing else to do.
There was a call from the CEE. A few officers were
seated in his room.
'Are you doing anything
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in particular?'

he asked me.
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Chapter XXIII
BREAKTHROUGH
LABOUR

FROM A DAY'S

Anyone who has seen manufacture of armature coils for
traction motors will no doubt be familiar with the NomexMica Wrapper, which is used as the basic coil insulation for
the slot portion. The wrapper is applied over the coil sides
and thereafter the coil sides are moulded to shape, under
heat and pressure.
The Nomex-Mica Wrapper concept came to India in the
early seventies, from Alsthom, France with the T AO 659
traction motor Collaboration. Although the product is now
available with relative ease and in good quality, and is used
extensively not only for the T AO 659 motor coils but for
many others as well, yet, when it made its first appearance,
there were quality problems that almost drove the motor
manufacturer to despair.
I was Dy CEE then (1971), in the Traction Motor Shop
of CLW. The. wrapper material which was supplied by
Alsthom, used to come in big sheets and had to be cut to
size for use. One fine morning, the coil manufacturing
section reported that some of the Nomex-Mica sheets had
developed wrinkles on the N omex and the coils were failing
in large numbers, due to dimensional deviations and
sometimes in dielectric tests, too. The rejection rate was
unacceptably high. I had a look at the materials as received
and kept in the air-conditioned store. Even newly received
material, airlifted from France, showed this defect. It was
obvious that production
could not be carried on
satisfactorily, with this serious handicap.
Fortunately, we had taken up the task of indigenous
development of this item with a Calcutta supplier. But we

,

h----~~"-'""'. ~
NOMEX410, 2 MIL THICK WITH BOOK FORM
MICA 2 MIL RECTANGULAR ... PASTED WITH
SILICON VARNISH (As shown)
Nomex-Mica

Wrapper

had just received a report that the first lot of samples
produced by the firm had also failed to meet the prescribed
quality standards, a major problem being the development
of wrinkles. An impasse had been reached.
Under the collaboration, we did not receive the knowhow for the manufacture of the wrapper itself, although its
application and testing methods were known.
I was determined to get over the problem. I was
reasonably hopeful that indigenous manufacture rather than
importation, gave us a better prospect of getting material of
proper quality. The basic Nomex sheet, Type 410 two mils*
thick, imported from Du Pont, was available in the country

*

One mil

= One-thousandth of an inch.
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and there was not much that could go wrong with it. Mica
is cent per cent Indian and the bonding/laminating silicone
varnish (imported from France), was available. I took a
morning train to Calcutta and was at the manufacturer's
premises at Dum Dum by 11 :30 a.m.
We did quite a few trial sheets following the process the
manufacturer had chosen to adopt. Mter an hour or so,
wrinkles (minor in nature compared to what I had seen on
the imported material in our stores), started appearing. I had
noticed that a mild preheating of the N omex Sheet was
done before the laminating process, presumably to drive
away moisture. I said, 'Let us do some, without preheating.'
And sure enough, the wrinkles did not appear. Through
trial and error, the ideal duration for the varnish applied on
the sheet to cure in air, was determined, so as to provide the
right amount of tackiness for laying the mica. A light coat of
varnish was again applied over the entire mica surface.
It was then that the idea of using rectangular book-form
mica of the chosen thickness (2 mil), instead of mica
splittings of irregular shape, occurred to me. Perhaps I had
seen this somewhere but do not remember for sure. The

The next day, a couple of coils were wrapped and
moulded with the sample wrappers I had brought from
Calcutta. The test results on the coils were satisfactory. The
workers were happy to see a wrapper delivered to them in
the final size, with neatly arranged mica and with no
wrinkles.
My decision not to do pre-heating of Nomex was taken
primarily to eliminate wrinkles. There were people who
expressed reservations because moisture could present a
problem. My expectation was that in the subsequent process
of 'heat press' in the moulding stage, the moisture would
certainly be got rid of
In due course, CLW depended less on imports and
concentrated more on getting the item from sources within
India. A technical specification was also drawn up.
During one of my visits to the same Dum Dum factory
many years later, the manufacturer
showed me the
notebook in which I had written down on that eventful day
the different steps of development through trial and error
and the various test results obtained. He had become a

size was decided. The manufacturer co-operated. The mica
pieces were laid at an angle as shown in the Figure. I felt
that such an arrangement could give a greater probability of
obtaining uniform thickness of insulation and consistency
in dielectric strength. A few sheets were made with success
and they met the quality requirements regarding dielectric
strength and thickness. There were, of course, no wrinkles.
By the time I finished the experimental work, it was 4 p.m.
- just enough time to catch the Coal-Field Express Train to
Asansol, for Chittaranjan. I carried a few sample sheets with
me.

regular supplier of Nomex-Mica to CLWand Railways and
had decided to preserve the notebook as a memento of that
all-important day's work.
Nomex-Mica Wrapper has become a standard product
today. A variation, in recent times, is the use of Mica-Paper
instead of Mica. Many more manufacturers have entered
the field. I do not know what process is actually being
followed at present. Whether we have since come to know
the details of the process adopted by manufacturers abroad,
is also not known to me. I would not be surprised if they
have also fallen in line with what was evolved successfully
in India.

CEE/CLW dropped in at the manufacturer's premises
for an h04r or so, when I informed him of my line of
thinking. He encouraged me with a smile and left.

Necessity is the mother of invention, they say. It was the
wrinkles on the imported sheets that pressed us to go ahead
with the task of indigenisation, urgently.
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That was certainly a great day for me. For those who
make and use Nomex-Mica Wrappers routinely today, this
story about the origin of the product should be of historical
interest.

Chapter XXIV
THE FIRST INDIGENOUS KAPTON COVERED CONDUCTOR
Kapton is now a household word with Railway Traction
Engineers, Supervisors and Staff, connected with the
manufacture, rewinding and repairs of Traction Motors. A
product of Du Pont, USA, this superior insulating material
is extensively used in Traction Motors. Yet, until some
thirty years ago, it was unknown in India.
The first Kapton covered conductor ever to be made in
India was at the works of Wandel side National Conductors
(WNC) Pune, against a CLW order for a small quantity of
600 kg. I had piloted the placement of this order and did the
Acceptance Inspection of the product at Pune, for despatch
to Chittaranjan. I am informed that the factory proudly
remembers that first success, even today. I, too, remember
my association with this development effort, not so much
for any technical contribution, as for the managerial effort
behind it.
It was in 1970, when I was in CLW, that I came to know
about Kapton. I happened to see some literature of Du
Pont, USA, about various types of Kapton films (F, H, etc.)
and their properties. Du Pont claimed that according to
MJouy, Design Engineer of Alsthom, France, Kapton was
the insulation which would provide excellent reliability,
with the possibility of increasing conductor copper size
.leading to higher power output for the same size of
machine, or if we chose to retain the same copper size, a
smaller machine for the same output. Alsthom were our
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collaborators but we had not been told by them about this
development. The technology that had been passed on to us
was based on use of asbestos-covered
conductor, for
armature coils. We were not very happy with this material as
it was hygroscopic and processing was not so easy. We had
also heard that asbestos based materials may go out of use in
the future, as asbestos was considered to be carcinogenic.
Above all, there appeared to be no possibility of
indigenisation. We had, on our own, been trying glasscovered conductors (IN CAB, Tatanagar assisted us with
this development) and found that it fared as well in the
production belt as asbestos-covered conductor. Alsthom
had seen our efforts but had said neither Yes, nor No, to
this development.
Inter-turn insulation failures on armature coils were not
uncommon
with
glass-covered
or asbestos-covered
conductors at the various stages of testing, in the production
belt. I thought that Kapton could provide the answer to our
problem.
I had met M Jouy in France, when I was there on a brief
visit in September 1969. When he visited India later, I
consulted him regarding the use of Kapton for the T AO 659
motors. M Jouy did not encourage the idea. Kapton was a
'difficult' material to handle and as we were still to settle
down to manufacture in CLW, he would not advise us to go
in for Kapton.
Thus there was no possibility of our getting either the
material or technical advice from the collaborators regarding
Kapton-covered conductors. I decided to pursue indigenous
development. At a chance meeting with an Engineer of
WNC, Pune, I gathered that he was keen on this
developmental effort. The development order was for 600
kg, (sufficient for about six armatures), of conductor
insulated with Kapton film 150 F019 (i.e. Kapton 1 mil with
adhesiVe teflon 1/2 mil on o.ne side only). From the

literature that I had come across, 50 % lap of same material
appeared to be the standard thickness of insulation over the
copper, but I decided to specify 66-2/3 % lap, to provide a
better margin and I was taking this decision on my own.
The material was ready in a few months. I went to Pune
for inspection. A kind of heat-sealing process had been
adopted as the copper conductor passed through a vertical
tower and the Kapton-teflon film got lapped around it. The
product looked good. There was no standard specification at
that time for the Kapton-covered conductor. An lEC
specification was in the draft stage. However I did a few
simple mechanical bending tests and a few dielectric tests
under various conditions, wet and dry. I was satisfied with
the product, accepted it and authorised immediate despatch,
by road. Unfortunately there was some problem on the
way. The material was almost lost. But somehow, we
managed to get it at Chittaranjan, after four months.
When it arrived, the material was widely welcomed in
CLW shops. Armatures processed with this material
behaved much better in the production belt at the various
stages of dielectric testing. But it took many years before the
Kapton-covered conductor came in regular use in CLW.
BHEL, a much bigger manufacturer of traction motors,
introduced Kapton even later.
In my tenure at Kalyan Loco Shed, which followed soon
after my assignment in CLW, reliability of traction motors
was 'problem number one' and the Shed had already started
thinking of using Kapton for rewinding of armatures. My
CLW
experience
helped
formulate
the
detailed
specifications for procurement and processing placement of
o~ders for the Kapton insulated conductors
of many
dIfferent sizes, required for the various types of armatures.
For the Traction Machine Workshop Project, Nasik
Ro.ad, which was my next major responsibility on Central
RaIlway, I took on myself the job of not only directing and
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managing the construction activities, but also the workload
of planning and procurement of the raw materials and
components required for winding work, when the project
would be completed. In the first list of materials drawn up
for this workshop, I catered for fifty percent of all armatures
being done with Kapton conductors and fifty percent with
glass braided conductors (Initially I had proposed to go in
for Kapton cent per cent. When I shared my thinking with
Hattangadi, Director (Standards), Electrical RDSO at that
time, he seemed to feel that our problems of reliability were
not all attributable to the use of glass or asbestos insulation
and that while Kapton would help, we had to take care of
other problems as well and overcome them. It was in
deference to his line of thinking that I toned down Kapton
procurement to fifty percent, eventually.)
The slot insulation scheme for each type of traction
armature was drawn up with care and the conductor size,
different from whatever was in use till then, decided. A
feature that was added by me was the use of a Nomex* slot
liner for the full length of the slot, as I could find the space
for this liner in the insulation system design because of the
thinness of the Kapton film. The liners were thus included
as part of the first Material Schedule drawn up for
procurement
for TMW, in 1980. I believe that use of
N omex slot liners has since been adopted by BHEL and
many rewinding shops. I was pleasantly surprised to see, in
1984, that the designs of many motors offered as part of the
Thyristor
locos from Japan and the Continent,
did
incorporate such liners.
It is a matter of satisfaction that Traction Machine
Workshop, Nasik Road, has, over the years, switched over
to 100% Kapton, that the processing has been perfected to
* Also a Du Pont product - a kind of nylon capable of withstanding

temperatures.
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turn out armatures with a high degree of reliability and that
CLW and other Railways, have also followed suit, with
excellent results.
I wish to offer for consideration of Indian Railways, a
few ideas for the future:
i)

ii)

The 66 2/3')10 lap was decided by me at the first stage of
trial and development of Kapton covered conductors to
provide a higher safety margin. I find that this
specification has come to stay on Indian Railways. The
world over, they continue to use 50% lap. With so
much experience behind Indian Railways, I believe that
controlled experimentation and comparative evaluation
of 66-2/3% lap and 50% lap should be done now, to
decide whether it is necessary to continue with 662/3%
lap or to go over to 50% lap and effect some savings.
I had expected that with the use of Kapton covered
conductors, the rejections in the manufacturing belt, at
least at the coil stage, would be reduced to zero. This
exPectation has not materialised. While the rejections
have come down appreciably, they have not become
zero. I believe that a zero defect state is achievable

without doubt. It requires only a change in philosophy.
Those
in charge should
develop a sense of
dissatisfaction with the extent of progress made so far
and of determination
to identify the underlying
problem, by treating each case of coil failure as
unacceptable.
iii) The film 150 F 019 was the standard then, and I
suppose it is so even now. ASEA, Sweden, at one stage
(1984) proposed that in their motors they would be
using 200 F 919 i.e. Kapton 1 mil thick with teBon 1/2
mil thick on both sides. The use of this film, they
claimed, would lead to better bonding between
conductors. Perhaps, ultimately, 200 F 919 with 50%
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lap may prove to be better than 150 F 019 with 662/3%
lap. Here again, discussions with manufacturers and
e},:perimentation is called for, before decisions are
taken.
iv)

Kapton film is a proprietary product of Du Pont, USA.
They may not part with the know-how,
for
manufacture in India. BHEL and ISRO, Trivandrum,
had shown interest some years ago, in developing a
film indigenously, which would be comparable to
Kapton. I had seen some trial samples with ISRO. In
the long run, effort at indigenisation is bound to do
good. Perhaps, the National Chemical Laboratory at
Pune may be able to help. Indian Railways have to take
the initiative, as they will be one of the major
beneficiaries, if the indigenisation effort succeeds.

Chapter XXV
THE THREE]AGDISHS*
When I took charge of production of Traction Motors in
CLW in April 1968,the assembly of the MG 1580 Traction
Motors using imported armatures had just started. Thanks
to the energy and capability of my predecessor, a good
foundation had been laid in areas of processes, tooling,
arranging raw materials, training of workers ete. But we still
had a long way to go.
The pressure really came on, when the stock of imported
motors got used up and the locomotive assembly shops
started depending on CL W built motors for locomotive
production; and, within the TM shops, stock of imported
armatures was dwindling and we were still struggling with a
number
of problems
almost everyday, on material
availability and of poor quality of steel castings delivered by
the CL W steel foundry. A piece-work incentive scheme had
not been established and the workers were going slow. Also,
we had to start preparatory work on the manufacture of the
new series of Traction Motors viz., TAO 659.
With some rare exceptions, the CMEs and GMs were
primarily interested in production and very rarely with my
problems. I used to think of them as 'number takers' which was the operation they were doing in their routine
visits to the TM shops.
It was a struggle, day in and day out. But we would not
""give up. It was a Collaboration with the French firm,
• A name literally translated from Hindi means God.
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Alsthom, in operating which no Alsthom engineers were
ever stationed on the Indian soil right from day one and we
were determined to keep it as such. At times, deviations
from stipulated tolerances and test standards had to be
accepted; otherwise production
would be hit badly.
'Relaxations', as we used to call them, had to be obtained, if
we were convinced that:
i)
ii)

we could not have done better at that point of time
the deviations were such as would not affect
performance or safety and
iii) we were taking steps to improve the quality and to
avoid the particular type of problem.

In getting relaxations, the production
with three Jagdishs, in those days.

team had to contend

ST AGE-I JAGDISH CHANDRA -The SEE/Inspection
and Testing, a reasonable and practical person, who could
appreciate the ground realities but was firm on basics and
essentials.
STAGE-II JAGDISH UPADHYAY - The inspecting
officer on the electrical side from RDSO, stationed at
Chittaranjan. This person was somewhat more rigid and did
make things difficult for the production, sometimes on
non-issues but mostly on major areas where he wanted
CLW to concentrate on quality improvement in the long
term interests of the Railways. Relaxation would come
eventually in most cases, but by then, the production team
would get so tired of offering justifications, clarifications
and explanations, that one felt at times that it would be far
better and perhaps easier, to adhere to standards, than to
spend one's breath in arguments. I believe that this must
have been the reason for his attitude, too, although he
would not openly express it in so many words.
STAGE-III
JAGDISH
GUPTA
- Joint
Director
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Electrical (RDSO), who visited Chittaranjan once in a while
and picked holes in most of what was attempted to be done.
He was theoretical in his approach and difficult to argue
with. My arguments with him that BHEL was given
favoured treatment by RDSO in enforcing standards, were
usually brushed aside. Our relief was that we felt his
influence only rarely on the production effort.
There were occasions of desperation when I used to
console myself that there was, above all of them, one
supreme JAG DISH (GOD), who was there to run the
show. I don't think I gave vent to this feeling in public, but I
have jocularly remarked on this coincidence of names in
private conversations amongst friends who knew me well
and who would not mistake me.
Talking of the role of the supreme 'Jagdish' in the
production effort, brings to my mind a General Manager
who used to ask me, 'Natarajan, have you prayed today at
the test bed?' He would be referring to the fact that there
were cases when some traction motors, after passing
through all quality control stages, used to fail at the very last
stage, just before despatch, on an obligatory, dielectric test
of 5100 volts ac for one minute. The collapse would occur
sometimes very close to the test voltage and on some
occasions even at the test voltage, after 30 to 40 seconds. So
much of production effort would go to waste, necessitating
rework. Fortunately, such incidences were not many - less
than 5% on an average.
But I cannot forget the two days when four traction
motors failed successively, one after the other, at the last
stage of dielectric testing, at 5100 volts ac. The Chief of
Inspection was worried. I was of course desperate and
despondent. We sat down together to see what had gone
wrong. Imagine our anguish when we discovered that the
motors had been blameless but merely that they had been
subjected to a very much higher voltage (nearly 10,000 volts
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ac) during the test, thanks to a minor defect in the testing
apparatus.
One of the diodes in the 'bridge circuit', feeding the
voltmeter, had failed and open circuited, with the result that
the meter was indicating only about half the voltage that
was actually being applied. The operator had failed to notice
or pay attention to the fact that he had advanced on the
'variac', far more than normal. From that day, mechanical
stoppers were introduced in all the dielectric testing sets on
the shop floor, to prevent inadvertent advancement beyond
the usual range necessary for the testing done in the
concerned section.
A famous saying that I used to recall ever so often was,
'you cannot test quality into a product.' One has to achieve
quality only through attention at every stage to design,
processes, workmanship, materials, tooling etc., at every
stage. No amount of testing can be a substitute for the
above effort.
The above was of course an extreme case where lack of
quality in testing destroyed the product itself

Jagdish Chandra retired in 1991 from the position of General Manager,
Railway Electrification, Allahabad.
Jagdish Upadhyay rose to occupy the highest position an Electrical
Engineer can hope to reach in his profession on the Railways. He retired
as Member (Electrical) Railway Board, in 1994.
Jagdish Gupta retired some years ago, after serving as CEE/CLW
Director (Traction Installations) in RDSO/Lucknow.
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Chapter XXVI
THE DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS
Anyone who has designed experiments or Test Schemes,
will agree that comparison of results under two different,
alternative ideas would be valid only if:
i)
ii)

The number of pieces/products undergoing the test is
significantly large in number.
The number of pieces under each alternative scheme is
about the same.

iii) Except for the particular predetermined
variation
imposed by the designer of the Test Scheme, the
product should be exposed to all other en,:"ironmental
conditions in a similar manner. In other words, there
should be no 'bias'.
I have believed that groupings based on odd and even
numbers provide a simple and easy means of ensuring the
reqUlremen ts.
When I was Dy CEE/CL W in charge of Traction Motor
Shops, my SEE mentioned that at the four or five stages of
dielectric testing of armatures in the winding belt, there
were quite a few failures; that these were occurring perhaps
because the test voltages were unnecessarily high (although
laid down by our collaborators) and that we could afford to
reduce the test voltage by 0.5 kV or so, without affecting the
quality of the final product.
I directed that all the armatures having odd numbers as
their serial number should be subjected to a particular test
scheme and that those having even numbers as their serial
107

number to a test scheme, with 0.5 kV less dielectric test
voltage. At the end of a couple of months, we went through
the records and discovered that the incidence of failures was

Chapter XXVII
AN AGONISING DAY

about the same in both the groups. We came back to the
collaborator's advice for all armatures, as before.
In 1985, some fifteen years later - when I was CEE on
South Eastern Railway - during one of my inspections of
the Bhilai Electric Loco Shed, I chose to adopt a similar
approach, to find out whether repeated attention of the
delicate English Electric make relays on WAM4 locos really
helped reduce failures. I said - check and do your normal
inspection and maintenance activity on the relays on all
even numbers of locos and do nothing on the relays on odd
numbers of locos. I also gave them an aid to assist in
remembering which locos to check and which to leave
unchecked. Everyone nodded 'yes' - they had understood
the instructions.
About three months later, when I visited the shed, I
brought up this subject again. I was on a locomotive that
had come to the shed for some attention. Everyone
confirmed that my instructions regarding relays were
indeed being fonowed. But when I asked them what they
would do, on the particular loco on which we were standing
- check or not check - they were not too sure. Each was
looking at the other for inspiration.
The 'AID' I had given them during my previous
inspection was the word Easy - 'Easy enough,' I had said.
'Easy stands for EC - E for Even and C for Check. Locos
with even numbers require to be checked.'
I had learnt a lesson. It is not only necessary to make
your instructions clear and easy to remember. It is also
necessary to recheck and follow up compliance, until they
become part of your system.

Member (Mechanical) and Financial Commissioner from
the Railway Board were expected to visit the Traction
Motor Shops of CLW that morning. But I sensed
something wrong in the atmosphere of the Traction Motor
Shop by 9.30 a.m. That was pay day. The payslips, printed
out by computers, had been distributed. The staff of the
armature coil section were peeved that there was something
wrong. The piece-work bonus had not been correctly
worked out. Murmur started and soon shouting followed.
The disease was slowly spreading to adjacent shops as well.
That was the culture.
I did not want the VIPs from Delhi to visit the shops, in
that state. No useful inspection would be carried out. On
the other hand, some physical harm could result if things
went out of control. Where reason had vanished, anything
could happen. I rushed to the entrance gate and stopped the
VIPs' cars. GM and CME were with them. I urged them to
go back. They saw my point and went to the Administrative
Office.
Ordinarily, the first shift in shops closed at 3 p.m. and
on pay day, the staff collected the pay, in cash, from the
different counters and went home. But on that day, staff of
all the three shops of the Traction Motor group refused to
take their salary until the mistakes in the particular payslips
were corrected. I argued with them, pleaded with them and
promised that the affected persons' cases would be
examined speedily and that supplementary payment would
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be arranged, within a couple of days. Nothing worked.
They were adamant. I did not go home for lunch break.
There was a steel worktable near the Vertical Boring
Machine. I stood up on the table and tried to pacifY the
staff. I thought I had a greater chance of being seen and
heard from that position. A crowd had gathered around.
The staff continued to shout. There was no personal abuse
or attempt to hurt me. I just stood there and waited, putting
up as pleasant a face, as I could. A stage was reached when I
could speak no more and plead no more. I had no energy
left. Throughout, there .was no show of force from the
management to discipline the crowd.
It was around 6 p.m. when the staff relented. They had
become tired, too. My patience had tired them, perhaps.
They took their pay packets and went home.
I was free by 6.30 p.m. and went over to the
Administrative Office. The meeting of the Board Members
with GM and other HODs was on. They enquired about
my condition. Of course they must have been receiving
frequent reports about the situation in the shops. I told
them, I was well. They did not want to discuss any subject
with me. I went home. Thus ended a day of tension.

Chapter XXVIII
A PRODUCTION

CRISIS AVERTED

It was during my tenure as Dy CEE in charge of Traction
Motor Shops at CLW. I was travelling on a Sunday in a
crowded, first class compartment, of an early morning train
from Asansol to Howrah. I don't remember why I chose
that particular train or why I travelled first class instead of in
an air-conditioned compartment. I certainly was irt a hurry
to reach Calcutta.
With me was a cardboard box containing Railway
material. I had kept it in the corridor - it was too bulky to
be brought into the compartment. I had to look it up ever
so often during the journey, to make sure it was intact and
safe. It was indeed a 'precious' cargo - valued some
Rs 50,000 or more. It contained about 3,000 Micanite
Segments (over ten motor sets), imported from France, for
the manufacture of commutators for the T AO 659 motor.
But these segments were all unsuitable for production, as
their thickness, although within the tolerance range (limits)
specified, was uniformly low (1.21 mm to 1.22 mm) i.e.
bordering on the lower limit of the tolerance range, the
nominal thickness specified being 1.25 mm.
The segments used to come to CLW in packs of some
thirty or forty segments. Each pack contained segments
belonging to a particular thickness classification, like 1.21
mm, 1.24 mm, 1.28 mm, etc. - within the tolerance range
specified. During the manufacturing process, we had to use
segments of different thicknesses and distribute them along
the circumference in such a manner that a commutator of
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the correct dimensions

resulted after the various seasoning

operations under 'heat press' . We had to keep in close touch
with our collaborators and suppliers viz. Alsthom/France
and tell them through cables etc., as to what quantities were
required and in what sizes, to match available stocks at
Chittaranjan. Yet, there would be problems of production
from time to time, arising from mismatching of available
lots.
This was one such occasion. Production had virtually
come to a stop. Most of the segments available belonged to
the lowest thickness classification and using them would
have resulted in the internal diameter of the commutator
below acceptable minimum limit. There was no immediate
prospect of further supply from France. We had taken up
indigenous development with a firm in Bombay, but it was
still a long way to go.
A thought occurred to me. Why not paste a single pure
mica film of the appropriate thickness (1 mil or 2 mils) on
the segments, to build up the thickness required? It was to
translate the thought into immediate action that I was on
my way to Calcutta.
At Calcutta, a manufacturer of mica products agreed to
help. It was decided that book-form mica of the appropriate
thickness should be pasted on the segments, using an
imported silicone varnish, which was easily available. The
lot of thin segments that I had carried with me was handed
over to him and in about a fortnight we received the builtup segments of satisfactory thickness, at Chittaranjan. The
production got going again. There was no hitch or technical
difficulty in the process of commutator assembly or motor
man ufacture.
When I took over the maintenance of DC locomotives at

detail elsewhere.) With this experience, I have sometimes
wondered if similar problems were experienced on the
particular CLW built TAO 659 motors, sent out with builtup Micanites in their commutators. These motors must
have completed about twenty-five years in service. As the
serial numbers of the armatures concerned were specially
recorded in CL Wand the list of such armatures circulated
by CL W to Railways, it may not be difficult for CL Wand
the Railways to verify how those motors have behaved, in
service. If they have done well, I will have the satisfaction of
having provided an unorthodox solution that not only
helped to keep the production belt moving in CLW, but
also did not cause any special problems of unreliability in
service. If, on the other hand, the motors have failed badly, I
can only say today, 'Sorry. I took a risk. I regret that
decision.' What more can I do now?

Kalyan Loco Shed a few years later, I came across a very
serious problem on the commutator mica of TM 4939 AZ
Tractiort Motors, built by BHEL. (I have dealt with this in
112
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Chapter XXIX

AN ARMATURE WINDING IS
X-RAYED
The day in September 1971, when M Nouvion, the giant of
AC Traction from France, visited Traction Motor Shops of
CLW, is truly unforgettable. For, his visit precipitated one
of the most momentous decisions in the history of AC
Traction in India. I am referring to the decision to redesign
the armature winding of the T AO 659 Traction Motors,
which form the largest fleet on Indian Railways today.
The credit should go first to JDIEIRDSO
and his
"

inspectors, for spotting a problem and highlighting it.
Although at that point, to people like me, in charge of
production, their discoveries were annoying, as they caused
a hold up to the production of motors in the belt.
The evolutes of the armature coils, in the finished
motors, did not appear to be quite normal, but somewhat
distorted. The planes of the evolutes, instead of being radial,
were found to be slightly inclined. The JDIE and his
inspectors detected even the tiniest of gaps at the bottom of
the evolutes by inserting feeler gauges, to prove their point.
When this was pointed out on motors which had passed all
prescribed tests and were ready for despatch to the Loco
Assembly Shops, it was indeed calamitous .•
Alsthom, CLWs collaborators, attributed the problem to
lack of care in the manufacturing process in CLW. They
asked us to try glass banding, instead of steel banding and
despatched two of their winders from France, to help us
out. We did not try to defend ourselves but gave the

collaborators a long rope. The armatures produced by the
French 'experts' also could not pass the watchful'eyes of the
RDSO inspectors.
Just about that time, there were reports from the
Railways that a few armatures, both imported from Alsthom
and made by CLW had failed in service due to 'band burst'.
The production of motors in CLW, which was just then
in the process of being built up, suffered a serious setback,
due to the rejections and problems at various stages,
including the final stage of despatch. With adverse
performance reports coming from Railways, we in CL W,
decided that we had had enough and highlighted the matter
to the Railway Board. A high level meeting took place in
Delhi, with representatives of Alsthom. M Chalvon, Chief
executive of the French firm was there with his engineers
and with M. Nouvion. The preliminary discussions over, it
was decided that the experts should have a look at the
problem on the shop floor. We were all in Chittaranjan, late
next afternoon.
M Nouvion was apparently a great believer in 'seeing'
things. Ntxt morning, he visited the TM Shops. I took him
around. He must not have taken more than half an hour.
He instructed that an armature from the production belt
should be sent for X-ray and went away.
I could not fathom why he had made such a strange
request.
That afternoon, when the X-ray picture was seen, it was
a revelation. It was clear that the windings had collapsed
under the pressure of banding during manufacture and that
the conductors within the coils had been displaced with
respect to each other. M Nouvion showed the X-ray to the
Alsthom Engineers and gestured as if to say, 'You have to
accept defeat.' The Alsthom team stated that the matter
. would be discussed further in Delhi and we lost no time,
.reaching Delhi in couple of days.
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It was a historic meeting in the Railway Board - the
second to take place that week. Alsthom proposed a change
in the design. The conductor copper section of the main
winding would be increased and the number of conductors
per coil would be reduced, to suit. There would be no
change in the cqualiser design. They called the new design
an 'improvement',
but agreed to take back all their
armatures and return them to India after rewinding them in
France, to the new design, free of cost, to Indian Railways.
They would supply to CLW, the manufacturing drawings
and process sheets for' the new design. They agreed to
subject prototype armatures, rewound to the new design, in
their works, to special over-speed tests to prove that the
new design would be free from problems of the type
encountered earlier by Indian Railways. They would also
supply some materials and too lings for CLW manufacture.
It was an indivisible, total and comprehensive deal. The
protocol was signed at the end of the meeting by the French
firm and Indian Railways.
On the evening of the X-ray inspection and before we
took off for Delhi, M J ouy, the Chief Designer of Alsthom,
had a chat with me. He said that while the solutions would

years. Of course, many other improvements continued to
be made by CLW, Traction Machine Workshop, Nasik
Road, and Railways, to increase reliability further. But the
basic conductor and coil design has remained the same.
The above experience with the T AO 659 Motor
problem and in particular, the example set by M Nouvion,
helped me in identifying the cause of a chronic problem on
the 253 BX Traction Motors of BHEL, on AC EMU
services, some ten years later. At that time I was Director
(Standards) Electrical in RDSO. The problem was the
breakage of copper conductors of the equaliser winding.
Only an hour {)f inspection in the winding shop of
BHELlBhopal was enough to convince me and the BHEL
management that the problem arose not from bad track, bad
maintenance or bad operation of the Calcutta Railways, as
BHEL had been proclaiming all along, but clearly due to
lack of quality in manufacture in two areas:
i)
ii)

be spelt out at Delhi, the problem had arisen partly due to
his over anxiety to produce a design which would be par
excellence, in commutation. While he had succeeded in his
effort, he was sorry however, that from the point of view of
mechanical strength and rigidity, the design had shovlrY
some weakness. In short, while the design was 'electrically'

The equaliser winding was not consolidated
by
application of putty.
The band tension and the bandwidth were not being
controlled, even to conform to their own process
specifications and drawings.

(It is pertinent
to record here, that much to the
discomfiture of BHEL, the disease spread to Madras area
also, soon after, as if to prove the point that territory had
nothing to do with the problem but that it was the
manufacturer who was at fault. In due course, BHEL
improved the process in the areas pointed out, but even
today, due to other reasons of basic design, the 253 BX
motor is not performing satisfactorily on the AC EMU
services. )
.
It is necessary to look at one particular aspect of the
. above case of the T AO 659 motor redesign. While Indian
Railways certainly suffered, there is no doubt that Alsthom

top class, it had been seen to be 'mechanically' not good. He
sounded confident of producing a design which would
meet both requirements satisfactorily.
The rest is history. The new design was successful and
has come to stay. The production in CLW, which had
dipped in, 1971-72 to an all-time low, of70 motors (some of
them of doubtful quality), picked up to 500 annually in later
116
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also paid a price. To take back some 200 plus armatures to
France and rewind them, was no simple task. It must have
cost them good money and effort. Also, one cannot keep
such a transaction away from the eyes of competitors and
prospective customers. To some extent, it was thus a
prestige issue. Yet, M. jouy continued with Alsthom as their
Chief Designer and from all accounts continued to be
respected. There was apparently no cry for his blood.
In 1964, I was visiting a Power Transformer factory of·
Mitsubishi Electric, in japan. A number of giant-size
transformers, costing crores of rupees, had failed, one after
the other, at the final stage of manufacture, in Impulse Test.
I was told by an Indian friend, who was taking me around,
that the Design Engineer had tried a new idea to save
money, but the idea did not quite work the way he had
expected. The transformers, I noticed, were being opened
and modified, as if nothing had happened. At any rate I
could not see any commotion on the shop floor.
I was witness to another incident in the same year in
japan. The first lot of YAM, locos (Metre gauge electric)
had been built and were almost ready for despatch to India,
in the works of Mitsubishi at Mihara, japan. I was a trainee
from Indian Railways. I noticed, as I was walking around
the locos, a strange contraption at the axle box, in the form
of a tiny spring pulling the brake gear into correct position. I
had not seen it earlier. When I asked the Chief Designer,
Yamashita, a simple question to ascertain facts, his face
turned red. He said, 'Everybody makes mistakes.' I had hurt
him by my question. It later transpired that some mistake
had been made in the design calculations for brake gear,
which was discovered only after all work had been
completed. The important point was that the same engineer
was able to produce a modification to get over the problem
and that the
factory was able to manufacture the various
I
items and provide them - all in one day. And the engineer

continued with the company, in the Design Department,
for many years.
I could go on like this, recounting many more examples.
This, I am sure, must be the experience of many others who
have had occasion to deal with engineers from other
countries, at close quarters.
When will those in authority in India ever learn to be
more rational in their attitude towards human failures and
successes, whether in Public Sector Management,
in sports and other fields?

or even
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Board's prevalent tariff to other customers. But the CEE of
the Railway felt that he could do some bargaining, to beat it
down further. He collected, with special effort, statistics and
internal calculations of costing of the Board for power
generation, transmission ete. by deputing chosen staff to the
Board's power house and offices. Using the data so
collected, he sent a letter to the Electricity Board to say that
only upto x minus 3, was a reasonable ceiling. The tariff
ultimately settled upon, had an overall ceiling lower than x
but higher than x minus 3. If I remember right, it was x
minus 2 paise per kwh.
It is possible that but for the CEE doing so much
homework, the reduction from x to x minus 2 may not have
been achieved. Yet, the Audit took up the issue and pointed
out that as the Railway had, after collecting relevant data,
itself been convinced that higher than x minus 3 was
unreasonable and had stated so, the rate ultimately settled of
x minus 2 was unreasonable and that therefore, the Railway
would continue to suffer losses on this account for years.
A lot of explaining and convincing had to be done to
persuade the Audit to drop the case. But a little reflection
would show that the Audit would not have taken up the
case at all, if either the bargaining point had been made
across the table, during discussions with the Electricity
Board, or in case it was felt that only a letter in writing
would extract some concession from the Board, the letter
had been drafted in such a manner that it was not so

:xxx

OVEREMPHASIS
PROBLEMS

CREATES

In our anxiety to present a point, we do, at times, overstress
its advantages. This could lead to difficulties later. Two
illustrations - with one of which I was very much
concerned - are given below. Before I describe them, let me
at once state the lessons that I learnt from these experiences:
'If results can be achieved without elaborating a point,
resist the temptation, even to mention it. This is important
in Government work, particularly when you propose to put
the point down in writing.
'While bargaining or negotiating, keep an escape route so
that even if you fail to strike the deal that you wanted, no
harm comes to you, as long as a deal is made and it is
reasonably satisfactory. This again, is important if you have
chosen to commit anything to writing.'
Let me illustrate the second item. The indiscretion
committed in this case led only to a pin prick, from the
Audit and the matter was resolved after discussions with
them. Yet, here was a case where the executive concerned
should have been commended instead.
The matter related to the settlement of electricity tariff
for Railway Electrification on a Southern Railway project.
The Electricity Board had offered a two-part tariff, subject
to a ceiling on the overall rate per kwh - say x paise. It so
happened that for many valid combinations of energy
consumption and Maximum Demand, it was the ceiling
which would really apply. x was a fair offer, considering the

forthright or specific as to what was reasonable and what
was unreasonable. The English language abounds in phrases
that are a great help in such situations.
I had no part to play in the above matter. I was only a
witness to the agony and indignation that the CEE went
through, which was totally avoidable.
I would, for one, think that deputing people to go into
details of internal costing of other organisations
is
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'unethical'

and uncalled

for in Government

work, even

though the intentions might be honourable.
The reader may ponder over this point and draw his own
conclusions.
Case 1 relates to a much bigger problem and I was very
much in the thick of it, as Dy CEE in charge of traction
motor manufacture, in CLW. I remember vividly the day in
Calcutta when the Tender Committee proceedings for the
purchase of certain silicone varnishes, for the first time
from firm Voltas, agents in India for the foreign
manufacturer, were being drawn up. Until then, we had
procured for quite a few years the same varnishes through
CLWs French collaborators, under the Collaboration
agreement for the manufacture of Traction Motors in
CLW. My dynamic colleague from the Stores Department,
who was a member on the Tender Committee told me:
'Sir, why are you hesitating? You have taken the initiative
and have, for the first time, been able to find an agency who
can supply us the same products at 50% of the prices we
have been paying all along. Why not emphasise this
achievement in the Tender Committee note?'
The Stores Officer's view prevailed. I did not argue very
much as I was keen that the order on Voltas should be
placed quickly. If the first supplies were satisfactorily made
and there were no technical or commercial problems, it
could mean the beginning of a new business with Voltas, in
preference to the collaborators, for future requirements.
Thus the Tender Committee Note was signed in the form
that the Stores Officer had wanted.
That became the genesis of a Factual Statement, a Draft
Para, Report
of the Public Accounts
Committee,
Arbitration case and so on, one leading to the other,
continuing to haunt CLW administration for several years.
Our defence that:

i)

We had to rely on the collaborators quite a lot
technically and commercially, in the early stages of
manufacture;

ii)

We had made efforts on our own to find out if an agent
existed in India, for the overseas supplier, but had not
succeeded. As soon as we came to know that Voltas in
India started representing the foreign manufacturer, we
obtained prices and settled a direct order expeditiously,
etc.,
was only partially and reluctantly accepted. There
were inquiries into various aspects of purchase from
the collaborators, for a number of other items as well _
all of which caused a lot of harassment and diverSIon
from productive work. There was, on the other hand,
no appreciation
of the efforts made honestly,
persistently and consistently over the years, to move
away from the collaborators, for the procurement of
imported materials as and when we came to know that
the same or similar items could be purchased
elsewhere at lower prices, without exposure to undue
risks on technical performance, warranty obligations
etc.

Of course, a lot was learnt from this experience - however
enervating and exasperating it was to those who. carried on
their shoulders the responsibilities to set up manufacture
and deliver the goods in good time. Had the Tender
Committee Note for the varnishes not made a specific
mention of the achievement, there would have been no
agony, anguish or fruitless work for many and at the same
time the process of finding alternative sources of supply and
placing direct orders on them would have progressed just as
rapidly.
The moral of the story: Say no more than required.
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Chapter XXXI
DYNAMIC BRAKING ON
WCG2 LOCOS
Early in 1976, due to personal reasons, I wanted a posting in
Bombay. Having served eight years in remote Chittaranjan,
I thought a place with educational facilities for my children
would be good for me. CEE/Central Railway helped me
and posted me as Senior DEElKalyan Loco Shed, as he
thought that I could be of maximum assistance to him, on
this assignment.
It was not long before I realised that on this assignment I
would be working under a DS who was one year junior to
me in service and that my Confidential Report would be
initiated by a Dy DS who was three years my junior. But
this knowledge was kept aside and although there were
minor pinpricks; I carried on and did my best, as ever
before.
The beginning of my career on Bombay Division was
funny. I entered the DS's room only to find a meeting
going on. I thought that the person chairing the meeting
was the DS and greeted him. There was some strange hush
among the officers present. The chairperson talked to me in
a tone that I thought was too autocratic for a DS who had
known me only for a couple of minutes.
'Your first job is Dynamic Braking on WCG2 locos. I
want to see some progress,' he said.
I left the room, excusing myself. It was only later that I
came to .know that the person in the chair was Krishan
Chandra, the CPLO who was looking after the GM's work

and that the DS was one amongst those seated in front.
At Kalyan, r could not locate a single clear order either
from the Railway Board or from the CEE on any file,
directing the shed to do the work of Dynamic Braking on
WCG2 locos. All that I was shown was a single line
Inspection Note of MM, to the effect that Dynamic Braking
was to be provided on these locos. There was also no
decision recorded anywhere, on the technical details of this
work.
At that stage, over 40 WCG2 locos had been received by
Kalyan Loco Shed from CLW. All these locos had been
turned out by CLW without the facility of Dynamic
Braking, although it was catered for in the design. More
locos were being received in the same condition. The
excuse apparently was that CLW had not received the
necessary equipment for fitment.
The shed officers and operating officers whom I
consulted were unanimous that Dynamic Braking was
desirable and necessary, if only to mini mise the incidence of
goods trains entering catch sidings on Ghat Sections,
leading to disasters. Indeed, one locomotive had been done
on Central
Railway under
the guidance
of the
CEE/Construction, who had taken some initiative. I learned
later that such initiative was perhaps not very much to the
liking of the CEE/Open Line, who was really the boss.
A few days in the division convinced me that Dynamic
Braking was a good thing to do, for safety in Railway
operation. I was also convinced that we should not wait for
any equipment but go ahead with a system of Rheostatic
Braking, using the Starting Resistors as Braking Resistors in
the braking mode. But I was clear that an order, or directive,
from the CEE/Open Line, was absolutely necessary before
the shed took up this major work. The problem was solved
very simply. I made out a technical paper outlining two
alternative schemes by which Dynamic Braking could be
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provided and sent it to the CEE, seeking his orders as to
which scheme I should follow for implementation.
I
referred to the MM's Inspection Notes and GM's oral
instructions. I also conveyed that I was myself convinced
that Dynamic Braking would improve safety of goods train
operation on the Ghat sections. My strategy was somewhat
like that of the clever shopkeeper, who shows the customer
two saris and asks him which one he would choose for his
wife. Back came CEE's orders in a week, approving one of
my schemes.
A Senior Electrical' Engineer of the Construction
Organisation had been stationed in the loco shed for some
time to keep a watch on the performance of the WCG2
locos - a peculiar organisational method which was further
confounded
by a clash of personalities
between
CEE/Construction
and CEE/Open Line. This engineer was
intelligent and keen. I asked him to take up the work. He
had a clear concept of what was to be done and how.
Support, by way of staff and facilities from the shed, was
given to him, with the co-operation and consent of other
officers who were directly in line in the organisation of the
shed. The cell thus formed was made answerable to me and
not to CEE/Construction
for progress of the work. I also
directed that proper drawings should be made as the. work
progressed on the prototype and that our attempt should be
to standardise on the details of the job, so that execution on
a series of locos would be made easy. It was my good luck
that the CEE/Construction
did not object to my taking the
initiative and control. He was perhaps h~ppy that the
CEE/Open Line had been forced to reconcile himself to
progressing a work on the basis of a technical idea that
initially had come from the CEE/Construction.
I gave advice and decisions as the work proceeded. But
very littl~ was needed really to push things, as .the
atmosphere in the shed had become one of cordiality and
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co-operation
instead of confrontation
between
the
SEE/Construction and the other officers of the shed. In less
than three months, the job on the first loco was completed,
using mostly the material resources of the shed. It was a
success. In a year's time, about eighteen locos were
completed, preference being given to those employed on
banking duty on the Ghat Section.
Mter I left the shed in 1977, the provision of Dynamic
Braking, to the same design and scheme in principle, was
progressed and completed on the entire fleet of WCG2
locomotives.
Dynamic Braking includes two aspects - Rheostatic
Braking and Regenerative Braking. The former uses
Resistors to absorb the power from the Traction Motors
working as generators, thereby producing a braking effort.
The energy is wasted by dissipation in the Resistors.
Regenerative Braking enables a return of the energy from
the generators to OHE, instead of its being wasted. The
original design as conceived of by RDSO catered to both
these aspects being provided on the WCG2 locos. However
as the extra equipment required for Regenerative Braking
had not been received by CLW (in fact even the design of
the equipment had not been settled between RDSO, CLW
and the supplier, namely BHEL), the locomotives were sent
without provision of any Dynamic Braking facilities. What
was done by Kalyan Loco Shed was to provide only the
Rheostatic Braking facility, which did not require any
additional equipment.
It is not known whether the design of the special
equipment was ever settled. A further question mark is
whether the OHE and Substation Systems are capable of
receiving regenerated
power and energy from the
locomotives going down the Ghats, in a reliable and regular
manner, even today.
My technical contribution in this Project of providing
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Dynamic Braking on WCG2 locos was pretty little. Most of
the work was done by the SEE/Construction and the Shed
Officers. But I am inclined to believe that in deciding on a
workable scheme, in precipitating a clear approval from the
CEE and in creating a congenial atmosphere in the shed for
the work to be done smoothly, I had made a significant
management effort, which led to success ultimately. It is a
fact that the provision of Dynamic Braking on WCG2 locos,
even to the limited extent of only a Rheostatic Braking
facility as done then, has played a vital role towards
improved operation and safety on the Bombay Division, in
subsequent years.
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Chapter XXXII
MY ABSENT-MINDED NESS
June 1986. It was four months after I had reported on
Central Railway and had been posted as Senior DEE,
Kalyan Loco Shed. One fine morning, there was a brown
envelope on the table, waiting to be opened by me. The
head clerk had put up other papers as usual, but this one
had been left unopened.
The envelope was from CL W, from where I had come,
on transfer to Central Railway. I fondly hoped that it might
'contain some good news - copy of some advice to Central
Railway to pay me arrears due to me from my assignment in
CLW - travelling allowances on transfer possibly.
I was in for a surprise, when the contents were seen. It
was a letter from the Deputy Chief Personnel Officer,
CLW, written in his capacity as the head of CLW Staff
Canteen Management, requesting that I should remit some
Rs 200 plus, towards tea and snacks taken by me from the
canteen over the period 1968 to 1975. There were no
details, nor any explanation as to why they had thought of
collecting this amount from me so late.
I used to order tea and snacks occasionally for my
personal consumption and more often for meetings with
visitors, when I was functioning as Dy CEE in CLW. The
money used to be paid to my head clerk then and there and
I had thought no more about it. It was possible that I had
missed paying him sometimes, but I did not believe that the
dues would have swollen to such a tidy sum.
I wrote back to the Deputy Chief Personnel Officer/CLW
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that I had paid for all the tea I had consumed over the seven
years of my stay in Chittaranjan and that I had, in any case,
no intention to comply with his demand. I did riot hear
further from CLW. I suppose the amount must have been
'written off under sanction of the 'competent authority'!
Talking of tea consumed while at Chittaranjan reminds
me of a funny episode of 1974. It was one of those regular,
monthly meetings that I, as Deputy CEE in charge of
Traction Motor Development, used to hold with officers of
the Stores Department, to review availability of important
long-lead and imported materials required for production.
We had tea and biscuits as usual. The meeting over,
everyone had left, barring my SEE. The peon entered and
handed over to me some loose change (a few rupees) and I
pocketed it. My SEE, who was watching the proceedings
came out with this remark, hesitatingly and showing as
much politeness and courtesy as he could possibly muster.
'Sir, I thought I had given the Rs 20 note for tea.'
I had been known for my absent-mindedness in matters
other than purely official. My mistake was forgiven. The
loose change changed pockets, with smiles on both sides.

Chapter XXXIII
WHEN DROPS DROWNED ME ...
A day in the first week of June 1976. It was one of the most
depressing days I had ever gone through, in my career. Yet,
only a day earlier, I had been fully relaxed and happy, totally
oblivious of the grim realities that were waiting for me,
round the corner. I had been on a visit, the earlier day, to
Electric Locomotive Workshops, Bhusaval, accompanying
CEE/C Rly., at his bidding. I was Senior DEE, Kalyan Loco
Shed then. I had little to contribute at the time of CEE's
inspection of the workshops. However I enjoyed the
hospitality of the officers of the workshop and the Bhusaval
Division, in CEE's company.
The pleasure changed to pain next morning. We were in
CEE's Inspection Carriage on our way back to Bombay.
The train was about four hours behind schedule at Igatpuri.
We were told that there had been incessant rains in Bombay
area and due to flooding of tracks at some places on the
suburban section, the EMU train services had been affected.
Of greater concern to me was the information that a
number of DC locos had become defective and had to be
withdrawn from service, thereby reducing availability of
locos for train services. Our train managed to reach Victoria
Terminus around noon and I was at my residence at
Badhwar Park, Colaba, by 1 p.m. There had been a spate of
telephone calls, my wife said. I finished my lunch hurriedly
and travelled all the way back to Kalyan, reaching the Loco
Shed by 4 p.m.
The situation was indeed grim. Against a targeted
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availability of thirty Locos for goods traffic, only twenty
were in service, a large number of locos having had to be
withdrawn for various defects, the most important being
damage to equipment from leakage of rain water from the
locomotive roof Both the new WCG2 type and the old
WCM type locomotives featured in the affected list. The
officers and supervisors were straining hard to complete
repairs and attention. The leaking locos were being tackled
by applying a 'Shalimar' sealing compound at suspected
locations on the roof I knew this would only be a
temporary remedy. But they assured me that this was the
;;tandard 'Monsoon Treatment' adopted for many years;
however as the first showers had occurred a few days earlier
than usual, we had got into the mess. I inspected a couple of
locos. The extent of leakage was not very heavy but the few
drops that did get inside could indeed do sufficient damage
to the electrical insulation in vulnerable equipment, leading
to earth fault. The water found its way mainly at the hatches
made in the roof for lowering and taking out equipment.
The gaps in the roof at the mating surfaces be~een the roof
structure and the panels for these hatches, was the main
problem area. I agreed that the immediate concern should
be to do whatever restoration or repair was possible to make
the locomotives fit, one by one. I let the work go on and
when I left the shed by 8 p.m., the availability· of goods
which had dropped in the evening to 15/16 locos was
coming up to twenty - far below target still. My officers
assured me that they would continue to tackle the crisis on a
war footing, staying ih the shed throughout the night if
necessary. What a dedicated and devoted team that was! The
rain had stopped in the evening and the prospects of more
locos becoming defective on leakage account would
diminish, I consoled myself
WheI,1 I was back home at Colaba, it was about 10 p.m.
There was a phone call from Sr DOS; soon followed calls
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from Dy DS and Additional COPS. If the position did not
improve, they said, even running of passenger trains might
be affected. I explained to them briefly the nature of the
problem and how the shed was working hard to meet the.
challenge ..
But I decided then and there, that I should not be at
home any longer. It would not only affect my peace of mind
but phone calls would disturb my family. Mter a hurried
dinner, I took a taxi to reach VT. I was in the Control
Office by 11 p.m.
In such situations, the Control Office is a much better
place to be .in, I· discovered. I could keep in touch with the
loco availability position - loco by loco and minute to
minute, without questioning anybody. The position was
improving, and by midnight, goods availability had reached
24/25 locos, which was not too bad, in the circumstances.
It was then that I noticed that a sudden gloom had
descended in the atmosphere. There was bad news. The
north-east section between Kasara and Igatpuri had been
flooded. The tracks had been badly affected at many places
and no trains could ply on the Ghat section. The flooding
had probably taken place due to some carelessness in the
construction work that was in progress at that time, for a
new third line between Kasara and Igatpuri. That was the
report from site.
The pressure on the shed for locos for traffic eased
instantly. I heaved a sigh of relief. This could give me
some more time to recover, some more time to push locos
from the shed. It must have been around 1 a.m. I saw
COPS, Chief Engineer (Open Line) and Chief Engineer
(Construction) standing in front of me. COPS did not ask
me a word about the availability o£1ocos. He wanted a loco
with crew to be arranged immediately for them to go to
the NE Ghats. I looked at the Loco Power Controller.
There was a locomotive

at the VT platform.

The driver
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and assistant driver were also there - some passenger train
had been kept behind at VT itself, because of reported
floods in the Ghat section. The COPS thanked me and left
along with the others, for the platform.
The report from the shed was one of further
improvement. I told the officers to go home. They had
indeed strained themselves. I went home, too, for rest after
a hectic day.
INDEED, A DELUGE HAD COME TO MY RESCUE WHEN
DROPS HAD DROW'NED ME.

That is not the end of the story. The nightmarish
experience had taught me a lesson. 'No more of relying
only on "Shalimar" compound,' I said to myself. The next
week was devoted to examining roofs of quite a few
locomotives in the shed. Even within the WCM group
itself, we had five different types of locos, each having some
peculiarity in the construction. Bhasin, my AEE, was of
great assistance. We would stand on the roofs and discuss
alternative solutions to improve the structures, the drainage,
the gasketing, the method of securing the hatch panels etc.,
the objective being to realise a watertight roof, with
minimum
alterations.
We could evolve satisfactory
solutions. I decided that the WCM locos - 49 in all - would

When drops had drowned me, a deluge had come to my rescue.

be tackled in the shed itself, using our own resources of
men and materials, and that the 57 WCG2 locos should be
got done through a contractor in the shed, to clear designs
and drawings evolved by us. Information on our solutions
was shared with BSL Shop, CLWand RDSO. (RDSO have
since recognised the importance of design from the aspect
of roof leakage and in conjunction with CLW, have been
working out and implementing fundamental improvements
, to eliminate problems in future builds oflocos.)
When I left the Bombay Division a year later, on transfer
to Headquarters, about 75 % of the fleet had been tackled.
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Bhasin had made a significant contribution in this work. In
the monsoon of 1977, fewer locomotives showed signs of
distress. By and large, the problem had been licked, without
having to consume tonnes of 'Shalimar' compound.
I believe that the entry of water into locomotives can
totally be prevented only through a carefully thought-out
design in the structure and openings, and through
meticulous attention to workmanship during manufacture.
On the old locomotives, improvements
such as Were
attempted in 1976-77 may require to be thought-out and
implemented from time to time, to take care of distortions
and damages arising in service, due to frequent handling of
the hatch covers. Even so, I am certain that the magnitude
of the problem can never be so severe as was experienced in
1976; and I have every hope that the change in philosophy
and approach introduced that year, continues to guide
action in the Shed for overcoming problems as and when
they arise.

Chapter XXXIV
RE-DESIGN OF A CARBON BRUSH
One of the many technical problems that I faced on the
reliability front, as soon as I took charge of the post of Sr
DEE, Kalyan Loco Shed in 1976, was a spate of failures of
the carbon brushes used on the BHEL Traction Motors of
WCG2 locos. The brushes used to break in service and the
broken portions, along with the pigtail, used to touch the
motor frame, resulting in 'earth fault', tripping and failure
of the locos. Occasionally, there was damage to the brush
holders and commutator,
due to the flashover which
accompanied
the breakage.
This
problem
affected
locomotive
reliability and availability adversely, quite
significantly.
A look at the ROSO drawing to which the brushes were
being procured and an examination of the broken brushes,
was enough to convince me that the design was not
satisfactory and needed to be changed. The brush had a cut,
to a certain depth, to accommodate a rubber top and it was
at the corners of the cut that the failure originated. It was
clear that while a rubber top might be beneficial, a cut to
accommodate it, was certainly harmful and should not have
been provided. I had a good idea about the kind of change
that was required, but I did not choose to impose at once a
new design based on my thinking. Instead, I decided to
resort to brainstorming
as a technique for finding a
solution. My reasoning proceeded on the following lines:i)

A reference to RDSO was to be ruled out as that could
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result in some kind of defensive reaction from RDSO
ii)

and consequent delays.
There could be equally satisfactory or even better
solutions than what had struck me at a first look at the

problem.
iii) I had to establish convincingly to RDSO and others
that it was the design that was basically at fault, not
operation, nor maintenance.
iv) The shed had lived with this problem for more than a
year and a few months' delay in implementation of a

Chapter XXXV

AN INDIGENOUS

TEST PLANT FOR
TRACTION MOTORS

As I write this today, the performance and reliability of
traction motors on Indian Railways is fairly good. Yet, until
some twenty years ago, it was not satisfactory. Particularly,
the life of armatures
rewound/repaired
in Railway
Workshops and elsewhere was woefully short. Quite a good
percentage used to fail within a few months of being put in
service.
While introduction of improved materials and processes
to increase the reliability was being thought-out even then and in fact improvement
has been achieved to a
considerable extent today - I felt that it was necessary to
subject rewound armatures to a Load Test, under rated
voltage and rated current conditions, simultaneously, atleast
for an hour on a Test Bed, to detect any obvious areas of
weaknesses, before the machines were sent out for service.
Indeed, Load Tests on new machines were regularly being
done in Production shops like BHEL, Bhopal and CLW,
Chittaranjan,
as part of inspection
and acceptance
procedure. My thinking was only to extend such testing to
rewound
machines
as well. But there were two
impediments - the high cost and the need for importation
of the special testing plant and equipment. A plant which
had been imported from ASENSweden and commissioned
in CLW, in 1968, cost Rs 7 lakhs. A second plant imported
by CL.W from Toyo Denki, Japan, four years later, cost
Rs 25 lakhs.

Two Traction Motors on test at Traction Machine Workshop,
Nasik Road.

When I took charge, in 1978, of the Project on Central
Railway, for setting up a Traction Motor Repair Factory at
Nasik, I decided that I should equip the factory with a Test
Plant which would be relatively cheaper and would be
totally indigenous. It was clear that I could hope to achieve
that goal, if the source machines that would provide voltage
and current for testing, could be built of indigenously
available static equipment in place of imported rotating
machines, which had been employed all along. The Load
Test is done by coupling two identical machines
mechanically and electrically in such a manner that machine
A functions as Motor to drive the machine B as Generator,
the electrical output of machine B being fed back to
machine A, to run it as a motor. Known as the Back-toBack test or Hopkinson Test, the system is self-sustaining it being necessary only to feed from external sources,
sufficient energy to supply the combined 'losses' of the two
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machines. In CL W, the Parallel Hopkinson method had
been adopted, but I decided that to reduce the cost and to
simplify the arrangement, a Series Hopkinson scheme could
be adopted for the Test Plant for Nasik Factory. Variable
voltage outputs
required
could be obtained
from
transformer-rectifier
units fed through motorised autotransformer type of voltage regulators instead of excitation
control as used with rotating machines employed on the
imported system.
The figure opposite shows the scheme as conceived and
implemented. The Booster equipment is a variable low
current-high voltage output source to provide the voltage to
the armatures to push up the speed. The Exciter equipment
is a variable high current-low voltage output source to feed
the field of the generator for loading the motor. By
manipulating the outputs of the two equipments, required
stable, operating conditions could be obtained. It was felt
adequate if the capacity of the source machines was
sufficient to take care of the T AO 659 motor, the most
common locomotive motor then in use. Smaller motors of
locomotives, and of course, all EMU motors, could be
covered easily.
Conceptually, the system had taken shape in my mind.
For it to be translated into reality, it was necessary to decide
on the type of equipment, the ratings, the details of
instrumentation,
control system, safety features etc. to be
provided. Although I had worked in CL W for about eight
years, I decided I should spend a couple of days there once
again, exclusively, on a detailed study of the imported
plants, instrumentation etc. I visited Chittaranjan for the
purpose, in 1978. The engineers concerned in CL W
confirmed that they had not used the Series Hopkinson
method, although the facility existed. They had certain
reservations
on my scheme. I could, however, gather all the
I
basic data required for designing the plant that I had in my
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mind.
My return train journey from Chittaranjan was eventful.
Between Asansol and Calcutta, I chanced to meet a copassenger, who was a Rectifier System Designer. I discussed
with him my preliminary ideas and outlines of my design.
He saw no reason why my ideas would not work. In fact,
when we did some calculations together, it was clear that
the kind of variable voltage transformers I was looking for,
could be met from the range of standard products of
Automatic Electric Company, Bombay, a well-known firm
in the field.
Back in Bombay, I worked on drawing up the detailed
Technical Specification of the plant, for procurement. Every
detail in regard to equipment ratings, instrumentation,
controls, interlocks, safety features, layout of control desk
etc. was incorporated
in the Specification. Following
normal procurement procedure, the plant was ordered on a
Bombay firm, Universal Industrial Products, Ghatkopar, at
a cost ofRs 3 lakhs.
On the development of the Control Desk and its
ergonomic design, I spent a lot of time and attention. Here,
I was lucky to interact with a knowledgeable person, Mr
Shirali, of Universal Industrial Products. (As I write this, he
is no more.) We worked together on many occasions,
discussing alternatives and arriving at optimum solutions in
details of design and execution. When the plant was finally
inspected by me at the firm's works at Ghatkopar and
cleared for despatch to N asik, I was satisfied that here was
an equipment which could compare well with any imported
test plant in quality, finish and appearance.
It took me about a fortnight to do the initial trials and to
commission the plant at the Traction Machine Workshop,
Nasik Road. When the first two Traction Motors type
T AO 659,, which had been borrowed from Bhusaval Loco
Shed, were tested successfully, there was a sense of pride
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and jubilation on the achievement all around.
It is a matter of great satisfaction for me that over a
thousand motors have been tested with this plant, and that
it has performed very well so far, without any major failures
or problems and has demanded very little maintenance
attention.
As stated earlier, the cost of the Nasik plant was only
about one fifth of that of the imported plant, for similar
application. It is of course true that in terms of technical
capabilities, the two are not strictly comparable, as the
imported plant had certain special features which were not
available in the indigenously developed design.
Arising out of the above experience, I would like to
commend some suggestions for consideration of designers
of similar Test Plants, in future.
i)

For all rewinding and repair workshops dealing with
DC Traction Motors, a Test Plant of the above design
would be an invaluable acquisition. It is understood
that after the Nasik success, some plants of this type
have been procured and installed by Indian Railways.
ii) In the Nasik Test Plant, analog meters were
incorporated in the design for indication and for
measurement of the various parameters. I preferred
analog meters to digital meters for this application, as I
believed that trends i.e. rise or fall, are important for
the testing engineer to know and adjust controls and
that this feature is more easily available with analog
instruments. The tendency to go in for digital meters,
simply because they are the 'in thing', should be
resisted. For accurate measurement of voltage drops,
however, digital meters could be considered.
iii) In Acceptance testing to be undertaken in a production
factory, there is need for accurate measurement and
stable conditions of testing, specially in regard to
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control of voltage and current parameters. These can
be achieved satisfactorily only by adopting the Parallel
Hopkinson
Scheme. In due course, consideration
could be given to development of a Test Plant based on
that scheme,
from indigenously
available static

iv)

equipment. At that time, 'Black Band ' testing facility
for checking on quality of commutation
for new
designs, could also be considered for incorporation.
I had adopted the simplest technology for the Nasik
Test Plant, based on motorised auto-transformers
for
controlling voltages and currents. With changes in
technology
which have since been established,
thyristors could be employed instead of diodes. Also
the number of devices in series/parallel can be reduced.
In attempting such changes, however, comparable costs
and levels of reliability have to be kept in view.

Chapter XXXVI
A POWER HOUSE IN THE RAILWAY
SECTOR
1981. Krishan Chandra, Member (Engineering), Railway
Board was on a visit to Central Railway. I was Chief
Electrical Project Engineer at that time. CEE and I were
summoned to the GM's room. Krishan Chandra addressed
the CEE. He had known me earlier, during his tenure as
GM on Central Railway.
'This estimate that the Railway has sent to the Board is
no good. It does not seem to be realistic. Let Natarajan
review the whole thing and send up a fresh one, properly
framed, with Finance's blessings. Only then will we
consider it.'
He was referring to the Estimate sent by Central Railway
amounting to Rs 22 crores for replacement of the old power
plant of the Thakurli Power House, by a new 60 MW plant
comprising turbo set, boiler plant, auxiliaries and all.
I had no part, until then, in the formulation of that
estimate. In fact, I had not dealt with the subject. On CEE's
request arising out of ME's directives, I entered the scene.
The papers were gone through. There was no Project
Report or justification in any great detail, for such an
important and major work, the only one of its kind to be
executed on Indian Railways. There was only an Abstract
Estimate, with summary of costs. The total cost of
Rs 22 crores appeared to be too low, prima facie. Whether
this underestimate
arose from lack of knowledge or
experience or had been deliberately done, I could not
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fathom.
Fortunately, I had some background knowledge of
modern Power houses. I visited Thakurli to see the ground
realities, consulted some power engineers outside the
Railways and obtained
realistic cost estimates
and
information
on the latest technology. I decided that
whatever estimate I would prepare should be realistic and
should provide for all necessary inputs on infrastructure.
The total cost, as assessed by me that time (1981), worked
out to Rs 45 crores.
The Project Report to accompany the estimate was
virtually dictated by me - a forty page document with facts
and figures, justification, calculations, annexures and so on.
At my request, the Deputy Financial Adviser came over for
a para-by-para discussion of the Report. Some minor
changes were made, as per his advice. The letter from
Finance, received a week thereafter, floored me totally. It
read ...

reason - only State Electricity Boards who are in the
business of generation of power should set up Power
Stations.
The Thakurli Power House has since been wound up,
the assets disposed of, the staff disbanded, ete. The last acts
of burial are going on at a place, which in my imagination
was going to be the birthplace of a lovely, new baby.
It hurts me. Perhaps, it has hurt others, too, particularly
those who had put in tremendous efforts, all to no purpose.
Who cares for feelings, anyway?
Policy changes take place, oftentimes without rhyme or
reason, but on the whims of those in position and power.
The irony is that as I write these lines, the policy seems to
be, that private investors and even foreign entrepreneurs at
that, are being wooed by the Government to enter the field
of generation and transmission of electric power!

'The Report and Estimate may be sent to the Board with
the remarks that it has been vetted and concurred, by FA &
CAO.'
N ever in my experience had I come across such a brief
and unequivocal clearance from Finance, on a major
project. That it should have come, with reference to a
project whose cost had gone up from Rs 22 crores to
Rs 45 crores within a year's span, made me breathless.
The matter was actively pursued with the Railway
Board. The Board's sanction came within a few months. I
had, by then, gone over to RDSO. A dynamic electrical
engineer of Central Railway took charge of further action
for getting on with the job and started moving things with
speed and a sense of urgency.
But - and this is the big BUT - all these efforts went in
vain, ultimately. The project was dropped by the Board after
a couple 'of years, never to see daylight again. The ostensible
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Chapter XXXVII
THE PUBLIC ARE OUR MASTERS
Some fifty years ago, if you asked an Indian what he was
doing for a living, he would not have got offended at being
asked such a personal question. Those days, he would have
replied 'farming', 'teaching', 'trade' etc., and if he was in a
Government job, he wo~ld merely have said, 'Service.' The
General Rules for Railways use the word 'Railway Servant'
repeatedly. I have reflected quite often on the significance of
the words 'service', 'servant' etc., and have, throughout my
career, attempted to focus attention on the cardinal
principle that in whatever I did, I should not lose sight of
the perspective that the travelling public are the ultimate
masters and that it is to them I should owe my allegiance.
I considered my posting as Additional General Manager
for a year and later as General Manager for six months, on
South Eastern Railway (during 1986-88), as opportunities to
look at problems more closely from the customers' point of
view and to do whatever one should, to give satisfaction
without compromising on principles or acting against the
'commercial'
interest of the Railways. AGM was the
authority at the apex on a Zonal Railway for looking into
Public Grievances and I did spend a lot of time in looking
into complaints and grievances, from whatever source or
level they came from and attempted not only to solve the
problem of the individual concerned, but more importantly,
to look into 'system' aspects, for identifying the problem
areas and for evolving and implementing improvements,
particularly on procedures. What a pleasure it was to receive
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from the complaining individuals, high or low, so many
letters expressing satisfaction at the Railway's response.
This approach of 'service' is not to be necessarily
restricted to :lpply to people who are employed in
departments
and areas of responsibilities
calling for
frontline dealing with the public. It applies to everyone in
whatever capacity and however remotely linked with the
public good and convenience. I have narrated elsewhere,
how in 1965, the train services on a suburban section were
restored quickly in spite of serious damages to the signalling
installations and level crossing gates, arising from violence
due to anti-Hindi agitation and rioting. It may not have
been difficult to postpone the restoration, waiting for orders
from above, as there were extenuating circumstances, yet
the services were restored quickly for the public good, in
spite of difficult conditions of operation.
I shall narrate here, two other instances which come to
my mind.
1976. I was Sr DEE, Rolling Stock in Bombay Division
of Central Railway. Mter a day's work at the Kalyan Loco
Shed, when I reached Kalyan Station to take a train to
Bombay, it was about 7.00 p.m. There was commotion on
the platform. A long distance mail train bound for the
north-east direction, which should have left Kalyan a couple
of hours earlier, was still there and passengers were running
up and down, agitated and shouting. I went to the Station
Master who told me the problem was that there was not
adequate vacuum in the Brake Van (only about 20 cm), and
the guard would not start the train as it was far below the
minimum laid down in the rules. The TXR staff could not
locate the defect. They had brought one more loco and
attached it. Even then the vacuum could not go up. The
standard check, using a 'test disc', had been done and it had
proved that there was nothing to doubt about the capability
of either loco to create the desired vacuum. The TXR staff
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had suspected one particular coach, and shunting had been
done to pull it out of the formation but even thereafter, the
problem persisted.
It was a puzzling situation. The train had left Bombay
VT apparently in good condition but had developed this
peculiar defect in an hour's run to Kalyan. Evidently it was a
kind of unusual obstruction in the train pipe, but to
discover its location, by trial and error, would mean many
hours of detention at Kalyan and a large number of
shunting operations, to isolate coach after coach. It was clear
to me that this was no solution. Certainly, it was not in the
interests of the passengers. I thought for a while and gave
following orders on the spot.
i)

The coach which had been detached be brought back
into the formation.

ii) Both locos to go up to Igatpuri.
iii) Move with restricted speed of 60 kmph max., upto
Kasara.
iv)

The guard to work the train even with 20 cm of
vacuum. (This order was given in writing).

I put a Loco Inspector on the front engine and a TXR on
the brake-van, to keep a watch and be of assistance, should
any emergency anse.
Announcements
were made on the Public Address
System and the train left after about an hour.
I spoke to Control and wanted them to arrange for a
detailed check at Igatpuri by the TXR staff, before allowing
the train further. At midnight I checked with Control from
my residence in Bombay. The train had reached Igatpuri
safely. The TXR staff at Igatpuri had located the defect on
the formation with the help of a special device and without
detaching any coach. I did not ask for any further details. I
went off to sl~ep, relieved and happy at the thought that my
presence at Kalyan station, by chance, and the decisions that

I had taken, had perhaps prevented a major flare-up.
Looking back, I must say that my decisions were
instinctive and almost intuitive. A process of reasoning, I
must confess, was not deliberately gone through, or
explicitly discussed with anyone else, at Kalyan. Familiar as
I was with the train operating conditions - a rising gradient
generally and a Ghat section from Kasara to Igatpuri with
banking locos at the rear - I was reasonably certain that my
decisions would not lead to dangerous conditions, although
they were against rules. I had taken the responsibility on
myself clearly and I had the confidence that the staff
concerned would not let me down. What clinched the issue
really was, however, my concern for the passengers. I felt
that they may not have minded even a couple of hours of
delay at midnight at Igatpuri, but further indefinite delay,
late in the evening at Kalyan station, would certainly have
inconvenienced them far more.
I now come to the second incident.
It was the summer of 1983. It was about 11.00 a.m. on a
rather warm day. I was in a First class compartment on the
Gorakhpur-Bombay Express. The station - Jalgaon, on the
Bhusaval-Igatpuri section of Central Railway.
The young Sardarjil accosted me from the platform and
handed over a peda (sweet) - 'one rupee, sir' he said. Of
course, I knew him. He was the vociferous leader of the
passengers who had shown annoyance and anger the
previous night, when our train was at Jhansi station. He was
different now, all smiles.
'The AC coach is still the same - unbearably hot inside,
but we are happy that you took so much interest in the
problem and have assured us help. The sweet is a
celebration. Everyone affected has to contribute one rupee,'
he said. I gave him a rupee and he left.
1
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A commonly

used term to refer to a Sikh gentleman.
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My wife and I had got into the AC sleeper coach the
previous morning at Lucknow. I was Director (Standards)
Electrical at RDSO. Our berth numbers were 7 and 8. I
observed that the coach was not cool. The ACC in-charge
was meddling with some contactors on the control panel. I
could make out that there was nothing wrong with any of
the contactors. The pressure gauges told the story. There
was no refrigerant in the system. On my revealing my
identity, the ACC in-charge came out with the truth. He
had sent a message to Kanpur to arrange for the charging. At
Kanpur, nothing happened. He sent a second message to
Jhansi. I knew that nothing much could be done en route.
One of the two AC plants was totally out of action.
Passengers in berths No.1 to 24 were affected. As the other
plant was working, the rest of the coach berths No. 25 to 46
was fine. We opened the emergency flap door to permit the
air to go from the healthy side to the affected side, but that
did not give any relief
The train had two or three unscheduled halts on the run,
from Kanpur to Jhansi. The passengers were getting restive
as the conditions were getting to be oppressive, on a hot
day. The train was getting delayed further. I calmed them
down, stating that I would do something to help them at
Jhansi. Meanwhile
one passenger came out with a
revelation.

n

'Do you know, sir, that on this very train there is one
more AC sleeper coach? It is cool; but people having only
ordinary second class tickets are on that coach. Why should
we, who have paid AC sleeper fare, suffer?'
At the next unscheduled halt I got down and went over
to the other AC sleeper coach. The story was substantially
correct. The attendant of that coach said that his coach,
which had been marked 'sick' at Kanpur, a couple of days
earlier due to a bogie spring breakage had been certified fit,
after replacement of the spring. The original plan was to
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return it to Bombay, as empty coach, by this train but at the
last minute the Station Superintendent
at Kanpur had
pushed in a number of second class passengers, saying that
he had got 'special clearance' from Northern
Railway
Headquarters for the purpose. I could make out from their
appearance that at least some, if not all those passengers
were politicians. I went back to my coach.
The first thing I did, on reaching Jhansi, was to try to
contact DRM or ADRM to find out what assistance was
possible. They were not easily accessible. I asked Control if
they had a spare AC sleeper coach or first class coach at
Jhansi. There was no AC sleeper but they could locate one
first class coach in some other rake, which they would spare
on my orders but then it would take about one hour more
to do the shunting and putting on our train.
I went back to the coach and talked to the passengers
again. Would they prefer to wait for an hour and get on to a
First class coach which could just accommodate twenty-two
people or travel to Bombay in discomfort in the AC sleeper
coach? In the latter event, I assured them that although the
rules provided only for refund of difference between AC
sleeper and first class fares, I would make a special effort to
get them refund of the difference between AC sleeper and
second class fares, from Jhansi
onwards
to their
destinations. They agreed to the 'refund' proposals. I got a
TTE onto the coach and the train left Jhansi.
I made out a letter to CCS C Rly. asking for special
refund in the circumstances and got it signed by the affected
passengers only. I got the TTE to issue individual
certificates to each one of the passengers regarding the
defective AC unit, which they could send in support of
their claim for refund. I advised them to send their claims
for refund individually to CCS C Rly. and pursue the
matter. I, ob my part, would do my best to assist them in
getting full refund, based on the joint representation.

The next forenoon at Bombay was spent by me in
finalising a detailed letter from me to CCS, CEE and GM,
Central Railway. I handed over the letters to CCS and CEE
and explained to them the special circumstances. I left it to
them to check on the facts with Northern Railway, if
required. I happened to meet the officiating GM, C Rly. at a
party that evening and made my point. A copy of my letter
was left with his secretary.
On my return to Lucknow, I pursued the matter with
CCS C Rly. I was informed by him that the Railway had
received the individual applications for refund and had
arranged refund of the full difference between AC sleeper
and second class fares.
In my letter, I had put forth the view that while in that
particular case, refund of full difference between AC sleeper
and second class fares was totally justified, the policy itself
should be reviewed, as travel in an AC sleeper, minus AC
comfort, could in no way be considered comparable to first
class. Indeed the conditions were even worse than in a
second class sleeper coach. Three years later, while I was on
South Eastern Railway I came to know that the policy had
been revised to permit refund of difference between AC
sleeper and second class fares, in the event of AC
equipment failure. I was happy that what I had advocated
had come to be accepted. I did not bother to check further,
whether, and if so, to what extent my having championed
the cause, had precipitated the change in policy.
When I had occasion to visit ICF/Madras some months
later,
CEE/ICF
(my good
friend
and
colleague
Sambamurti), and I, spent quite some time on the floor of
an AC sleeper coach under construction, to examine if
some changes/improvements
in the air ducts could lead to
less uncomfortable conditions of travel, even if one of the
AC plants failed. I learn that an improved design has since
been adopted and incorporated in the AC sleeper coaches
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being turned out at present,
thought out by us on that day.

more or less on the lines

Chapter XXXVIII
A PRODUCTIVE MEETING
It was 1983. I was at that time Director (Standards)
Electrical in RDSO. My wife and I were on our way from
Lucknow to Madras on a brief holiday. The journey had
been planned in such a manner as to allow about four hours
at Jhansi en route, for me to attempt to clinch an important,
outstanding, technical issue with the engineers of the
Bhopal unit ofBHEL.
The TM 4939 AZ traction motors manufactured and
supplied by BHEL from their Bhopal factory for the WCG2
locomotives had shown up a peculiar defect within a few
months of service on Central Railway. The commutator
micanite segments were getting loose and flying out and in
some cases even the copper segments were getting
disturbed. This problem had been reported to BHEL by the
Railways from 1975 onwards, but in spite of a number of
meetings and discussions, no finality had been reached as to
what should be done to get over this problem. Some
temporary, palliative solutions were implemented
from
time to time and the fleet of motors was kept going by
constant and frequent nursing attention and repairs.
BHEL's stand was that the motors were being subjected
to much more onerous duty than they were designed for,
especially on locos used as 'bankers' on the Ghat sections.
The Railways put the blame on poor design and poor
quality of manufacture.
I had had first-hand experience of this problem in 197677, when I was in charge of the Kalyan Loco Shed. Besides,
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I had familiarity with the design and manufacture of
commutators for the T AO 659 traction motor (Frenchdesign), during my earlier tenure in CLW (1968-76) and the
T AO 659 commutator did not have this type of problem.
Ideas had been exchanged by my predecessor in RDSO
with BHEL, regarding process improvements that were
necessary in their manufacturing belt, but nothing definite
had been settled as to what should be done to the design
itself. When I took over as Director (Standards) Electrical,
in RDSO in 1982, I pursued the matter with BHEL. I
believed that a technically satisfactory solution should first
be evolved and contractual and other issues could be tackled
later on. It was thcn that I suggested that we should mect at
]hansi.
BHEL Engineers connected with design, manufacturing
and Quality Control had come from Bhopal to ]hansi, with
relevant drawings and information regarding the processes.
The RDSO Inspecting Engineer stationed at Bhopal joined
me. We met at the Guest House attached to the BHEL
Transformer
Factory at ]hansi. There
interaction for two hours, undisturbed
calls or other business.

was an intensive
by any telephone

The pros and cons of various alternatives regarding
design details and manufacturing processes were thrashed
out and we agreed on the exact, final design in all its detail arch-bound commutator;
lightening hole in thc copper
segment; precise angles of V to take into account the change
from wedge-bound
to arch-bound construction; use of
micanite separators based on alkyd vinyl resin instead of
shellac; new design of securing bolts, etc. Outline drawings
were jointly cleared, in principle. The nature and details of
special tests to be carried out on the test bed to prove the
effectiveness of the changes in the design were also settled
in outline.

take the train for Madras.
I learnt later that commutators manufactured by BHEL
and by Traction Machine Workshop, Nasik Road to the
modified design have been giving trouble-free service.
The two-hour meeting had indeed been productive. A
technical problem which had been bothering Railways for
years had been solved. I believe to this day that more than
anything else, it was the undisturbed and concentrated
attention that was possible and the atmosphere of cordiality
and informality that prevailed at the unusual venue, that
had contributed to the S11ccess,in no small measure.
Years later, I repeated this experiment with success,
when as GM, South Eastern Railway, I had the preparatory
round of my discussions with the Heads of Departments on
the Railway's Works Programme proposals for 1988-89, at a
venue in New Delhi, unconnected with Railway working.
Our meeting with the Railway Board next day went off
smoothly and satisfactorily, much to the delight and relief
of the South Eastern Railway team.
I remember having come across the following lines, in a
magazine that I read recently. 'The meeting is an
investment in time. It must be madc to payout' - an advice
that any manager must heed, ifhe wishes to succeed.
I can say from experience that quitc often this
wholesome rule was violated at the various levels in Railway
management. Particularly sad was a directive thrust down
the throats of Zonal General Managers some years ago that
meetings must be held daily, to discuss punctuality
performance of trains of the previous day. I hope things are
better today!

The discussions over, I left for the station, just in time to
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Chapter XXXIX
A TURNING POINT
One of the features that for many years characterised the·
operation of electrified sections on Indian Railways was the
concern at all levels in the Electrical Department and
outside, about the availability of electric locos for traffic and
their reliability. It would be no exaggeration if I say that
CEEs of Railways were preoccupied
so much with
problems concerning electric locomotives that 75% of their
effort and time was devoted to reducing failures and
reducing 'ineffectives' on the electric locomotives front.
I was no exception to this state when I took charge as
CEE on South Eastern Railway in July 1985. And South
Eastern Railway had at that time the largest fleet of electric
locomotives, of all Indian Railways - about 350 - and had
the heaviest freight traffic.
The biggest single problem as I surveyed the situation,
was the frequent failures of the locomotive transformer. A
number of locomotives had been disabled and kept away
from service, due to defective transformers. Over twenty
locomotives were deficient of transformers and on top of it,
the failure rate was three, every two months. The ability of
the Railway to execute such heavy repairs with its own
resources in loco sheds, was at best one transformer every
two months. I could foresee that what was a 'problem' then,
could transform itself into a 'disaster' within a few months
if some effective action was not taken urgently.
Northern
Railway had tackled a similar problem
successfully - I came to know about this. They had merely
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asked BHEL, the major supplier of locomotive transformers
to undertake the repair, at prices quoted by them. The
number of transformers to be tackled on South Eastern
Railway was larger. But more importantly, there was a
'cultural' difference between the two Railways in their
approaches. Particularly so, as the Finance on South Eastern
Railway had earned a reputation of looking at every
proposal of the executive with suspicion.
I was, however, determined to make a beginning. A
comprehensive
proposal and justification
was sent to
Finance, not only to tackle the transformers which had
already become defective, but also to cater for repairs to
those which would arise, at a projected rate, for the next
eighteen months or so, through contracts on outside firms
including BHEL. It took quite some effort to get the FA &
CAO to accept the proposals. Tenders were invited,
examined and following established procedures, contracts
were awarded to three firms (including BHEL who got a
major share) valued over Rs 3 crores. The entire processing
had taken some five to six months. But I was convinced that
it was time well spent.
BHEL, in particular and one other firm, took up the
contracts in right earnest and started executing the repairs
with promptness and speed. The despatch of defective
transformers and the receipt and commissioning of the
repaired
transformers
were closely monitored.
The
availability of locomotives improved progressively.
April 1986, when the contracts were entered into, thus
proved to be a decisive turning point in the history of
electric locomotive availability on South Eastern Railway.
I left the CEE's post soon after. By the end of 1987, the
'ineffectives' had been brought down significantly, largely
due to a continuing effort put in on many fronts by my able
successor, Dr K R Dorairaj, who was a locomotive
specialist. He used to tell me that the transformer repair
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contracts of April 1986 was possibly the single, largest
contributor to this achievement.
Side by side with processing the repair proposals, I felt
that I should also look, from a technical angle, at this
phenomenon
of major failures on a costly equipment,
which was causing so much headache to the Railways, all
over the country. It was the particular 'leg' which contained
the auto-transformer winding that was featuring in most of
the failures. I remembered
that sludge formation and
ineffective cooling had been highlighted at a seminar I had
attended a couple of years earlier, at Kanpur. Evidently the
problem had not been solved.
I started thinking. One evening, as I was planning a train
journey from Calcutta to Lucknow on some work, I got an
idea on how to improve circulation of oil to the autotransformer winding. Instead of taking a direct train to
Lucknow, I decided to take a train upto Mughalsarai, to
check at the Mughalsarai Loco Shed, if my idea was
practical and feasible of implementation. Mughalsarai Shed
was on Eastern Railway territory and as CEE of South
Eastern Railway, I did not have jurisdiction over it. Yet, I
had chosen this peculiar method because, I did not want to
lose time and I did not want to wait until I came back ~o

tubing and connections had to be procured and fitted. In
about two months,. the shed was ready to show me two
alternative proposals executed as prototypes. Both were
equally simple and looked effective. A note was sent with
sketches to RDSO and BHEL's factory at ]hansi, asking
them to evaluate quantitatively the relative merits of the two
proposals, conducting, if necessary, special tests.
I heard later (in 1987), that RDSO had accepted one of
the proposals and that BHEL had started implementing the
improvement on the new transformers. I do not know for
certain, however, whether the modification was carried out
on the large number of transformers in service on the
Railways and whether it actually resulted in reducing the
incidence of failures. If that has been achieved, I shall be a
happy man.

Calcutta and planned a visit to Tatanagar Electric Loco
Shed, the nearest shed on South Eastern Railway.
The brief visit to Mughalsarai Shed was useful. The
supervisors and staff received me and listened to my idea
patiently. We examined it together. I got reassured that the
idea was worth being tried out and could be executed with
relative ease. The shed staff contributed their suggestions to
improve on my proposals.
On my return from Lucknow to Calcutta, I lost no time
in discussing
the proposals
with
my officers at
Headquarters.
I went to Tata Shed and explained the
modificatioAs to be carried out. Some length of special
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where heavy penalty payments were
after month, on low power factor.
It was with this background that in
after I took over as CEE on S E Rly.,
typical substation on the section, not
Orissa.

Chapter XL
THE MANABAR EXPERIMENTAL
PROJECT

ii)

August '85, a month
I visited Manabar, a
far from Koraput in

The problem was explained to me by Sr DEE/TRD and
his supervisors. The Power Factor was 0.7. Penalty was
levied by the Orissa State Electricity Board for power factor
lower than 0.85. The load factor was quite low. The
maximum
demand
varied considerably.
The traffic
consisted mainly of goods trains, carrying iron ore in one
direction and empties in the other, on this single line. There
were many hours in the day when there was no train at all
on the section fed by the Manabar substation. They had
tried a 25 kV-400 kvar Capacitor Bank on an experimental
basis, without
any tangible benefit. It struck me
straightaway that a Thyristor Controlled Capacitor which
would enable automatic matching of the corrective kvar, to
suit the load, would be a solution. Back at Headquarters I
was told that there was indeed some proposal from ASEA,
Sweden, received through RDSO, which would cost
around Rs 50 lakhs. But even this proposal was tentative
and preliminary. I wanted something to be done quickly. I
asked myself - why not use Thyristor 'switched' instead of
Thyristor 'controlled' Capacitors? It would cost much less
and at the same time could give us substantial relief quickly.
The problem with a fixed value capacitor was, that while
it reduced kVA and therefore kVAh during loaded
conditions, it was adding to the kVAh dtawn during no load
and very low load conditions, with the result that the overall
power factor for the purpose of billing, which was 'kwh for
the month' divided by 'kVAh for the month' would not
show improvement. The kVAh meters merely added up
kVAh over the period, irrespective of whether the kVAh was

This story is about how a Thyristor-switched
Capacitor
Bank for improvement of Traction Power Factor, came to
be installed at the Manabar Traction Substation on the
Waltair-Kirundul section of South Eastern Railway. It is the
story of:
i)

being made, month

An untried concept becoming a successful reality,
within three years.
A Sr DEE of one division working on a discarded
computer of the Passenger Reservation Office, to do
technical calculations on field data received from
another division.

iii) An FA & CAO known to be conservative, agreeing to a
proposal which spelt clearly sizeable profits, if the idea
worked, but some definite loss, if it did not.
One of the areas on which I had chosen to concentrate soon
after I took over as CEE on South Eastern Railway in 1985,
was how to cut expenditure on electricity consumed on
Traction. Reduction in Maximum Demand charges and in
payment of penalties for low power factor, seemed to offer
considerable scope for savings. A 25 kV Capacitor Bank had
been
commissioned
in
Manikui
Substation
in
Chakradharpur Division and proposals for doing similar
work at more traction substations were being evolved. But I
was told that there was no prospect of this problem being
tackled at the substations on Waltair-Kirundul
Section,
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leading or lagging, or at unity Power Factor. The bel1efit of
whatever reduction in kVAh was achIeved by improvement
of the power factor in the loaded period, was offset - and
indeed could get more than offset - by the leading kVAh (=
kvarh) drawn during no load period.
-:ause of the
capacitor.
The Manabar substation represented a situation when
there was no load at all during some six tc eight hours of
the day. Clearly, we did not require an~" correction by
capacitors during such periods. Eve.' dUfing the loaded
period, as the loads of goods trains were flXed/constant, we
could perhaps manage with two steps cf correction,
thought.
The use of Thyristors meant low voltage (not 25 kV)
operation. Using a transformer very similar to a locomotive
transformer having two secondary windings - about 1000 to
1500 volts - each was felt to be ideal. Each winding would
feed one bank of capacitors through a Thyristor equipment.
1500 volt capacitors were available in the country and we
could get any desired kvar by putting the required number
of units in parallel.
The proposal .had been born in outline. To give it a
concrete shape and to get it accepted and imple~:1ented,
proceeded step by step, as under:

I

I

Step-I
1

By arranging special hourly observations and recording
of kwh and kVAh meter readings at Manabar, for full
one week, the basic 'data in regard to the load pattern
was collected.

2

Calculated from fundamentals the hourly power factor
and the progressive power factor i.e. 'kwh' divided by
'kVAh, hour to hour, for the entire week.
Assuming different values of kvar correction
by

3

Thyristor-switched Capacitor Installation at Manabar Tractio/l
Substation, South Eastern Railway
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Capacitor (500, 1000, 1500, 2000 kvar etc.) and using
actual kvarh derived from (2), calculated for each hour,
the new power factor and the new progressive power
factor, corresponding to each value of correction.
Calculations at (2) and (3) were done using a computer at
Koilaghat Reservation Office by Sr DEEIRS, Tikiapara
(near Howrah), through a FORTRAN programme, drawn
up by him, for doing these calculations. The results proved
clearly that a fixed capacitor, whatever its value, was
unsuitable for improving the power factor, from the billing
point of view.

Step- II
Larsen & Toubro (L&T) had developed Thyristor Drives
thought they could help in the development of
and
Thyristor equipment for capacitor switching.
had a good
friend, my classmate in fact, who was in a senior
management position in L&T. At my request, he arranged
for their engineers to meet me in Bombay. The L&T
engineers felt that my proposal seemed technically feasible,
but as nobody had tried this idea earlier, we could run into
some unforeseen problems. A BHEL specialist whom had
consulted, warned me that without a reactor in series, the
scheme would just not work. believed that the step-down
transformer would itself provide adequate impedance and a
reactor was not necessary.
had made up my mind and
decided to go ahead, notwithstanding
the general air of
discouragement, as well as lack of any enthusiastic support,
from RDSO.

I

I

I

I

I

Step-III

I got FA & CAO's

concurrence to incur expenditure on this
experimental project at Manabar, clearly stating that:
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2

3
4

Step-IV
A technical specification

for the thyristor

equipment

was

drawn up. The two values of line currents (i.e., loading
levels), at which the two banks would cut in, were also
decided, to match with loads of a lightly loaded (empties)
goods train and fully loaded train (4500 tonnes), on the
section. Two identical equipments, each to control 800 kvar
at 1.5 kV was catered for in the specification.
A specification was framed for Capacitor Banks, as also
for the special step-down transformers.

Step- V
Orders
were placed, following normal procurement
procedure, for the capacitor, on a Pune firm and for the
Thyristor equipment on L&T, with prospects of the
capacitors being received earlier.
As the design/development
work on the Thyristor
equipment was half way through, L&T developed cold feet
and proposed that a special circuit breaker may be required
additionally, in series with thyristor equipment, to take care
of heavy inrush currents under certain conditions. I had a
discussion, with their engineers at Bombay and explained
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why we could go ahead without a circuit breaker. They
reluctantly agreed. More than anything else, I considered
that incorporation of an additional circuit breaker would
make the scheme more costly and complicated.
The delay in receipt of the thyristor equipment from
L&T, the earlier availability of the Capacitor Banks, and the
reluctance of manufacturers in the field to develop a special,
although simple, step down transformer, required for this
project, led me to think of a solution for an interim period
which would give some reduction in electricity payments,
once capacitors only were received and installed. Why not
use a locomotive transformer with its own tap changer, to
supply the two banks from the two secondary windings and
use manual means for sensing line current and switching
in/out of Capacitor Banks, to suit? A 'sick' WAG,
locomotive without Traction Motors, was stabled near the
substation and the output from its transformer
was
connected to the Capacitor Banks. By communication
between the Substation Operator and the Locomotive
Operator, the capacitor was brought in and out, using the
Master Controller on the loco, to suit requirement of trains
entering and leaving the OHE Section, fed by the
substation. This scheme, tried in 1987, was a success, and
continued for some months, bringing in clear, financial
benefits.
In due course, the thyristor equipment was received and
commissioned successfully in 1988, about the time I had
retired from service.
The figure on the next
of connections.
The entire work at
executed by a team of
Distribution and Traction
Division. It was a matter
even after I had left my

page shows a schematic diagram
Manabar Substation had been
enthusiastic men, of Traction
Rolling Stock wings of Waltair
of great satisfaction to me that
post as CEE on that Railway,

~
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thus obviating the need for Thyristor Switching for low density traffic
sections. Acceptance of Electricity Boards to the installation and use of
such a special kVAh meter, for billing purposes, may have to be obtained,
before Railways can totally abandon the idea of installing Thyristor
Switched Capacitors. Even for sections with higher traffic density, it
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appears, that compared to 25 kV Capacitor system, the reliability of
Thyristor Switched Low Voltage Capacitor systems would be better and
would therefore, merit consideration. A lot of interesting work awaits
Traction Engineers who have vision and zeal.

THYRISTOR. ,5WfrCH-Z

Scmmatic Diagram of Connections for Thyristor-switcmd
Capacitors

technical interest continued to be shown by those in charge,
for making a success of this effort. I also kept an eye on the
progress, from the higher levels of management, on South
Eastern Railway.
I am aware that there is considerable scope for learning
from the Manabar experiment and for improving the
system design and equipment
design for Thyristor
Switched Capacitor Banks, for future applications. I believe
that the Manabar installation was the first of its type, not
only in India, but perhaps in the world. Will Indian
Railways take off to further glory from that small start?
Endnote:
There are some reports that a new metering system has been developed,
which would record only the net lagging kVAh summation over a period,
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more or less by the HT tariff structure, whether the
calculations were done on a Zonal or Divisional basis.
In the fifties and sixties, the overall rate per kwh charged

I
I

Chapter XLI
CONCERN FOR EMPLOYEES
1985. It was the concluding session of the Conference· of
Chief Electrical Engineers with the Railway Board. The
Minister of State for Railways and the Chairman and
Members of the Railway Board were present.
It was my turn to speak, as Chief Electrical Engineer,
South Eastern Railway. I stated that I did not want to raise
any technical matters. These had been discussed earlier. I
said, 'There is discontent amongst Railway staff that they
have to pay much more for electricity consumed in their
quarters, than other citizens in the same locality. Something
has to be done. I have sent specific proposals to the Board
recently.'
The problem was briefly this. Railways had, for many
years, adopted a system of 'pooled rate', at which the
consumption in· Railway quarters was charged. From the
total amount paid for electricity consumption (other than
on Traction) on the entire Railway and the total kwh
consumed,
an overall, all-inclusive rate per kwh was
calculated, as the input cost per kwh. To this was added a
certain element towards the cost incurred by the Railway,
for transmission and distribution and the final 'pooled rate'
was arrived at, for charging supplies to Railway quarters.
Initially, this was done on a Zonal basis for many years. At a
certain point of time, a Divisional basis was adopted, as a
measure of decentralisation, applicable for quarters on that
Division, The bulk of the power received by the Railways
being on ,HT, the 'pooled rate' arrived at was governed

by the Electricity Boards and other suppliers for HT
supplies worked out to be lower than that for domestic
supplies on LT. Therefore the 'pooled rate' worked out to
be beneficial for the staff. But, as the years went by, the
comparison reversed. This was because the domestic tariff
rates were increased only marginally, whereas steep hikes
were continually imposed by the Boards in HT tariffs. For
example, in the mid-eighties, at most of the places the
'pooled rate' worked out by the Railway came to 80-90 paise
per kwh, while the LT domestic tariff rates of the Electricity
Boards were 50-60 paise per kwh.
The staff had kept quiet, as long as the 'pooled rate' was
not adverse. But as the 'pooled rate' became more and more
unfavourable, progressively, they became restive. This was
only to be expected.
During the latter half of 1985, as CEE/S E Rly., 1 made
out a comprehensive memorandum on this issue and sent it
to the Board, with the blessings of FA & CAO/S E Rly. It
was proposed that the 'pooled rate' approach should be
given up in favour of a rate based on supply at domestic LT
tariff. There was support from CEEs of other Railways to
my proposals. Apart from staff discontent,
another
unsatisfactory aspect which had prompted me to take up the
issue was the delay in the periodical revision of the 'pooled
rate', which had caught the attention of the Audit. Certain
guidelines had been laid down for periodical revision of the
'pooled rate' and as this exercise had fallen into arrears,
whatever the reasons, the question of making 'recoveries'
from the Railway staff (serving and retired), had to be
considered and the Audit had taken up the issue that this
matter was not receiving due attention and that the Railway
was incurring 'losses'. The thrusts of my proposal were:
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i)

ii)

Domestic rates had not been significantly increased by
Electricity Boards, presumably as a matter of deliberate
national policy. This policy should apply to energy
consumed by the Railway staff in their quarters, as they
are as much a part of the country's population as non
Railwaymen.
The approach taken by the Audit was unrealistic. The
'losses' were notional. It was more appropriate to
visualise that only some kind of subsidy had been
extended by the Railway to the staff and if this view was
accepted, there would be no arrears and therefore no
recoveries to be made.

I raised the above issue at the CEEs' Conference, as I felt
that action would be progressed faster on this important
policy matter if I highlighted it at that forum. But my
expectation did not materialise for some months and
nothing much moved, in the Railway Board's office.
Midway
in 1986, GM/SE Rly. took me to a
brainstorming
session in the Board's Office, with the
Minister and the Members of the Board. I was AGM then.
We could speak on any subject. I took the opportunity to
raise the issue of 'pooled rate' again. The Minister was
visibly unhappy that no progress had been made and that
was enough.
In January 1987, the Railway Board issued orders that
brought parity between Railway quarters and non Railway
domestic consumers in the neighbourhood, on electricity
rates. My perseverance had paid. I had been a crusader.
Almost the entire family of Railwaymen throughout the
country had benefited, and on a recurring basis. What a
great satisfaction that was!
One other mission - although on a smaller canvas - that
I always felt happy about was the procurement, in 1981, of a
bus for the newly set up Traction Machine Workshop,
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Nasik Road. There was no provision for acquiring a bus, in
the sanctioned estimate for the project. There was no
precedent. I was in charge of the execution of that Project. I
was convinced that a bus was essential as that would be the
only satisfactory mode of transport for school-going
children of Railway staff who would settle down in the
colony, which was four to six kms away from schools in the
town. Indeed, it appeared to me that unless this facility was
provided, there would not be many volunteers for the
workshop. It took quite some effort to persuade the Railway
finance and later the Railway Board, to agree to the
proposal. When the sanction came, we saw to it that the
chassis was procured and a 60 seater bus built in quick time.
The rules and regulations governing the use of the bus were
also finalised well in time, with the concurrence of Finance,
for implementation from day one.
After retirement, I have settled down at Nasik Road.
Quite often I see that bus carrying school children of
Railwaymen, to and fro. I derive satisfaction that my effort
has contributed in some measure to the happy living of
Railwaymen in the colony of the workshop at Nasik Road.
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Chapter XLII
ARBITRATION
A typical Railway contract on a firm for execution of works,
runs into many pages. Literally, hundreds of clauses are
incorporated, defining the responsibilities and liabilities of
the contractor primarily, and the Railway secondarily, under
various contingencies and occurrence of omissions and
commissions, faults and failures, delays and damages and so
on. Yet, it is a truism to say that, by and large, these clauses
are rarely read, much less their implications understood, at
the time of signing of the contract, by the parties. Each
understands the other - in terms of essentials in scope of
work and prices. That is about all. The signing, page by
page, of the contract is considered to be a formality that has
to be gone through.
Disputes apd problems that arise during execution of the
contract are mostly solved in a spirit of give-and-take in the
overall interests of speedy execution of the work, under
reasonable conditions, within the scope of the contract, as
understood originally. In the rare event of disputes not
being solved, recourse is taken to Arbitration, provision for
which is incorporated in one of the numerous clauses of the
contract. There is a school ofthought, not totally
unjustified, that at times the parties go in for arbitration in
cases where a dispute may exist only at the surface and an
understanding prevails about the Justness' of a contractor's
claim, but the settlement cannot unfortunately be reached
merely because the scope of the contract provisions as they
are, can'not permit such a settlement.

The arbitrator, in many cases, is appointed by the
General Manager. He is generally a Railway officer who has
not handled the particular contract directly at any time. The
arbitrator's verdict is usually accepted and the matter is
settled. A special feature is that the arbitrator is not required
to elaborate or even mention, as to why the particular award
is given by him; rather, it is enough if he merely spells out a
judgement, which in his opinion, is a fair decision in the
particular case. The arbitrator is paid fees for his efforts,
depending upon the number of sittings, etc.
When I was functioning as Additional General Manager
on South Eastern Railway, almost all cases requiring
appointment
of an arbitrator passed through me for
approval. Then it struck me as something unusual, how it
came to be that in over thirty years of my career in
Railways, of which at least twenty years were at a level when
I could have been appointed as an arbitrator, there was not
such one instance, on any Railway or Production Unit, of
my having been appointed as an arbitrator. Was anything
wrong with me? Was I unsuitable for any reason? I continue
to wonder even today, for I have not found an answer to my
questions.
Yet, I remember the only case where I participated in any
arbitration proceedings and I did so, on behalf of the South
Eastern Railway, a party to the dispute. The arbitrator in
this case was a senior officer of the Central Electricity
Authority and the other party was the Madhya Pradesh
Electricity Board (MPEB).
It was 1986. I was CEE/South Eastern Railway then. The
dispute had arisen in 1979 or thereabout. MPEB claimed
that for power supply to some traction substations on the
Waltair-Kirandul section, they had made all arrangements
and were ready but as the Railway was not ready, to take the
supply, the Railway would have to pay certain amounts.
The Railway had not agreed. As the matter had not been
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resolved, for some five years, the MPEB invoked the
provisions for arbitration in the Agreement for the supply
and got a person from CEA nominated as the arbitrator. I
saw the papers for the first time when I got notice from the
arbitrator, of his intention to fix up a meeting atJabalpur.
The amount claimed by MPEB was Rs 95 lakhs and a
substantial part of it was interest, which had accrued over
the years.
Mter examination of the case, I reached the following
conclusions:
i)

ii)

had not been totally fair and honest in the interpretation of
the agreement
and had over stretched
indefensible
arguments, on obviously flimsy and untrue grounds. I took
him to Jabalpur for the meeting.
The meeting a~ Jabalpur lasted a mere twO hours. I
explained all the points favourable to the Railway and
accepted where we had not been quite fair earlier. The
MPEB representative spoke just one sentence. He would
not dispute whatever I had said and would leave the matter
in the arbitrator's hands.
The award of the arbitrator came quite fast, in April
1986. 'The Railway has to pay Rs 40 lakhs, against MPEB's
claim of Rs 95 lakhs.' The decision was accepted by the
Railway. A cheque was sent to MPEB ,within a week and, a
matter which had been pending for years was settled.

The so-called facts on which the Railway had disputed
the claim, were not all true. There was distortion and
quibbling on 'words' not expected of a Government,
while dealing with a Public Sector Organisation.
Although MPEB's claim was 'technically' justified, the
amount claimed was unreasonably high, having regard
to facts of the case. Besides there were certain aspects in
favour of the Railway, which had not been taken into
account.

iii) Even after the arbitrator had entered the scene, a
verdict had not been reached, primarily because the
Railways had somehow been dodging the issue.
In these circumstances

I decided that I should attend the

proposed meeting at Jabalpur and present a fair and true
picture, whatever may have been the stand taken earlier. I
feared that if the Railway delayed the matter further, the
arbitrator might give an ex parte award, which could hurt
the Railway badly. I also decided to take Railway's Finance
into confidence.
I spent many hours in doing various types of calculations
and mentally going through all aspects of possible defence
the Railway could put up, briefed my Finance Officer and
got him prepared for receiving a verdict which might not be
liked by the Railway. In particular, I showed him how we
181
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When the Board threw the challenge to the AGMs, I
decided that I should stick my neck out, rather than be a
spectator, merely giving minor pushes and prods here and
there. On analysis, I saw that:

Chapter XLIII

i)
ii)

THE SECRET CODE

iii) He was guided generally by the 'reserve price', which
he himself had fixed. Rarely did he auction off an item
below 'reserve price'.

Someone told me when I was AGM on SE Rly., that there
were only two items of performance on which the Ministry
of Railways was required to submit regular Status Reports
to the PMO (Prime Minister's Office).
i)
ii)

Sale of scrap.
Supply of materials like axle bearings
Railways to Wagon Builders.

Most of the scrap sale was done through auctions.
The ACOS/DCOS
in charge of the Depot took the
decision to sell or not to sell, at the price bids secured.

iv) There were quite a few items which had remained
undisposed of, for many years.
Associating
representatives
of Stores and Accounts
Departments, I worked out for each item, a 'reasonable'
price and a 'rock-bottom' price (even lower than DCOS's
reserve price), at which it could disposed of, taking into
account how long it had been stagnant, what prices it had
fetched in the previous three auctions, the general trend of
inflation, allowance for depreciation, and damage in storage
ete. In fact, a 'formula' was evolved with which to work out
'reasonable' and 'rock-bottom' prices. A committee of two

ete., by the

I have not, to this day, checked on the veracity of this
observation, which certainly appeared to be 'tilted'. Maybe,
the person concerned was from the Stores Department and
wanted to impress on me, how important the role of that
department was. Or, was it perhaps his intention to convey
that these wer.e the only two items on which the Stores
Department was required to submit information to the
PMO and I had misunderstood him?

monitors (one from the Stores and the other from the
Accounts Departments) was appointed to stand by the side
of the DCOS
during the auction and guide him

However ... a circular was received from the Railway
Board in 1986, that AGMs of Railways will be responsible
(Did it say personally responsible?) for ensuring that the
targets for scrap sales were achieved. We had some three
months' time left in 86-87, but at the rate at which we were
progressing, we were not quite certain of achieving the
target, which I remember was Rs 30 crores. The matter
used to be reviewed by me with the Heads of the concerned
Departments at monthly meetings. But I had not stepped
into the system and practices, which were really the concern
of the Stores Department.

appropriately. The monitors had the authority to signal
through an unobtrusive gesture to the DCOS to close the
auction at the best price obtained or drop the sale when
even the highest bid was not acceptable.
\
The monitors had with them a statement in which the
rock-bottom prices were written out against each item in a
code form (an alphabet substituting for a number, as per
secret code evolved by me). The key for the code was
known only to the monitors and myself. Even if the
statement was seen by anyone else, he could not have made
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head or tail out of it.

costing even a few thousands of rupees - tender committees
and approvals etc. - whereas for disposal of materials worth
lakhs of rupees through auctions, it is almost left to a single
officer, at fairly low levels in the hierarchy to fix a reserve

The first auction where this system was tried was a
success. Quite a few items that had been lying unsold for
years were disposed of More than that, the fact that there
were monitors who had the authority to take decisions on
the spot, seemed to have created a general impression on
the participating traders that the Railway meant business
and this itself improved the sales.
The practice was continued for a few more auctions, the
monitors meeting me a day before the auction and taking
certain specific instructions, not only on non-moving items
but on certain other items as well, so as to get better prices,
generally following the overall policy outlined at the
beginning of this exercise. A representative of the Stores
Department (usually CaS), was present at such briefing
sessions. A note of instructions in my handwriting, drawn
up after each session, with prices (in code of course) was
handed over across the table to the monitors and to cas

price and take decisions. But then, many policies of the
Government are not always rational.

and one copy was kept with me under lock and key. We
reached the year's target before the end ofMarch'87.
The unorthodox and unusual auction procedure was
decided upon by. me at a time when the neighbouring
Railway was having 'problems' and vigilance cases were in
progress against officers for decisions concerning sale of
scrap.
The success of the experiment and the results achieved
were not so much due to any intrinsic merit in the idea
itself, as due to its novelty and the message it conveyed, of
involvement of management at very high levels, in activities
that were, till then, regarded as routine. It is also possible
that the morale of the officers concerned had been boosted
because the AGM himself had taken much initiative and
responsibility on his shoulders.
I have often wondered how elaborate procedures and
systems have been laid down for the purchase of stores
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rejection of any application?
iii) What had our neighbour, Eastern Railway done?
Sure enough, I got the reply on the third day:

Chapter XLIV

i)
ii)

No hope of additional funds.
No guidelines exist to choose or to reject. The amount
per person was also fixed.
iii) Eastern Railway had not only disbursed the full amount
but had exceeded the sanctioned amount considerably.

RANDOM NUMBERS
It was early February 1988. I was GM/South Eastern
Railway. The ACPO brought up a problem. The money
sanctioned by the Railway Board for the West Bengal Flood
Advance, to be disbursed to 'affected' employees of S E Rly.,
had not been disbursed. In fact, even the first step, viz.
calling for applications, had not been taken. The hitch was
that the amount sanctioned by the Board (I remember it
was about Rs 20 lakhs) , fell very much short of the
estimated requirement.
Although the Board had been
approached some three months earlier for allotment of an
additional Rs 20 lakhs, there had been no response. ACPO
feared that unless the additional funds were authorised

The second set of directions that I issued was as follows:
a)
b)

c)
d)

immediately there would be staff resentment either way:
i)

ii)

e)

If applications were called for, there would be a 'flood'
and as the amount to be paid to any applicant was
constant and fixed, everyone could not be satisfied.
If applications were not called for, the amount already
available would lapse and there would be serious
criticism.

It was the end of February when the ACPO reported back
to me. There were thirty supervisors and the number of
applications varied - about 200 maximum, with anyone. At
the fixed rate at which we were obliged to disburse, we
could meet only fifty per cent of the requirement, with the
money sanctioned.

I asked the ACPO to check on the following aspects and
report within three days:
i)

Check with the Board - talk to the Director concerned
- and ascertain if there is any hope of S E Rly. getting
the extra funds asked for.

ii)

Have any criteria been fixed as guidelines to decide on
the relative preference, between applicants, or even

Call for the applications - time limit ten days - In
small, localised areas.
Let the Senior Supervisor-in-charge in each area collect
the applications, number them serially and keep them
in his custody.
Confine this exercise only to offices and workshops
located in West Bengal territory.
At the end of the ten day period, prepare a list of
supervisors and the number of applications with each
superviSOr.
Report back if the total money required exceeds the
sanctioned amount.

It was at this stage that I pulled out a number of Xerox
copies of about five different sets, each of three pages, of
extracts from tables of 3-digit Random Numbers from a
book on Mathematics. (Appendix D is a sample table)
Without telling the ACPO what these were (and he could
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not recognise them himself), I handed them over, with the
following instructions.

them,just as other managers had done, I complied.
I cannot help reaching the conclusion that managers in
Government
and Public
Sector
Undertakings,
are
compelled in a way, to encourage falsehood and acquiesce
in it, while sanctioning such advances. Is there no way out
of this trap?

i)
ii)

Send these sets - one to each supervisor.
Let the supervisor follow the sequence of numbers as
appearing in the tables and pick up those serial
numbers of the applications, which tally with the last
two digits of these three digit numbers.
iii) Once he has picked up fifty per cent of the total
applications with him, he should stop. The applications
he has picked up will be entitled for Flood Advance.
Others are just unlucky.
The ACPO reported back to me by 10th March that the
disbursement was over. Everything had gone off smoothly
and there was no resentment. I explained to him at that
stage what Random Numbers were and how they had come
in handy - somewhat like lottery - to sort out the
applications without bias.
Looking back, I think that the strategy that was adopted,
although nothing great or wonderful, had worked because
of its novelty and the obvious chance element. It is also
likely that a story might have circulated, about tables with
printed numbers having been taken out from some
mysterious source by the GM himself, who had shown
interest in the matter and this may have induced
confidence, in the minds of staff, about fair play.
A little digression here. Would the reader be surprised if
I say that when there was a flood in Tamil Nadu in 1971, I
had, as Dy CEE in CLW, at faraway Chittaranjan, in West
Bengal, received a large number of applications from the
staff of Traction Motor Shop - Mukherjee, Banerjee, Sen,
Ghosh - all Bengalis - everyone saying that his property in
some street in Salem or Cuddalore town in Tamil Nadu
had beep affected. I had held up the applications for a while
but then the Personnel Officer pleaded with me to sanction
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Chapter XLV

ATRUTHSTRANGERTHAN
FICTION
The DRM suddenly stopped. He turned to me and said,
'Here is the man, Sir. We have found him.'
We were walking down Kharagpur Station platform, the
longest I had come across in my career. The walk seemed to
be interminable. The interruption was welcome.
In the direction the DRM pointed out, I found a meek
old man, humility personified.
'He has the keys for the Soda Water Factory, which we .
inspected this morning, Sir.' The DRM beamed, supremely
satisfied about his achievement, as if he had discovered the
Theory of Relativity.
I remember the Inspection very well. The gate was
locked and the RPF sainik posted outside, gave us a salute. I
could see through the fence two dilapidated sheds. One
must have been the factory and the other, some kind of
godown or office, I thought. The DRM was apologetic that
we could not get inside as the keys were not available. This
was the state when GM's intention to inspect the place had
been notified earlier.

'Here, is the man, sir. We have found him.'

the Corporate Enterprise Group, at the South Eastern
Railway Headquarters. The Union had brought up an item,
'Soda Water Factory' for discussion. It was conveyed that
years earlier, the Railway used to manufacture aerated water
at a factory in Kharagpur, for supply to Catering Units and
Dining Cars on the Railway, but that the factory had been
closed for sometime. The Union wanted that the factory
should be restarted, if possible, with the machinery still
available in the premises. It could afford some employment
potential. If restarting was not possible, at least the
machinery could be disposed of and the space and
structures utili sed for staff quarters or some such other
Railway use.
The DRM had stated at the meeting that his grouse was
that he was being asked to provide security, round-theclock and that RPF sainiks were being wasted on this job.
The CCS (Head of the Catering Department) was silent

I turned my attention to the man.
'I retired some three years ago, sir. Ever since, I have
been knocking at the doors of some Railway Officer or
other, to get someone to relieve me of the keys. I have not
succeeded. The keys are with me still,' he said.
My inspection had been precipitated by a decision that I
had taken only a few days earlier at one of the meetings of
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and did not appear to be unduly concerned.
Even at the meeting, I had felt something was wrong.
That such a state of affairs should have been highlighted to
the top management, through the Union, rather than
through the departmental officers concerned was unusual.
It was then that I had decided on inspecting the place. Of
course, I could not see the factory during my inspection.
But I had seen enough. The keys being in the possession of
a retired official for years, stumped me totally. That was
preposterous - something I had not expected to come
across, when I had decided on this Inspection.
I directed that a committee of officers, at appropriate
level, should
look into the matter
and put up
recommendations
in a month, for final decisions being
taken on all related aspects. I left soon after, on a long leave
and retired. I only hope that this peculiar problem was
resolved, at least during the calendar year 1988 and never
came up again, at a CEG meeting, or at any other forum.

Chapter XLVI
A SURPRISE INSPECTION
The Chief Engineer (Construction) and I, were returning
to Calcutta by road after inspecting some construction
works at Digha. We were about sixty kilometres from
Calcutta. It was 7 p.m. I said, 'Let us visit the Kolaghat
Station. I want to see the Booking Office.'
,It was a snap decision by the GM for a SURPRISE
inspection. I wanted to see for myself the state of affairs in
the Booking Office with particular reference to the use of
SPT (Self Printing Ticket) machines. During discussions at
a number of HOD meetings, it had been brought out that
the SPT machines on the suburban stations were not
working properly. As a result, staff had been obliged to
issue card tickets; and further, a substantial capacity of the
Printing Press had to be diverted to meet this extra demand
for card tickets on the suburban section; as a result, the
printing of card tickets for main line stations had fallen in
arrears. Paper Tickets had to be prepared and issued at
many stations on the main line section; there was
inconvenience to passengers at the booking counters; and so
on. The cause-effect relationship was so beautifully brought
out by those present. However, why exactly the SPT
machines were not working, was not obvious.
I must have spent about thirty minutes in the Kolaghat
Booking Office. I sent for the Station Master. He came in,
accompanied by a Traffic Inspector, who happened to be at
the station. I merely watched the operation. There were
four SPT machines, but not one of them was being used.
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The counter clerk was issuing only card tickets. The clerk in
charge of the booking office showed me a log book, that was
kept, of daily events, from which nothing could be made
out clearly, as to when a machine had gone defective, what
action had been taken, when it had been restored, etc. It was
even difficult to make out which of the four machines was
giving more problems. It was explained generally that there
were some problems with a particular type of paper roll and
that better performance was obtained with a different type
of roll.
I explained to those present, a system of how to keep
records for watching performance, highlighting problems
for attention and for follow up. I suggested that they should
open a register immediately. In fact, I made out the format
myself and showed them and directed who was responsible
for entering what information. I instructed that the Division
should introduce such a system at all stations. The
supervisory staff present were instructed to convey my
orders to the Senior DCS and DRM.
On return to Headquarters, I conveyed to the CCS and
the CSTE (The S&T Department was responsible for
maintenance), what I had seen and what directions I had
given.
A week later, the DRM spoke to me. He had introduced
the system at a few stations and would monitor its
implementation. He would extend it to other stations also,
very soon.
A month later, the DRM sent up statistics to show that
there was improvement in the quantum of sale of tickets
through SPT machines.
Another month later, the DRM reported through his
periodical DO, that the sale through SPT machines in the
entire division had improved, from 30% to 70%, reckoned
as a percentage of total sale of all tickets on the suburban
section. ,It was clear that if the statistics were correct, this
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achievement had come about, not from any improvement
to the SPT machines themselves but only as a result of a
better system of close and systematic monitoring, leading to
better co-ordination between the user and maintenance
departments.
It is quite possible that with the state of development in
Electronics
and Computers
that is available today,
compared to what existed when the SPT machines were
introduced, more reliable, more modern and not necessarily
more expensive machines, can be designed and produced
within India. It only requires a special effort and drive.
Perhaps Indian Railways have since taken some effective
action in this regard.
One particular aspect had been agitating me quite often.
My unmistakable impression was that not enough attention
was being paid to systems improvement and simplification
in work procedures, in areas where the Commercial
Department of the Railways has to take the lead and the
initiative. The Commercial Department is the frontline
department of the Railways. It has the maximum interface
with Railway customers. It is sad that the importance of this
Department and the role it can and should play, to improve
the Railways' image, is not getting the attention it deserves
at high levels in the Organisation. It is high time that Indian
Railways woke up to this reality and did something positive
about improving matters in this regard. A suggestion that
occurs to me is, that in the UPSC recruitment for the
Operating and Commercial Departments, Railways could
induct people with an engineering
background
and
knowledge of modern management methods. How this is
to be achieved is a matter for the policy makers to consider.
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due to the numerous levels in the hierarchy and the
different departments to be consulted, or wishing to be
consulted and even due to the 'passing-the-buck' culture, so
ingeniously developed and perfected in Government
offices.
That should sl,1ffice for an introduction.
It was
December 1987. I was GM on South Eastern Railway and
on a visit to Chakradharpur
Division. Mter the day's
inspection was over, I sat down for a meeting with the
DRM and his officers and invited their comments on any
aspects of Railway working. Promptly came an officer's

Chapter XLVII
THE NOTING SIDE AND ITS
PITFALLS
Anyone who has worked in the Government knows that the
starting point for action in any matter, is the opening of a
case file on the subject. How a case file builds up from a
single letter to thick volumes is to an objective observer as
fascinating as watching a child grow into an adult. It is
almost imperceptible. A feature of case files is that all
correspondence and letters exchanged are filed on one side,
called the 'correspondence
side' and the pages are
numbered serially and that all comments, discussions,
decisions, approvals etc., are recorded on the other side,
called the 'noting side', also numbered serially. The notes
on this side refer to the correspondence as being at serial
number such and such. The higher the level of the
executive or the decision maker, the more the chances are,
that he examines the original correspondence less carefully.
Rather, he relies more on the summaries, the briefs etc., on
the noting side. I have not had an opportunity to work in
the Railway Board. But I know that the same pattern
prevails in that office too, with this difference that the
correspondence and notings are kept in separate bundles
physically, but move together, instead of being in one file as
on the Railways. Quite often, the noting file in the Railway
Board outgrows the correspondence file in size. I suppose
this arises only partly from the importance attached to
decisiotls and approvals taken at the highest policy making
levels in Railway Administration. More often it could be

VOlce.

'Sir, we think twice before coming to Garden Reach
(South Eastern Railway Headquarters at Calcutta) for any
meeting. It is difficult enough to get accommodation in the
Officers' Rest House. What is worse is that I have to pay for
my wife's stay in the Rest House. And you know, sir, there
is domestic pressure for occasional visits to Calcutta, placed
as we are in interesting places like "ABC".'
Everyone knew that use of the term 'interesting' was a
sarcasm. 'ABC' stood for the Divisional Headquarters
stations of Adra, Bilaspur and Chakradharpur,
on S E
Railway, which were small towns, with very little scope for
shopping or entertainment of any kind.
I saw his point. I had known for a fact, that in no other
Railway the officer was required to pay for Rest House
accommodation for his wife. I had myself never been asked
to pay such charges, on the other Railways where I had
worked. That the rules were different on South Eastern
Railway was a revelation. How could it be? I wondered.
On my return to Calcutta, I called for the case file. The
officer was correct. The rules, as framed by South Eastern
Railway, which had been enforced for four or five years, did
stipulate payment for the spouse. Indeed, there were many
other complicated sundry charges, for use of miscellaneous
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facilities like refrigerator, heater, gas stove and so on.
I located the particular letter from the Railway Board (on
the correspondence side of the file), on the basis' of which
the rules had been framed. There had been attempts by two
of my predecessors in office to modifY the rules. Although
the GM's and the FA & CAO's were all sympathy for the
officers' representations and had expressed such sympathy
in their observations on the noting side, they seemed to
have got stuck with some kind of inevitability, as
instructions had descended from Delhi. And for reasons
which I could not fathom, the matter had not been raised
with the Railway Board for review. The situation had come
to be accepted.
I decided to have a fresh look. As the first step, I read the
Board's letter - the villain of the piece - once, twice and
thrice. The letter was indeed clumsily and ambiguously
worded. But to my mind, the interpretation made by South
Eastern Railway was not justified. Indeed, I discovered that
if that interpretation was to be accepted, a strange corollary
followed from the Board's letter itself that while charges
have to be paid for a wife's stay with the officer, if for some
reason the officer has to go away from that station on work
leaving his wife behind, she does not have to pay any
charges.
'What an absurd situation!' I said to myself.
I put down my interpretation of the Board's letter in
simple and clear language, on the noting side. I made it clear
that an officer on duty did not have to pay any charges for
his wife's stay. I also visualised various circumstances, use of
gadgets, appliances etc., and fr3med a simple set of rules to
cater for all possible situations. A note was sent with these
proposals to FA & CAO seeking his concurrence.
FA & CAO's concurrence was received within a week
and revised rules were circulated, effective from 1st January
1988 applicable all over South Eastern Railway.
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I concede that this was no great breakthrough

in Railway

operations. It was a success and achievement nevertheless,
which gave me no small satisfaction. I believe that I had
succeeded where others had failed because:
i)

I was in full sympathy with the cause and was
determined to achieve what I had wanted to.

ii)

I found the time to see the correspondence side and the
all-important letter of the Board critically and did not
merely go by the interpretation
of that letter, as
projected on the noting side.
iii) I did not leave it to anyone else to frame the detailed
rules on the lines of my interpretation, but did that part
of the job also myself, so that in the issue of the revised
instructions, there would be no delay or ambiguity.
iv) I did not refer the matter to the Railway Board for
clarification.
v)

Above all, I had an FA & CAO who was not only
sympathetic but also practical.

The officer community was happy to see the new set of
rules. I too was happy because I could do something for
them so quickly.
There could be a school of thought that the GM of a
Railway who has many important things to do, should not
have spent so much time himself in this matter. That view
is probably right, if looked at purely from conventional and
classical approaches to Management and Organisation, the
role of Delegation etc. But would that approach have got
results? I leave it to the reader to come to his judgement and
conclusions.
Two digressions from the main theme of this chapter.
The first. On a Railway, the GM can achieve many
things, if he has the FA & CAO on his side.
I was Dy CEE in CLW - I think it was in 1972. My boss
S C Misra, asked me one day, 'Do you know Venkataramani?
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lilll!

He has been posted as GM/NF Rly.'
'Yes, sir, I know him very well. He was DCS/Catering
long ago on Southern Railway, and I have had occasion to
taste, in his room, sweets/snacks made by cooks, as part of
their Trade Test.'
Misra continued, 'His brother, Madhavan, is already the
& CAO on the same Railway.' He paused.
I did not comment. Misra came out with this beauty of a
philosophy:
'The Board have reaIised this situation a little late and are
FA

issuing revised orders. According to me, it is quite okay, if
the two - GM and FA & CAO - are brothers. But only,
they should not be too brotherly. Don't you think so?'
I smiled in agreement.
The second digression. It relates to an instance where
the existence of an unreasonable rule in the Rule Book and
its 'blind' interpretation threatened to punish an employee,
only because he had chosen to be honest. I was the victim in
this case.

I had gone from Lucknow to Calcutta the previous
month to attend a wedding in a friend's family. Mter a stay
of twO days, I proceeded to Bombay, to preside over a
meeting connected with certain pending matters, on the
design aspects of EMU coaches for Bombay area. (The date
for the meeting had been fixed in consultation with the
manufacturer and the user Railways.) From Bombay, I went
over to New Delhi, to attend a meeting in the office of the
Railway Board and finally returned to Lucknow. All
journeys were performed by trains, in second class airconditioned
coaches. My wife had accompanied
me
throughout.
The
Lucknow-Calcutta
journey
was
performed, using a Privilege Pass that I had taken for the
purpose, against my entitlement for the year; the other
journeys were performed on my Duty pass. I had also taken
permission to be on 'leave' for four days, to cover the travel
time to Calcutta and the

January 1983. I was Director (Electrical) in RSDO. I
seldom had to deal with heavy case files, as most of my
effort was required to be spent on technical specifications,
drawings, designs and the like. It was, therefore, with a
sense of curiosity that I opened the file, right on top, in my
'IN' tray, that morning. It was from the 'Establishment
Directorate'. The noting marked for my attention baffled
me. The half page of a hand-written note ended thus:
'In the light of the above, it is proposed to deduct an
amount of Rs2 *** from the salary payable to the Director
(Electrical) next month. One-and-half
sets' of privilege
Passes will also be cut from his entitlement during the
current year.'
2 I do Aot quite remember
the exact amount that was proposed to be
deducted from my salary. It was a three figure sum, near about Rs 800.
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Calcutta was incorrect and unauthorised. The proposal to
debit me with three half-sets, or one-and-half sets, of
Privilege Passes was on this basis. It had been presumed that
I had travelled by air-conditioned first class, which was my
normal, authorised entitlement while on duty and as with a
Privilege Pass, I could only avail either First class, or second
class air-conditioned accommodation, I was required to foot
the bill, on a certain well-prescribed
basis, for having
travelled in greater comfort. It had been reckoned that the
amount would add upto Rs ***.
I am not too sure if for readers who are not quite
familiar with different classes of accommodation on Indian
Railways and are even less knowledgeable on travel perks of
Railway officers, my dissertation. above makes sense;
however, I must refrain from any attempt to educate them,
as I certainly do not want to tire them. Suffice it to say that I
recorded the facts on the file and further emphasised that
the entire leave-cum-tour programme had been approved
by the Head of the Organisation, the Director General,
prior to my departure from Lucknow. I insisted that I had
done nothing wrong to warrant any penalty to be imposed

on me.
My personal pleading of the case with the head of the
Finance in RDSO was of no avail. However, at my request,
he agreed to refer the matter to the DG for decision.
When the DG called me over to discuss the case, I
thought that an opportunity
had presented itself for
examining the absurdity of the rule and to initiate a
reference to the Railway Board to get it thrown out of the
Rule Book. Nothing of that sort happened. The DG started
off straightaway, 'Natarajan, why are you giving me all this
trouble? You could have gone to Calcutta on duty and
attended the wedding. Mter all, the Director (Electrical) has
always some work with Eastern or South Eastern Railway,
or with the Calcutta Underground.
In that process, YOU
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could have earned some extra travelling allowance, too.'
That was his advice for my future guidance! However, he
recorded a decision in my favour on the particular case. I
felt relieved that I had just about managed to escape paying
for my honesty.
Combining official work with private purpose while on
tour, is very much ingrained in the psyche of the Indian
bureaucrat. Senior Government officials do not hesitate
even to fly to distant places, at Government expense, for
participating in social or religious functions, tagging on
some official mission or other of doubtful urgency or even
necessity. I, too, used to combine private work with official
duty sometimes, but invariably the official mission was
primary and private engagements were incidental. In the
above instance of my visit to Calcutta, I could not, in my
conscience, think of any specific official purpose, for, only a
month earlier I had visited the Railways there for discussion
with the CEEs and there was no pending matter of
importance
requiring
my intervention
or assistance.
Besides, I wanted to be present at the wedding throughout
and enjoy the proceedings, without any distracting thought
of my official domain.
I do not know if the unreasonable provision continues to
find a place in the Pass Rules of the Indian Railways.
Perhaps, it is still there. And, circumvention rather than
confrontation, having come to be accepted as the path of
wisdom, no occasion has perhaps ever cropped up again,
after my episode of 1983.
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Chapter XLVIII
THE HATTAN

GAD ICHART

I must confess that till about 1962, that is until I had been in
Railway service for some eight years, I did not have much of
an idea about how to keep track of facts and figures which
keep changing from day-to-day, and month to month; what
system can be followed to store data, to retrieve them when
required and to update and use them, for either projecting a
picture and/or for taking action for progress and
improvement. Those were days when personal computers
had not entered the scene.
My predecessor in the Tambaram Shed, S S Narayanan,
had kept an excellent chart for watching the flow of
materials required for the rehabilitation work of the old
EMUs. To say the least, I was terribly impressed by it. For
him, it may have been child's play, trained as he had been in
the Railway Electrification Organisation before coming over
to Southern Railway. But to me, it was a starting point,
which I kept improving as I progressed in my career.
The next major impact and impression was caused by a
printed Progress Chart that had been introduced by my
predecessor,
A A Hattangadi,
in CLW as Deputy
CEEITM/CLW.
It was used mainly to keep track of
outturn/production
of various traction equipment. I started
using it for many more applications within the Traction
Motor Organisation. It soon caught the attention of the
CME/CLW, who found it convenient for monitoring
outptlts and inputs in the other shops of CLW as well. It
was he who christened it, 'The Hattangadi Chart', for

conversational reference. Thereafter, the Hattangadi chart
became a household word in the CL W organisation and the
chart was used in some form or another, right from the
lowest level chargeman in the Production
or Stores
Organisation, upto the General Manager. I hope that the
Chart continues to be called as such, in CLW today.
A sample Hattangadi Chart (blank) is given in Appendix
C. The vertical columns can be used to denote quantities or
dates/time-intervals
and the horizontal rows, to denote
events, ideas, people, stages etc. There is no limit to the
scope and variety of effective uses to which it can be put, for
information, control and monitoring in management. Fresh
from CLW experience, I introduced the chart in Central
Railway (in the Kalyan Loco Shed and in Project
Management) and later in South Eastern Railway, when I
went there in 1985. It came to be accepted as a useful tool in
those places and caught the fancy of some of my colleagues.
Some typical applications on which I have used the chart are
given below. As I said earlier, the possibilities are endless
and are limited only by imagination.
S No.

Application

CLW
1
2

3
4

5

Outturn of Traction Equipment - daily, cumulative,
ten-day, monthly etc.
Failures and rejections at various stages of inspection
and testing in traction motor shops. (Separate charts in
each section.)
Progress of inputs of components from other feeding
shops, such as steel foundry, machine shop etc.
As Quality Control
Chart for temperature
rises
measured on the Test Bed, on individual Traction
Motors.
Output of individual sections in the Traction Motor
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6
7

Shop.
A special study on utilisation of overhead cranes in the
shop.
Breakdown duration and non-availability of important
machinery and plant. (Periods of use and periods of
idleness. )

chapter to it, in these 'Reminiscences',
although many
managers of today might think all this to be 'commonplace',
and at any rate, much inferior to what can be achieved
through a personal computer.

Central Railway
8
9

Electric Loco failures - daily/cumulative.
Electric Locoavailability.

10 Target and physical progress of various phases of the
Project, for the setting up of the Traction Machine
Workshop, Nasik Road.

RDSO
11 Leave programme of officers.
12 Tour programme of officers.

South Eastern Railway
13 Progress of repair contracts on BHEL and others, for
locomotive transformer repairs.
14 Performance of the Railway (One chart per month).
i) Wagon Loading (daily/cumulative).
ii) Punctuality of Mail and Express trains (daily).
iii) Locomotive (failures) - Electric and diesel; daily
and cumulative.
iv) Locomotive availability and utilisation
and Diesel - daily and cumulative.
v) Earnings and expenditure.

- Electric

I am inclined to think that I just could not have got on with
my assignments without the help in some form or other, of
the iHattangadi Chart. I do not regret having devoted a full
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day-to-day management. As I have said earlier, I set great
store by it.
I am an old timer. I strongly believe that for certain

Chapter XLIX
SYSTEMS METHODS AND STYLES IN
MANAGEMENT
No manager can function without systems. When I started
my career, over forty years ago, I had not been exposed to
formal instructions in the art and science of management at
any institution within the Railway or outside. Indeed,
Management, as a subject of study, was not very much
known then. I read Drucker's famous book on Management
and some others, on Organisation, only years later. Limited
exposure to modern management techniques and thoughts
came through listening to lectures by experts and reading
articles in magazines. But the best part of whatever
management techniques I adopted, was evolved as a result
of my own experimentation and experience through the
years, right upto my retirement in 1988.
Today's young managers with their exposure to
Management, as a subject of study, start with an advantage.
However, everyone has to develop and indeed develops, his
own style of Management. Again, no single style will be a
guarantee for success in every situation. Even so, I have
chosen to present here some thoughts on this subject, based
on myexpenence.

Information Systems
The Hattangadi Chart which I have referred to in the
previous chapter, in some detail, was one such system for
keeping track of essential input information and using it in
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purposes and in certain areas of activities, a blackboard and a
few pieces of chalk will be far more beneficial to the
Organisation, than tonnes of paper including computer
print-outs.
In the Traction Motor Shops of CLW, we had put up
blackboards at various locations to indicate important
machinery and plant that were out of action. Details were
filled on a day-to-day basis, by the supervisor in charge. We
could, through this means, get prompt attention from the
Millwright Organisation, better than what any number of
written notes to the Works Manager (Millwright), could
have achieved. Similarly, important materials holding up
works, status of actual outturn, with reference to targets,
extent of failures and rejections in the various work centres,
etc. were displayed promptly on blackboards and updated
almost continuously. This automatically saved a lot of
questioning and answering sessions, whenever the shops
were visited or inspected by officers at various levels ..
When I took charge of Kalyan Loco Shed in 1976, a
startling discovery that I made was that while everyone was
struggling, the key supervisors did not know how the shed
was performing, with reference to traffic requirements,
regarding availability of locomotives for service. A simple,
well-designed blackboard, enabled me to highlight this
important information and it improved the involvement of
everyone in the shed, facilitating them to produce better
work and with a purpose. The performance of this Loco
~hed, in both availability and reliability, showed sustained
Improvement from that crucial year, 1976-77, for many
years thereafter, although the locos have only become older.
I am flattered to think that the thrust that I gave in that year
did play its part, however small, in this achievement. It was,
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of course, followed by vigorous efforts by others
succeeded me in the management of the shed.

who

The Loco Power Controllers' desk at South Easte;rn
Railway Hcadquarters was an area to which I extended my
attention when I took charge as CEE/SE Rly. I got a board
provided, in front of the Controller, in which he was
expected to display, against each Locomotive Shed, a disc, in
either, red, yellow or green colour, depending upon
whether the shed's outage of locos for traffic, was very
much below target, just below, on target, or above. Clear
instructions were given in regard to reference levels. Often
one did not have to go upto the Controller's desk, but could
see the status, even as one walked down the corridor. It also
helped to improve their involvement. The Controllers were
from the drivers' cadre and it was easy for them to associate
performance with aspects of signals, which they had been
used to, all their lives.

Time Management
Much has been written about this, in Management
literature. Experience is no different. I was a great respecter
of time as a valuable resource of a manager. Someone has
defined punctuality as 'the art of waiting for those who are
unpunctual'. Even so, punctuality was an obsession with
me, whether it be meetings, inspections or visits. I learnt a
lot, in this respect, from S C Misra, who was CME and later
GM, in CLW. I had seen many others in top positions, to
whom their own time, or the time of others, did not seem
to count much, in the scale of values. I was determined that
I should set a different example for the few months that I
occupied the post of GM on S.E Rly. Almost the very first
thing that I did was, to allot a time slot to a set time-table
for discussions and meetings with individual Heads of
I
Departments,

for

site

inspections

and

for

meeting

customers and outsiders. Staff who had problems which
were not getting solved, had access to me at a specified time
on a particular day of the week, for a definite duration. To
some extent the senior officers considered my system to be
a 'closed-door policy' and resented it , as they had been used
to a 'walk-in-any-time
approach', of my predecessor. But
over a period of time, they got used to the regulations and
restrictions, and in fact, found them to be helpful in
organising and managing their day-to-day work. It was of
course understood that emergencies were exceptions to this
policy.
Arising out of my approach to time management, was
also my 'one-thing-at-a-time'
concept. To be true, I just did
not have the ability to tackle too many things at the same
time. But I sincerely believed that even for those who can,
the output and quality of their decisions would be far better
if a single matter is tackled at a given time. For example, I
abhorred looking into files, with people gathered around me
for discussions. This meant carrying papers home or sitting
late hours in office at times, but invariably, I felt more
relaxed that way.

Goals and Objectives
For me, the corporate goal always came first and
departmental affinity only next. On this account, I did have
to face occasional displeasure, communicated
to me in
private conversations with higher-ups. But I did not allow
such reprimands to affect my attitude to work.
For me, the action came first. Fixing responsibility for
failure came later. I would extend a hand where I could, to
help a person solve what could really be called his problem.
If he mistook my help as interference, I could, of course,
back out at the earliest opportunity. These sum up some of
my attitudes.
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I remember distinctly, when, as Senior DEE in charge of
the Kalyan Loco Shed, we were stuck for certain imported
axle bearings for the DC locos. There had been no input of
bearings for over seven to eight years and the mechanical
workshops had consumed progressively, bearings from
stock, until a zero state had been reached. Some 'case files'
for procurement of new bearings had been initiated, but
nothing had progressed between an uninterested Dy CME
and a not-so-keen Dy COSo Although it was not my direct
field of responsibility, I felt that as one responsible for
locomotive maintenance and in the larger context, I had to
interfere and take action. I pulled out the case file and
progressed it, through various stages, including detailed
justification,
finance clearance, sorting out confusion
between stock and non-stock demands, e:x."pediting and
keeping alive the firm's offers, arranging DGTD clearance,
fixing a meeting of the Tender Committee, getting the
foreign exchange released from the Board and so on, until
orders were placed. What a relief it must have been for
Central Railway when the bearings were received! I had left
the Railway by then, for RDSO.

Decision Making
On this area again, much has been written in Management
books. I shall cover only one aspect. The most difficult
decisions I had to take were invariably on personnel or staff
matters. The cases needed a lot of study and attention.
Often, I found it prudent not to accept whatever was put
up. And when I dealt with a difficult case, I almost imagined
that the employee was talking to me, through his
representation. I believed it would be an advantage to have a
direct discussion with the person concerned, wherever
possible, as I felt that that would help me to see his point of
view, 15efore any important decisions were taken that could

affect his career. Sometimes, during such interviews, special
problems relating to his family life used to surface and these
were given appropriate weightage. I cannot claim that I did
not do any injustice at all. I can only say that I had not
decided on any case, without the total involvement of my
being.
A digression. Talking of personnel matters, I have heard
about a golden rule, that any Manager should know by
name and by face, his men - as many of them under his
control as he possibly can. I tried hard throughout my
career to practise this and achieved a measure of success not cent per cent certainly - in following it. The logic of
this advice, I suppose, is that only if you are genuinely
interested in your man, would you care to know and
remember his name and face.

Minutes of Meetings
Drawing up minutes of meetings - particularly coordination meetings dealing with a large number of items
and with a number of agencies - is an art. There were many
occasions
when
minutes
of meetings,
imperfectly
cyclostyled, running to twenty or more pages, used to reach
the concerned departments, almost a month after the
meeting had taken place, and in fact, just before the next
meeting was due. Stores co-ordination
meetings held
between executives and stores officers, were classic
examples. A new approach was tried when I was Dy CEE
(Traction Motor Development) in CLW, when a number of
imported materials had to be watched closely through
various
stages such as DGTD
clearance,
finance
concurrence,
quotations,
Tender
Committee,
foreign
exchange release, opening of Letters of Credit, issue of
import licenses, arranging shipment and so on. A Master
Chart was prepared, listing these items and providing
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columns against each, to represent each stage of the
progress. All that was done during the meetings was to
record the dates of the events, where they had already been
completed and the expected dates for those events, which
were still in progress. This chart was made on a tracing
paper and blue prints used to be circulated within a day of
the meeting, as the entries were made then and there, at the
meeting itself. As it usually happens, promises are not
always kept and target dates do get changed. In that event
the old date is merely scored out (not wiped out) and the
fresh date recorded. I also deliberately restrained myself and
my assistants from raising too many questions on reasons
for postponing dates, for one or two meetings. This strategy
helped expedite action, for the person who shifted targets
repeatedly knew that everyone present at the meeting would
see the successive dates that had been promised earlier. Of
course, one may say this is all unnecessary, if we monitor
progress through the computer. I beg to disagree.

Management by Exception
'Management by exception' is a well-known technique. The
format of repo·rts and information
systems must be
designed to highlight problems and exceptions/shortfalls
with reference to targets, rather than project in a routine
way, all info~mation. I do recall the changes made by me in
1976, in the Daily Reports of locomotive performance and
availability, which used to emanate from Kalyan Loco Shed,
in consonance with this concept. I found that it was being
continued long after I had left Central Railway. Perhaps it is
in vogue even today. I only hope that this continuation is
not out of 'dead habit'.
Talking of habits reminds me of a piece of information I
was getting as GM SE Rly., on a sheet of paper containing
particulars of wagon loading, punctuality, engine availability
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and so on. While all the other figures in this statement used
to vary from day-to-day - naturally so - there were four
figures which never changed. That they related to
Containers was all I could make out. The COPS and the
CCS, whom I consulted, did not have the faintest notion of
what the figures meant. The clerk who was compiling the
daily reports for the GM, was summoned. He said that out
of habit and as there were no other inputs from the
Commercial Department, he had been furnishing the same
figures everyday, for years. On further enquiry, it transpired
that the figures referred to availability of road vehicles for
moving containers, in Calcutta. One of the figures viz. 12,
which referred to the total fleet strength, represented the
status as it existed twelve years earlier, even though in the
intervening period a number
of vehicles had been
condemned progressively. It also came to light that the
Railway Board, in the meantime,
had issued policy
instructions that the Railways should make more and more
use of contract vehicles instead of departmental vehicles and
that in this area S E Rly. had failed to take timely action.
I knocked out this piece of information from the daily
report and instead, got a weekly status report directly from
the Dy CCS concerned, highlighting only figures relevant
to container activity and the problem areas. This change in
itself resulted in improvement of container operations.
Another moral of this story. If you do not understand
some
information put up to you, you do not lose your face
by enlisting help to understand it. You will only gain certainly. Even the organisation may benefit eventually.

The Role of Innovations
I believed in being innovative. It was almost my second
nature. I did not analyse very much, during my career as to
how being innovative helped in management. I now know
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for certain, it not only improves the quality of the
innovator's output, but also kindles enthusiasm and a
passion for productive work in the men he works with. Any
routine induces boredom; and monotony at the workplace
tends to reduce efficiency and quality. Something new,
something different - which is what innovation is all about
- lifts up spirits and sharpens interest and, the innovator
gets recognised as a leader. Elsewhere in 'Reminiscences', I
have touched on quite a few innovative ideas that I tried
out, to solve problems. I shall now briefly dwell on some
innovations which were attempted, not so much to solve
problems as to generate all-around, greater involvement in
the objectives of the Organisation:
i)

A well-established practice - in fact, a requirement - on
Indian Railways is that the General Manager,
accompanied by the Heads of Departments, carries out
a formal inspection on his Railway in such a manner
that every section under his jurisdiction gets covered
once in about three years. Safety, upkeep, amenities to
passengers, progress of construction works, contact
with staff and customers etc., are some of the main
areas of attention, during such inspections. The GM's
inspection is done from a special train which can be
ordered to stop/halt anywhere - at stations, bridges,
tunnels, level crossings - as may be decided by the
GM/HODs. The special runs to a 'path' in between
scheduled passengers trains and the freight trains are
'regulated' to suit.
During my brief tenure in 1987-88 as GM/S E Ry, I
discovered that the Howrah-Kharagpur section had not
been covered by the GM's inspection, for many years.
And that stretch was closest to the Railway
Headquarters! The reason was obvious. This special
c~uld not be fitted in, as no path could be found, in a
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section with fairly frequent trains carrying commuter
traffic.
I said, 'Let us do it at night, after commuter traffic
tapers off' We left Howrah on a certain night at 11
p.m. and returned next morning by 6 a.m. We did
come across some unsafe practices which were
probably being resorted to, as short-cuts at nights.
More importantly, the very novelty of that unique
experience, requiring the HODs and Divisional officers
and supervisors and men down the line, to keep awake
and alert, under the watchful eyes of the GM, must, I
am sure, have sent the right message for improved
performance. I am not sure if mine was the first
Inspection of its kind on Indian Railways. Or, was it the
first and last too, I wonder!
. ii) Another midnight inspection, with chosen HODs and
the Divisional officers, was to a specific location on the
Chakradharpur
Division of SE Ry, which was
repeatedly featuring in 'goods train stalled' cases,
causing considerable upset to operation. It was believed
that the problem arose from lack of rail-wheel adhesion
caused by leaves from trees close to the track falling on
the track and getting stuck to the rail-table in the early
morning dew. In our presence an experiment was
carried out. An electric loco fitted with a special
attachment of broom/brush was run up and down, to
try different ideas for cleaning the rail-table. For the
attachment/device,
a third-rail
current
collector
mechanism borrowed from the Metro Railway was
used. I did not stay long enough thereafter on Railways
to pursue my ideas to a practical and successful
evolution of a satisfactory device. But, I am inclined to
believe that certainly my midnight inspection provided
the necessary impetus to senior management levels in a
much better manner than what I could have hoped to
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achieve, through any number of meetings in my office.
iii) This and the following account relate to innovations
which I attempted in 1986-87, when I was CEEISERy.
With mainline Electrification expanding all over
Indian Railways, it was inevitable that the men engaged
in operation and maintenance of Electric Traction
assets stole the limelight, and that their counterparts
who were employed in other areas of responsibility in
the Electrical Department received less attention. I
wanted that the latter should also feel important and get
an assurance of recognition that their contribution was
valued. Nagpur Division on SERy was not electrified
those days. A middle level supervisor of the Electrical
Department attached to the Control Office at Nagpur
was given the added responsibility of watching the
movement of wagons loaded with loco transformers of
different Electric Loco-sheds of SERy being sent to
Bombay area for vital repairs and those being returned
after repairs and of ensuring least detention in the
Railway yard near Nagpur, which the wagon had to
touch in either direction. The Nagpur supervisor was
required to telephone me or my next in command, the
CELE, the details on day-to-day basis. I distinctly recall
his voice, which was so full of enthusiasm and a feeling
of importance in having been asked to do a special task,
not ordinarily falling within his normal call of duty.
And, his contribution
was certainly valuable, in
improving
the availability of Electric locos for
operation.
iv) Again, at a workshop at Nagpur, I found during one of
my inspections that a number of steam-driven low
capacity generators had been got repaired with special
devotion and care by the staff, but there were no
'takers'" as steam locos for whose headlights these
turbo-generators were meant, were on their way out. I

could foresee a possible use of these machines as low
power sources of high frequency (about 300 cycles per
second) for detecting inter-turn shorts in various types
of coils in traction machines, etc. in electric loco sheds
on other Divisions of the Railway. My directions were
enthusiastically received and soon followed an excellent
interaction between staff of distinctly different streams
of work. In the locosheds, compressed air, which was
readily available, was used to drive the turbine instead
of steam and the idea seemed to work. Whether it was
perfected further and extensively employed in a
number of electric locosheds, I cannot say. But, I had
succeeded in bringing together men, who had not even
heard of or seen one another.
A final word of advice to managers aspiring for satisfaction,
suc'cess and achievement in whatever field they may be
placed. This is my own 'coinage' - not borrowed from any
book on Management - but born out of my experiences and
interaction with other managers in the Railways and
outside.
Doing without thinking is disastrous.
Thinking without doing is useless.
Combining both, you are bound to go places.
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Chapter L
THE SEVEN STEPS IN PROBLEM
SOLVING
1987. I was CEE 0!1 South Eastern Railway at Calcutta.
Anup Singh, CME, S K Mitra, FA & CAO and I, were on a
day's visit to Kharagpur, connected with the inauguration of
POH activities on Electric Locomotives
The Kharagpur Workshop was (and continues to be) a
major workshop on Indian Railways and deals with
periodical overhauls (POH) and heavy repairs to all varieties
of rolling stock. Traditionally,
it catered for steam
locomotives, diesel locomotives, wagons and coaches. The
POH of electric locomotives was a new activity, the
necessity for which arose from modernisation of motive
power on Indian Railways.
Our inspection of the related facilities was over by the
afternoon. We were advised soon after, that a meeting with
supervisors of all departments in Kharagpur area had been
organised for the evening and that we were to address
them.
The meeting took place at the Railway's Technical
Training Institute. About two hundred supervisors were
present. Mter the CME and FA & CAO addressed the
gathering, it was my turn to speak. It was then that I
coined a spur-of-the-moment
acronym - SADIMER. A
blackboard nearby, was inviting and the ambience was
right for a classroom lecture. I wrote down SADIMER on
the blackboard in bold letters and what the alphabets stood
for:
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S:
A:
D:
I:
M:
E:
R:

Select
Analyse (Alternatives)
Decide (Discuss)
Implement
Monitor
Evaluate
Review (Revise)

I explained that for solving any problem, SADIMER was
the right approach, as it contained all the essential steps
required and conveyed them in the order in which they had
to be followed.
Almost a year later, Mitra was on a visit to Calcutta. He
had been
elevated
to the position
of Financial
Commissioner for Indian Railways. The first question he
asked me was, 'How is your SADIMER?'
, Evidently, my coinage had made an impact on Mitra. I
believed that my message must have gone home to many in
the audience of the Kharagpur meeting.
My speech that evening was necessarily brief. What
follows is an essay on SADIMER.

***
Everyone encounters problems sometime or other in the
management of his allotted work or of his personal affairs.
For some, like managers entrusted
with specific
responsibilities for delivering the goods, problems come up
quite often and indeed, seem to be a veritable part of their
work environment. Problem solving is thus an occasional
occupation for some and a recurring preoccupation for
many, in their daily lives.
Like in any other activity, success in prob1em solving
COmes from the organised application of one's knowledge,
skills and experience. Each person develops his own
technique of problem solving. To be able to achieve total
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success, however, it is necessary to recognise the distinct
steps involved in the problem-solving process.
There are seven steps. The acronym S-A-D-I-M-E-R
holds the key to these steps.

S:

Select

It is not uncommon that at any point of time, a person is
required to tackle more than one problem and solve it.· But
no person, however brilliant, can effectively apply himself
to problem solving on more than one front, at any particular
instant. The first step, therefore is TO SELECT which
particular problem has to be tackled first, so that one can
give it one's whole attention and effort.
It is essential that at the SELECTION step, the problem
is defined clearly and unambiguously, so that the purpose
and objective of the exercise become transparent.

A:

Analyse (Alternatives)

Having selected the problem to be tackled, bring to bear on
it all your resources and abilities. Remember not to fall a
prey to the 'one-track-approach'.
However simple the
problem may appear to be, ANALYSE each of the possible
ALTERNATIVE solutions and its pros and cons. This is a
vital step and a difficult one, at that. It is on the depth of
your analysis that the soundness of your decision depends,
certainly to a very large extent.

D:

Decide (Discuss)

Having analysed various alternatives, you have to DECIDE
which particular solution you are going to attempt. This is
an important step. Indeed, there are persons who are
intelligent and can analyse in great detail, but cannot come
to a cOHclusion. Such persons can make no mark; they can

solve no problems.
There could be situations where you cannot get at all the
facts which YOli think are required, or you cannot get some
of them in a reasonable time. In such circumstances
supplement your logic and reason with intuition, but,
DECIDE.
D is also for DISCUSS. (This is seen a little later.)

I:

Implement

Decisions by themselves do not solve problems. They
have to be translated into action. They have to be
IMPLEMENTED.
In relatively simple areas, you can perhaps implement
your decision all by yourself. But a large majority of
decisions - particularly in your sphere of work as a manager
_ are such that you will require co-operation and assistance
from others in implementation. The importance of D for
DISCUSS comes here. Discussions at the Decision step
with those concerned with implementation will help secure
their involvement and co-operation and create a favourable
climate for implementation of your decision.

M:

Monitor

There are any number of instances where instructions
issued after a lot of thought and analysis, go awry during
implementation. This happens mainly because:
i) The decisions have not been fully understood.
ii) Practical difficulties, not visualised earlier, crop up.
iii) Persons responsible for implementation change.
A precaution against development of such a situation is
,MONITORING.
This should ordinarily be done by the
person taking the decision and giving the instructions for
implementation. In a large organisation, it may be difficult
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or impractical, to meet this requirement and it may be
necessary to delegate this task of monitoring to trusted
lieutenants. Even so, surprise, or occasional verification, by
the person who has taken the decision on the state and
manner of implementation, is bound to pay dividends. This
is a necessary safeguard against the all-too-often-noticed
tendency to convey through a report to the higher authority
what that authority would be pleased to hear.
MONITORING
may also enable
mid
course
adjustments of a minor and practical nature in the details of
the implementation, without affecting the overall structure
or validity of the decision itself

E:

Evaluate

A decision was taken to overcome a certain problem. Has
the problem been solved by implementing that decision,
even under satisfactory conditions of monitoring? If not, to
what extent does the problem still persist? Have there been
any spin-off benefits? On the contrary, have there been any
adverse side effects? By asking yourself these questions and
answering them dispassionately, you must EVALUATE the
success or otherwise of your effort to solve the problem.
Dispassionate answering could be difficult, for, the ego in
you does introduce a bias, whether you like it of not. There
is undoubtedly a tendency to see what you would like to
see. Yet an honest EVALUATION must be attempted in all
sincerity and earnestness.
In areas/cases, where the solution is likely to be
publicised and adopted for implementation on a large scale,
or where its long-term impact will be significantly large, it is
necessary to be doubly sure of a proper EVALUATION.
Ironically, it is precisely under such conditions that there is
an irresistible urge to rush to a favourable conclusion about
the success of one's solution.
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R:

Review (Revise)

This is the last step, which should be taken when the results
of the EVALUATION show that the solution attempted is
not satisfactory. A REVIEW may point to the necessity of a
REVISION of the approach at any of the preceding steps.
One should go back to the relevant step with the needed
correction and repeat the entire process. This is illustrated
below:

It is an ancient saying in Sanskrit, well-known in India.
Literally, it means that friendship 'comes from talking seven
words to or taking seven steps with someone. With the
seven steps of SADIMER you could handle your problem
in a friendly way, step by step.

***

That was my essay on SADIMER. It was written a few years
after I had retired from Indian Railways. Nevertheless, I
have chosen to include it, in these Reminiscences, because:
i)

The concept
the first time,
ii) It represents
me not only
during my
observations

took shape and was presented by me for
when I was very much in active service.
the quintessence of wisdom gathered by
on the basis of my personal experience
career, but also on the basis of my
of the experiences of some of my

colleagues on the Railways.
iii) I believe that the approach could have universal appeal
and applicability.
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the speed down as much as he would have done at other
locations.
Theoretically,
the effectiveness
of brake

Chapter LI
ACCIDENTS
Like many others who have been associated with train
operation, I, too had my share of experiences in attending to
train accidents, conducting enquiries, etc. I had occasion to
see some electrical accidents also. I shall narrate here a few
examples that may be of interest to the reader.

Three Accidents at Saidapet (1962)
Neutral Sections on tracks electrified on the AC system of
traction are well known. The OHE is there, but over some
distance, there is no voltage on it. Have you ever heard of an
electrified track, without OHE at all, for some distance?
Yes, it existed for many years on the Madras Beach _
Tambaram Suburban section, electrified on 1500 Volts DC.
It was a train accident in 1962 that led to the decision to
provide OHE at these gaps. This may be interesting,
historically. This situation existed at Saidapet Station, on the
section. The two level crossings on either side of the station
had not been provided with OHE, to enable a tall temple
car to pass through, during a certain festival once a year.
The train used to coast and clear the gaps. As mostly EMUs
operated, there was not much possibility of a complete train
getting stuck or disabled. Once in 1962, an 'Up' train was
held up on the platform for some problem and the next Up
train following, had ignored the signal and collided in the
rear. The driver of train No.2 pleaded that the visibility was
not good and as he wanted to clear the gap, he did not bring

application would also get affected, as the exhauster would
slow down, while passing through the zone of no OHE. I
attended the accident. The last coach of train No. 1 had
derailed due to impact from the rear. Luckily there were no
casualties but only a few injuries. The Additional
Commissioner for Railway Safety, who inquired into this
case, recommended, among other things, that the gaps in
the OHE should be wired, to permit normal operation, as at
other locations. This was done within a couple of months
and the temple authorities were reconciled to the new
situation. The motorman was of course punished.
The above accident brought in its wake, two other
accidents. The same evening, as we were at the accident site,
there was an averted collision on the other track (Down
Platform Line at Saidapet Station), between two fully
packed EMU ·trains. Single Line working had been
introduced on the Down line for some time, as a result of
the rear end collision on the Up Line. But due to some
mistake, trains coming from opposite directions were
allowed on the same line (Down Line). The drivers applied
brakes and just managed to stop short of each other, on the
Down Platform Line. I saw less than half a metre gap
between the two trains. What a miraculous escape, I
thought. If the drivers had not been extremely vigilant, it
would have been a serious disaster. In this case, failure had
clearly taken place in implementing Single Line working
and the staff were pulled up, after an inquiry at the Railway
level.
In executing the work of bridging the gap in the OHE,
there was an electrical accident in which a worker was
electrocuted and charred to death, while still on the OHE
structure.
The work had been planned for bridging the gap on the
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1
Up Line OHE, on the level crossing on the Madras side. I
was at the site from midnight to about 01.30 hours. The
foreman had started the work and was quite confident of
completing it before 4 a.m. - in time for the morning
service to start. I satisfied myself that he had things under
control and went back home. At 4 a.m., information was
received that an electrocution had occurred. One of the
workers - a youth of about 30 years - for no apparent
reason, had gone over, unnoticed by anybody, to the Down
Side OHE, which was alive, and got killed. I was at the site
again, by 5 a.m. The two OHEs, Up and Down, supported
by a common steel structure, were physically ten meters
apart. The foreman had taken a Power Block only on one
line (Up Line), where the work had to be done. Enquiries
revealed that all along, the practice of night work was, that
power block used to be taken on both lines, although not
strictly required, tor technical or work reasons. The
deviation from practice, not giving adequate warning and
not taking adequate care of the men, had resulted in the
accident. The foreman was reverted. For many days and
nights, I could not rest properly. The sight of the charred
body used to haunt me. If only I had continued to remain at
the site. 'If only I had done some more questioning,
regarding power block, safety etc ... If only, by some chance,
I could have watched the chap walk over on the gantry, to
the other side .. .' These thoughts continued to torment me
for some days. I had learnt my lessons, too.
i.)

Any amount of check, double check and crosscheck on
safety matters, cannot ever be superfluous.
ii.) A practice right or wrong, necessary or unnecessary, if
continued long enough, acquires a status of recognition
and acceptance - far more than written out rules and
procedures. Deviations from such established practices
have to be handled carefully.

Midsection Derailments on the Metre Gauge
Two midsection

derailments

of goods trains on the metre

gauge occurred in 1965, within a couple of months' interval,
at almost the same location, on the Tambaram-Vilupuram
section of Southern Railway. I was a member of the
Enquiry Committee, on both. In the first case, there was
clear evidence of overspeeding and the Enquiry Committee
did not have to do much. In the second case, the driver had
exceeded the speed marginally (50 kmph against 48 kmph
max. prescribed). Although the driver was technically at
fault, the members felt that this in itself could not have
caused the accident. There was such a mess up of the
wagons that in spite of our best efforts we could not
establish any defects or problems with the track or with the
wagons, which could have led to the derailment. Our
mistake was that we said so, in our Enquiry Report. The
Railway Board was not satisfied. A higher level committee
was appointed to enquire into this case. This committee's
findings were eventually accepted and in fact, we were all
given copies of their report. We had sent our comments on
that report and with that, 1 thought the matter had ended.
There was a call from COPS one morning. 1 was to meet
him at once. When 1 went to his room, 1 found the other
two officers, who were with me on the Enquiry Committee
(DME and DOS), already seated before the COPS. T-his
gentleman was generally reputed to be a 'terror' and we
were rightly apprehensive that something terrible was going
to happen to us. After exchanging pleasantries COPS
ordered coffee for us. Coffee over, he tried to put up a stern
face and said, '1 know what you gentlemen are capable of
and the excellent work you are doing. The Board does not
seem to be happy with you, however. You know ... the
derailment case. The Board says 1 should call you and
reprimand you. 1 have done it. 1 can now faithfully record
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this on the file. You may go now. Incidentally, I have gone
through your comments on the high level committee's
report. There is perhaps sense in what you say. However,
for me, it is all over.' We were relieved too that it was all
over.
Electrification on the metre gauge has not been extended
further. I do not know whether there have been any more
similar incidents at the above location, or any other
location, which is close to a Neutral Section located in a
trough, with downward gradients towards the Neutral
Section, from both ·directions. If there have been some
incidents, it is quite possible that the Railway has done
scientific in-depth investigations and arrived at rational
conclusions.
Mter my subsequent posting on Central Railway and in
RDSO, I am wiser than I was, in 1964-65. I am inclined to
think that research and experimentation is called for (very
much similar to what the Japanese National Railways did),
by creating and simulating derailments, to determine the
true factors. It is time that Indian Railways recognise system
problems as the primary cause of accidents and staff
contribution, ·if any, as a secondary cause. Only then the
long-term goal of achieving reduction in accidents can be
realised.

Electrical Fires
While I was working in Chittaranjan, there was a serious
fire, one morning (1971 perhaps, I am not sure), at the 11
kV Receiving Station, caused by an oil splash from a 11 kV
OCB on the switchgear panel. This resulted in a few
casualties and high degree burn injuries to staff present at
that time in the substation premises. Ever since, I have
insisted on and specified only air circuit breakers (ACBs),
for LT and 11 kV switch gear in whatever projects I
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handled. But I used to find, even in later years, OCBs being
procured and installed for even LT applications at many
places. I am happy to see however that the current trend and
practice is, to veer away from oil circuit breakers.
I had initiated some studies of a preliminary nature on
the possible use of silicon oil, in place of the conventional
transformer oil, in locomotive and EMU transformers.
That was when I was in RDSO (1982-85). Perhaps, the
Railways considered the subject further and dropped the
idea. Silicon oil is no doubt much more expensive. But it is
free from the risk of fire. Besides, its life is very much more
than that of a conventional transformer oil. It may be
desirable for Indian Railways to review this technical matter
from time to time, keeping a close watch on the progress
made in other countries having 25 kV AC traction.

EMU Fire at Matunga
The most gruesome accident that I ever attended was in
February 1976, when a number of passengers were charred
and burned to death in a DC EMU fire, between Sion and
Matunga stations of Central Railway. I remember the day
very well. I was on a long leave then, having left CLWand
waiting for a posting in Bombay, on Central or Western
Railway. I happened to be with CEE/C Rly. in his office
when the news came in. We were at the site in less than half
an hour. The fire had spread so fast that passengers did not
have time to shift or move from their positions. Many had
been burnt where they were, in their seated position. The
cause of the fire was held to be some highly volatile
explosive material carried in the EMU coach. But the
accident triggered off a number of measures which were
implemented on the Railways, to prevent fires of electrical
origin on EMUs.
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Derailments on Ghat Sections
On the Central Railway, goods trains running into catch
sidings in the Ghat sections between Kasara and Igatpuri,
and between Karjat and Lonavala, used to be accepted with
resignation as to their inevitability, once upon a time. With
the introduction of Dynamic Braking on WCG2 locos on
banking duty, from 1976-77, the incidences came down.
But derailments of goods trains in the ascending direction
continued
to occur with alarming regularity. In the
restoration work on many of the derailments in the Bombay
division, the BreakdoWn Train at Kalyan under the control
of electrical engineers, played an important part. That was a
valuable experience for me during my tenure in the
Bombay division.
I recall two funny experiences. I had been at the accident
site on the North East Ghats, near TGR2 substation, during
a derailment (1976). Almost twenty-four hours had passed
after the accident. We were working quite hard, re-railing
wagon after wagon. It was daybreak. One four-wheeler,
soon after it was re-railed, started moving, due to the
gradient effect along the slip siding, into the substation
siding, with no obstruction on the way. This event probably
escaped the attention of the staff concerned. I noticed this,
when the wagon was barely thirty meters away from the
closed rolling shutter of the substation. There was a small
stretch of rising gradient very close to the substation, but
judging from the speed of the wagon I was certain that it
would bang against the rolling shutter in no time. To
obstruct the movement, I tried to throw, from a fairly close
distance, whatever bits and pieces of wood I could find in
the vicinity, but missed my mark totally. As a last resort I
had a foolish impulse - why not stop the wagon physically
with all my strength. I tried this too, quite seriously and
sincerely, but I was no Samson and I had to step out. The

wagon hit the shutter, damaged it slightly and stopped. No
serious mishap was caused. By this time others at the site,
including my DEE, had gathered. No questions were asked.
They were perhaps too polite to tell me what a fool I was.
But at that time, I did think that they must have been
dumbfounded in their admiration for my concern for the
safety of the substation.
Soon after the restoration work was over, I jumped on to
the engine cab of a train coming to Bombay on the right
line. It was around 9 a.m. I was tired and wanted to reach
home early. It was a long distance Mail train, running about
forty minutes late, and nobody would have batted an eyelid
for this late running, especially under such circumstances.
Yet as our train entered Bombay V.T. platform line and
stopped, there was a strange experience. I saw that the hands
of the huge clock which was showing 11.50 went back
suddenly to 11.10 (right time arrival) and after staying there
for a while went back to 11.55 again. Whose brainwave it
was to do this manipulation, I cannot say. Or was it a
strange coincidence of someone attending to the clock
mechanism at that time? Minor deviations from punctuality
being corrected by 'adjustments' are not uncommon in
Railway operation. They are communicated on telephone or
through shouts as the trains pass cabins or even by hand
gestures between the guards and operating staff at terminal
stations, so as to ensure right time entries in the relevant
records/registers. I wonder whether anyone has come acrf)SS
anything as bizarre as putting a clock back.

A Goods Train Touches 120 kmph
One of the worst pile up of wagons that I ever saw was in
1977, at Karjat Yard. An 'Up' goods train, coming from
Lonavala, had after stopping at all the three compulsory
halts in the descending direction, lost control, picked up
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speed and hurtled towards Karjat Station. The two engines
(coupler) separated from the formation and rushed away,
coming to a stop a kilometre from Karjat, towards Bombay.
The wagons had piled up one above the other; I particularly
remember three wagons sitting on top of one another. The
speedometer chart (the speedometer was working and the
chart correctly indicated), showed 120 kmph having been
touched. The brake blocks had been worn out and the tyres
of the wagon wheels had turned blue. The state of affairs
provided ample proof, if proof was needed, as to what
severe disaster can happen if brake application is delayed
ever so little, and the limitations of the vacuum brake
system in particular, for controlling trains, on heavily
graded sections.
A comparison of operation and safety, on trains with air
brakes and those with vacuum brakes would convince
anyone of the superiority of air brakes. Will the 21't century
see a total switch over to air brakes, for coaching and
wagons stock on Indian Railways? A start has been made no
doubt. But when will a comprehensive plan or programme
be drawn up? There will be problems, upsets. Some
sacrifice must be made during the period of transition. The
Railways must have the courage to spell out a perspective
plan and pursue
it with a missionary
zeal for
implementation. The magnitude of the task, colossal as it is,
will only get more and more difficult, as years go by.

Level Crossing Accidents, Collisions and
Derailments
I consider that accidents at level crossings
be prevented assuredly and positively.
incidence can be reduced significantly
present
levels, if concerted
efforts
determination and sincerity. Compliance
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and collisions can
Certainly their
compared to the
are made with
with rules is the

key factor. And this can come about through education,
training and inspections. There should be a serious
awareness of the existence of short cuts and a determination
to eliminate these short cuts totally. Amending rules and
procedures, introduction of technological innovations to
meet practical needs, without jeopardising safety, is the
surest way to eliminate short cuts. As long as we turn a
blind eye to realities, accidents will ccmtinue to happen.
Rules are as safe as men can implement them.
I would not sound as confident, however, regarding
derailments. Of course, exceptions are cases where obvious
interference to rolling stock or track, caused the derailment.
I do remember one instance where the Golden Rock
Workshop had sent out a metre gauge EMU wheel after a
repair process, in which they had welded a collar on the
journal, although welding was prohibited. The axle broke at
this location, leading to a derailment.
Rail fractures, if not detected in time, could lead to
derailment. Quite a few fractures occur at fish bolt holes.
Yet there seems to be reluctance on the part of the Railways
to implement the very sound advice given by RDSO, years
ago, on how to drill holes, providing chamfer, so as to
reduce stress concentration. Welded track will not totally
eliminate this problem. It is a matter of fact that welded
joints have also been featuring in some of the rail fractures.
The technology adopted and the quality of welding may
require to be reviewed. That a rail will fracture, simply
because it is old, is a statement which has to be taken with a
'kilogram of salt'.

Staff Responsibility and Failure of Material
The emphasis, in many accident enquiries, has been to get
through with them somehow and anyhow. Formalities,
procedures, time schedules, concern for avoiding delays in
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finalisation,
fixing staff responsibility
and imposing
punishments etc., get attention, in preference to recognising
the core areas of ignorance and deficiencies, and taking
action, to effect system improvements, to overcome such
ignorance relating to staff, or such deficiencies relating to
systems and equipment.
Truth becomes a casualty, if one sees only fear of
punishment all the time. And if the truth does not come
out, no purpose is served by any inquiry. The earlier this is
recognised, the better. I would go to the extent of
suggesting a self-imposed temporary holiday, of say one
year, from the 'staff punishment
syndrome', that has
prevailed all along. I am certain that this in itself will cause
no increase in accidents. The railwaymen have a tradition of
devoted service. It is inconceivable that someone does
anything wrong merely to cause an accident, and will do it,
merely because he knows that he is not going to be taken to
task. Often, his own life is in danger if an accident happens
and surely no one except a person of insane mind would
want to end his life and that of many others.
The classification, 'material failure', as being the cause of
an accident, is deceptive. Every material failure is a systems
failure, a management failure. Are designs, specifications,
quality control and acceptance procedures, replacements
and repair schedules, instructions etc. correctly laid down
and are they being followed? These are questions which the
top management must ask, repeatedly, of themselves and
not rest until satisfactory answers are found
and
implemented .. That is the only sure way of achieving a
reduction in accidents on the Railways. Will the Indian
Railways do an introspection
every time an accident
happens?

Chapter LII
HINDI - THE OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
A few months

before I retired in 1988, I was honoured,

along with some others from all over Indian Railways, for
outstanding contribution to the cause and use of Hindi, in
the Railways, at a special function held in Bhubaneswar,
with the Minister of State for Railways present. I was AGM,
SE Railway, on leave then, having been asked to step down
only a few weeks earlier, from GM-ship.
Having spent a good part of my career (twenty years), in
West Bengal, Maharashtra and Uttar Pradesh, I have been
convinced that knowledge and use of Hindi helps to bring
an officer closer to his staff and to the custdmers. I shall
now narrate some incidents, mainly for their story value.
1)

Let me begin at the beginning. I had done a few
months as Probationary Officer. I was to be tested for
Hindi. A senior colleague and friend, from the
Accounts Department had warned me. He had been a
victim of the Hindi policy. His regular promotion from
Junior Scale to Senior Scale, had been held back,
because he had failed to clear the Hindi hurdle.
CEE, Central Railway, took my test and that of
other probationers.
He was from Uttar Pradesh.
Maybe, because we had qualified in some examination
in Hindi in our school days" a practical test by the CEE
took place, instead of a rigorous examination by a
Hindi organisation. The CEE tossed at us a passage,
about a page long, in Hindi. It was, I recall, a story on
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2)

3)

'Panna, the faithful' a well-known tale from Rajasthan.
We had to translate it into English. That done, the
passage was taken back and we were asked to render the
stuff in our own Hindi, from memory. That was tough,
I thought. Luckily, four out of five of us, including me,
came through. I heaved a sigh of relief
Some four or five years later, when I was on Southern
Railway, I was told that it would be desirable for me to
take an examination in Hindi once again. For a few
days, I attended a regular class, conducted in the office
during working" hours. The subject matter of the
lessons and the quality of text books was mediocre. I
remember even today, a poem which was pushed down
our throats in those classes. I got fed up after a few days
and dropped out. I never wrote an examination in
Hindi again in my career. Perhaps, I missed an advance
increment in my salary, I am not too sure. In any case, I
never bothered to check on the relevant rules again.
The anti-Hindi agitation that broke out in 1965 in
Tamil Nadu created problems all over Southern
Railway. I was DEE Traction, at Tambaram at that
time, in charge of the electric train services, between
Madras Beach and Tambaram. The riots broke out

i)

ii)

Travelling in the cab of a special EM U train along
with the AEN, from Tambaram to Madras Beach, to
assess personally the extent of damage, the mood of
the people and that of the staff. The thirty-kilometre
journey took over four hours, as I chose to stop at
every vulnerable point and at every station on the
Section and make inquiries.
Promulgation of special rules for train operation
(not authorised by the prescribed General Rules of
Railways), under conditions of non-functioning
of
signals and of level crossing gates at so many
locations. The restoration was notified by me by
issue of an all-concerned message from Madras
Beach. I had satisfied ~myself that the climate had
cooled down and was favourable. As part of the
precautions for safety, even the keys for operation of
crossovers at certain intermediate
stations were
removed from the Station Masters concerned, and

iii)

kept in my custody to prevent any possibility of
operation which could leave to unsafe conditions.
We started with an interval of one hour between
trains and progressively reduced it from day-to-day
as we gained experience and confidence. ThreeUnit trains (nine coach trains), were formed and
run, for the first time on that section. Single and
Two-Unit trains were the rule till then. Timetables

suddenly.
Extensive damage was caused to the
numerous signals and level crossing gates on the
section. A few EMU rakes got damaged and had to be
withdrawn.
The suburban
services had to be
suspended. Train services elsewhere, on the entire
Southern Railway system, were also affected.
Two days had passed. I felt that the hardship that
was being caused to the public was too much. Could I
do something? On the third day, I took the initiative to
restore the suburban services, by taking some special
action,
all on my own. My action included:
I

were prepared in my office on a day-to-day basis and
sent to all the stations, by the last train of the day,
valid for the next day.
The above operation went on for about two weeks
without
any hitch or untoward
incident,
until
restoration
works were completed
and normal
operation became possible. I was lucky to have a DS (a
Traffic Officer), who supported me. He told me that
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some doubts

had been raised about the conditions

under which the trains were being run, whether they
were authorised by rules, whether they were safe
enough etc., but he had assured the GM that my rules
were safer than the General Rules, in the given
circumstances.
(A SIDE STORY:- Many years later, in 1994, I
received a letter from a gentleman in Calcutta. This
letter, though written to me in some other context,
brought back to me vivid memories of the support I
had received from my wife, on the first day of the
suspension of train services, during the above antiHindi agitation. I reproduce an extract from that letter:
'My dear

Mr NatarajanJ

May I introduce myself as the brother-in-law if SubramaniamJ
your close friend. I rememberJ with gratitudeJ the care and
ciffection shown by you and your family membersJ whenJ during
the anti-Hindi agitation in early 1965J we took rifuge in your
residenceJ with some other lady co-passengers if a train which
.was halted at TambaramJ due to the above agitation. Perhaps
you may remember me and this incident ... J

4)
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I remembered the incident, not the persons. I had
accommodated some passengers who were stranded at
Tambaram Station, as they had no means of continuing
their journey to Madras, by road or by rail. They were
provided food and shelter in my house at Tambaram,
for a day or so.)
On Central Railway, there were three experiences. The
day the first WCG2 loco was successfully commissioned
by Kalyan Loco Shed with a system of Dynamic
Braking, I felt so happy, as Sr DEE in charge, that I
penned a DO myself, in Hindi, to the DS of the
Bombay division, late in the evening, before I left the

shed.
The second ex-perience was of the fanaticism of the
CPLO, who functioned as GM for a while on Central
Railway. His fiat was that all officers should sign in
Hindi. I started practising a Hindi signature and
implemented the orders immediately. Many others did.
There were a few who did nothing. Some others
complied with the orders as long as this boss was in
command and reverted to English signatures when he
left.
Strangely, the Hindi signature caught on with me
and from that day, is being used by me for all
communications, official and private, even today. I have
now ceased to think of it as a signature in Hindi.
I am not even sure if it is correct at all, to assign a
language reference to a signature. A combination of
dashes, dots, curves and circles characterises many
signatures and to look for a language, or even
resemblance to alphabets in a particular script, may be
quite a frustrating exercise. In fact, many recipients of
my letters exclaim, 'Is that so?' when I proudly say that
I had signed my letter to them in Hindi.
The third experience was in 1977. It was a two-page
letter to the Railway Board that had been put up to me
for signature. I had, only a feW days earlier, taken over
as Deputy Chief Electrical Engineer (Loco), at Central
Railway Headquarters. The letter was a brief technical
report, concerning a DC locomotive failure, which had
caused disruption to the operation of trains. What
surprised me was that this particular letter had been
typed out in Hindi. The language was tough; technical
terms such as commutator, traction motor, micanite
segments etc. having been cast in difficult purist Hindi,
beyond my comprehension.
I sent for the assistant concerned. Saxena was a thin
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feilow of small build. He came out with an explanation,
even before I asked him a question.
'Sir, you know that was a failure we would be hard
put to explain satisfactorily. In such cases, sir, your
predecessor's policy has been to frame the report in
Hindi, which, sir, is quite in accordance with the policy
on official language. We have been quite successful so
far, for there have been no inconvenient
back
references or further queries from the Railway Board.' I
signed the letter and pushed the file into the out tray.
5)· A funny incident happened in 1984, when I was
Director (Standards) Electrical, in RDSO, Lucknow.
We were informed that a high power commiftee was
due to visit RDSO, to review the progress made in
implementation of the official language policy. At a
preliminary,
internal
meeting
held before
the
Committee's arrival, the Hindi officer read out a report
of progress for the previous quarter. When he had
finished, I raised a point of order. Why use difficult
words when simple ones can serve the same purpose? It
is difficult to understand Tankan. Why not say 'typing'
in such reports? The Director General RDSO, (DG)
who was presiding, was annoyed. He attributed my
problem to my lack of proficiency in the language. I
was no doubt hurt and upset, but thought no more
about it.
The D-day arrived. There was a formal meeting
with the Committee,
which consisted mostly of
politicians. In his speech, the Chairman
of the
Committee emphasised, that certain words which were
well-known
such as 'station masters', 'typing' etc,
should be adopted in toto, in Hindi, without going in
for complicated alternatives. I smiled to myself, of
course. What a coincidence, I thought. I could see the
DG 'look hard in my direction. Did he think I had

tutored the Committee Chairman?
6)

February 1987. I was AGM (Technical) on SE Ry. The
Hindi cell had put up a note to me, seeking my
approval to the purchase of Hindi books, valued rupees
one lakh, immediately, so as to ensure that the funds
available in the Budget were fully utilised before the
close of the financial year (March '87). The Railway
Board's letter on the file, wanting the Railway to ensure
that the funds should not lapse was high-lighted.
1 was not keen to sanction this straightaway. 1 raised
the following queries, writing them out in my
handwriting, in Hindi.

i)

ii)
iii)

What books have been purchased during th~ year?
Give me a list and their distribution. Is there any
clue as to what use has been made of these books?
Has anyone read any book?
Where is the list of books that you propose to buy
now, if rupees one lakh is sanctioned?
The proposal has come up in English. It should have
come up in Hindi. Do so now. In fact, all notes
from the Hindi cell should come up in Hindi only.
1 never saw the proposal again. My confidential
assistant whispered to me later that the Hindi cell had
subsequently
put up the same proposal to my
colleague, AGM (Operations) when 1 was away from
Headquarters on tour and obtained his sanction. 1 did
not to do any further probing and closed the case from
my mind.
I have had a suspicion all along that it was my
direction in Hindi on this particular file, more than
anything else 1 might have done, that prompted the
special recognition and award that 1 got, at the
Bhubaneshwar function a year later.

7)

A strange e:>.."perience,occurred in December

1988, at
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the time of my inspection as GM of SE Rly. on the
Bilaspur division, in the heart of the Hindi belt. The
notice displaying a list of edible items and their prices at
the refreshment stall at a small wayside station, was in
English and not in Hindi and nobody had given a
thought to this folly, until I pointed it out.

Chapter LIII
A FAUX PAS

Let me conclude with some advice. Elements of imposition,
threats and compulsions and linking proficiency in Hindi
with one's advancement in career, that has been the policy
so far, is not the right approach. For, you may achieve Hindi
in a way but you will "not achieve results. There is a need to
take a fresh look at the entire gamut of laws and rules,
including Constitutional provisions, concerning the use of
Hindi as the Official language. It is necessary to revise the

I recall only one occasion in my entire career when I had
committed a blunder. It was not a blunder that affected the
working of the Railways in any manner, but a blunder all
the same and it caused me considerable anguish.
It was March 1987, the Centenary year of South Eastern
Railway. I was AGM then. There was to be a function at the
Headquarters
of the Railway at Garden Reach on an
evening, as a culmination of the celebration through the
year, all over the Railway. We had brought out a few
commemorative postage stamps. I had myself gone to Nasik
to discuss and settle details regarding the printing of these
stamps at the Security Press there and to get them delivered
on time. In many other matters of organisational detail
connected with the function, such as drafting, printing and
issue of invitations, arranging special complimentary passes
for officers and staff etc, I had assisted the GM and relieved
him generally, of the burden.
The red letter day arrived. The public function was to
start at 4.30 p.m. Madhavrao Scindia, Minister for Railways,
was to preside
and Arjun
Singh,
Minister
for
Communications,
was to release the stamps. I had written
out my welcome speech the previous night and got it typed
and ready that morning. But busy as I was with some
activity or the other throughout the forenoon, I really did
not have the time to take a look at the typed matter. In fact,
I was tired by the afternoon and just managed to get myself
ready, in time to reach the area, for welcoming the guests.

policy, towards enlisting the cooperation and understanding
of people from the non-Hindi belt. There is a need to
eliminate impractical, costly and time-wasting procedures
and systems that produce only pseudo-satisfaction, derived
from statistics of doubtful reliability, on the progress
achieved. The delusion has gone on long enough. The time
has come to decide on a realistic approach, without
emotional or other bias.
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The VIPs were slightly delayed. The GM brought them and
seated them on the dais. Mter the customary garlanding and
prayer music was over, I read out my welcome speech.
The presentation of awards to officers and staff who had
done meritorious service, the release of the stamps, and
speech making by VIPs and the GM followed. The function
was over in about an hour and everyone adjourned to an
enclosure behind the dais, for tea and refreshments.
My good friend Verma, the COPS, greeted me when I
got off the dais. 'An excellent speech, sir, and very well
delivered. But you had promoted Arjun Singh. You referred
to him more than once, in your speech, as Minister for
Commerce.'
I realised my mistake. My stenographer had typed out
the expansion for 'COM' appearing in my manuscript as
'Commerce' instead of 'Communications'
and I had read it
out, without a thought. How I committed such a faux pas,
is a mystery to me to this day.
When I joined the Ministers, the GM and guests for tea,
none of them batted an eyelid. I could understand the
Ministers not making an issue of it. But the GM never
referred to my lapse, not only that evening but never again
even at any of our later encounters. It proved to me, the
man that he was - too big to bother about trivialities.

Chapter LIV
MOMENTS OF DISCOMFORT
I have so far talked

mostly

about those

unforgettable

experiences in which I had something to contribute and
derived satisfaction from such effort. But there were also
moments when things did not quite work out satisfactorily
and I did undergo pain, anguish and even agony. However
much as I would like to forget those unpleasant experiences,
they do crop up in my memory from time to time. It is for
this reason that, forgettable as they are, I have decided to
touch on them. in 'Reminiscences'.
1. 'DEE/HQ has also delayed this case. All he had to say
was refer someone else.'
These were the words of the GM, Southern Railway
passed on by his Secretary, in a confidential note to me. I
remember the words distinctly, after so many years.
It was in 1956. I was then officiating on a Special
Duty post as DEE at Headquarters. My total service on a
working post at that time, was less than a year. The
DEElHQ, my colleague and many years my senior, was
the only other senior scale officer at Headquarters those
days. We used to report to CEE directly, there being no
intermediate level officer. The DEEIHQ used to fall sick
quite often and for prolonged periods, and I had to
manage and handle both portfolios. There was a lot of
file work to be done and inexperienced as I was, I had
not mastered the knack of dealing with such a variety of
cases. I carried on, nevertheless, and made up partly by
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putting in long hours at work.
There was one case on which an estimate of costs had

of being asked to answer a second written test, simply
because I did not answer all the questions in the first

been asked of the CEE's office, for the electrical portion
of the work of modifying a coach in the Perambur
Workshop. I do not remember now the details of the
work. The case file was lying unattended among the files
on the table of the DEEIHQ. I remember having picked
it up onc~ or twice and dropped it back again, not quite
knowing what further to do with it.
One day, there was a phone call from the CME's
office, asking for the case. I consulted a Senior Estimator
in the office. 'Let DEE/Shops, Perambur, go into this
and furnish the estimate. Why should we handle it in
Headquarters, sir?' he said.
Mter some three weeks of hibernation in the room of

test.
My
Committee

DEEIHQ, the file went to the out tray, with
endorsement on those lines.

representation
before
the Assessment
that the quality of the answers rather than

quantity, should be the consideration for judgement, did
not cut ice with them. The Committee comprised three
officers, including one from the Electrical Department. I
had literally to propel myself to write my answers in the
second test. The CEE, who knew my real worth and
merit must have intervened
and I suppose the
Committee
must have most reluctantly passed me
eventually.
3. A minor jolt was felt when, in 1968, orders were
received promoting my junior to JA grade and retaining
him on the same Railway (Southern Railway), when we
were both functioning in the Headquarters office at
Madras. We were great friends and if I felt somewhat
distressed, he felt terribly embarrassed. There was loose
talk in the office that I had been overlooked. The
uncertainty ended when orders were received next week
promoting me and posting me to South Eastern Railway.
I took the first train to Calcutta and reported to the CEE,
South Eastern Railway, only to be told that the orders
were being revised and that I should
go to
CL W/Chittaranjan. I reported at Chittaranjan forthwith
_ a couple of days before the orders were received,
posting me there. (Mine must have been a unique case,
for I learnt later that officers generally were delaying

my

Little drops of water make the mighty ocean, they say.
Evidently, the ·case had been delayed by many, at
different stages and this had somehow "caught the GM's
attention. The Secretary had made an analysis of delays
and I suppose I was one among many others, to receive
admonition.
The GM's note stung me. I swallowed the stricture. I
deserved it, perhaps, but, I had learnt a valuable lesson,
early in my career. Speed of disposal of paper work is as
important as doing things, or as getting things done.
In later years, I acquired a reputation for prompt
orders on cases referred to me. But I took care, as much
as I could, to ensure that thoroughness was not sacrificed
for speed in disposal.
2. I did have difficulty in getting through my 'confirmation
test' in the Senior Scale (1966) at a time, when in every
sphere of work and activity, my performance had been
accepted as outstanding. I was subjected to the ignominy

their taking over at CLW, as that was considered to be a
'bad' station.) At that stage I could not help feeling
distressed that an officer who had shown mettle all
through, should have been subjected to this cavalier
treatment. But the depression passed away very soon.
The next seven and half years were spent in
Chittaranjan,

on a most satisfying assignment,

full of
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diverse technical and managerial challenges on the
official front and a happy environment on the domestic
&on~
.
4. GM rang me up. 'Natarajan, you are not going to
Sweden. The Board's telegram just received says so-andso is going.' He added in his own, inimitable humorous
style, 'the Railway Board have now discovered the
spelling mistake in their original orders, I suppose.' Only
a couple of days earlier I had stood tea, snacks and sweets
to all HODs in the GM's room, on his directions.
The officer who' was nominated in my place was
junior to me. That did not hurt me so much as the fact,
which I came to know later, that the change had come
about because I was not medically cleared. I had been
suffering from hypertension for many years but it was
kept under control with drugs. I could work for long
hours without any problems, play tennis and undertake
journeys frequently on tour. Yet, for reasons best known
to him, the DMO did not clear me. Maybe, he had my
interests at heart. What pained me more, was that he had
not even hinted to me about his recommendation.
It was to' be a three-month
exposure to Electric
Traction in Sweden. ASEA, a well-known manufacturer
in the field of Traction equipment, was to be visited. In
the context of my responsibilities at that time, namely
manufacture of traction equipment in CLW, I felt sorry
that a rare opportunity had been missed.
5. 1975. It was a pleasant evening on the lawns adjoining
the Officers' Club at Chittaraqjan. The youngsters were
putting up a variety entertainment programme and my
son was to take part as the 'hero', in an English play. I
was looking forward to it. GM called me aside and said,
'I am sorry to tell you this. Chenulu, your junior, has
been promoted and posted as CEE on NF Railway. I
thought you should know.'
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The GM was my well-wisher. So was he for the
officer who had been promoted above me. But there was
nothing he could do, as the decisions had been taken by
the Railway Board.
Five officers of our batch and four of the next batch
to which Chenulu belonged, had been overlooked. I
knew Chenulu very well. We were friends. We had
studied in the same institutions for our degree and postgraduate diploma in Engineering. He was a pleasant
fellow. What hurt was that almost everyone of the
seniors who had been overlooked was not only equally
competent, but had put in devoted and result-oriented
efforts. Only a couple of months earlier, my transfer out
of CLW, on promotion, to an intermediate level known
as Engineer-in-Chief,
had been obviated by getting the
higher grade post transferred for operation at CL Wand
retaining me at CLW against that post. I was told by a
friend in Delhi that the Board had considered my
services indispensable for CLW's production efforts.
It took many months for me to recover from the
'shock', although I tried my best not to let it affect my
work in any manner.
The superseded officers, including me, made a
representation
to the Board. We met the Member
concerned
and explained our case. But nothing
happened. The damage had been done. Although
injustice was transparent, those in power did not have
the guts, or the desire, to correct a patently wrong
decision. The setback in inter se seniority, affected us
through the rest of our career, most seriously.
6. 1975. It was well past midnight. I was seated in the office
of GM/CLW, being subjected to an interrogation by an
Enquiry Committee appointed by the Railway Board.
GM was also present. Certain purchases made in the past
from CLW's French collaborator of raw materials and
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insulating materials, varnishes, banding wires, banding
tapes, a large number of tools and fixtures, were part of
the scene, and did make the place look unorganised and
dirty. Inevitably, to maintain the premises in clean and
tidy conditions, did demand a lot more effort than in
other centres of activity in CL W. The pressure and
problems in day-to-day production did not permit me to
concentrate on cleanliness per se. Then there were staff
problems, too. I felt that I did not deserve such a curt
note. But I did not want to put up a defence. I accepted
that we had to improve and decided that officers and
supervisors should deliberately tear themselves away
from other work, only to concentrate on cleanliness, at
least for a few minutes every day. Some improvement
came about as a result, but the conditions continued to
be unsatisfactory until I left CL W.
But an occasion soon arose, which convinced me that
I had perhaps wrongly judged the GM. One day, his
confidential assistant showed me the Appraisal Report
written by my immediate superior, namely the CEE, and
conveyed the GM's desire that I should see him. GM
told me that he was not in agreement with the kind of
adverse remarks made by the CEE and suggested that I
should see the CEE first. The CEE was visibly upset
when I challenged him. He withdrew the report from
me. I do not know what happened thereafter. As I did
not receive any communication
of adverse remarks, I
presumed that the report was re-written by the CEE,
omitting or toning down the unfavourable remarks. I did
not care anyway, to check with the CEE or GM later.
But the entire episode had left a bitter taste, which
persisted for sometime.
8. I missed opportunities to work as DRM, twice in my
career. In 1978, the GM, Central Railway, wanted me to
go to Nagpur as DRM, but as I was at that time having

components required for traction motor manufacture,
were being gone into, long after the transactions had
taken place. I had a good memory and having been in the
thick of it all, could present the facts cogently, in the
proper perspective and in sufficient detail. Some more
officers of
Committee.

CL W

were

also

questioned

by

the

Many of us in CL W had acted in what we thought
was in the best interests of CLWs production, which
after all was the primary purpose of the collaboration
with the French firm. Also, in many cases we had very
little time in which to take decisions.
I learnt a lesson. In armchair comfort at a future date
one could look into full stops and commas in written
agreements with a magnitying glass and take a totally
different view of past actions. But what I have not been
able to appreciate to this day is, why senior officers were
being subjected to questioning in late night sessions.
Nothing much came out of the enquiry. But the
stress and strain of having to defend and justity one's
action when it was all above board, did arouse in me,
doubts from time to time about, 'Action vs. Inaction' in a
Government
environment.
Thank
God, for the
remaining years of my service, too, I did not change a
bit, but continued to put my neck out and take on
challenges and responsibilities as I had always done.
7. 'If you want to see the dirtiest shop in CLW, visit the
Traction Motor Shop'. That was the note from the GM
(1973) to all senior officers in CLW. GM had endorsed a
copy to me. I was the Deputy CEE in charge of Traction
Motor Shop then. The note hurt me. The manner, I
thought, was unusual. I was instantly 'angry' with the
GM. But then, TM Shops were dirty. There was no
doubt about that. It was a process shop, as distinct from
an assembly shop. Cut pieces of various types of
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frequent episodes of bleeding from a duodenal ulcer and
medical advice was against my taking up an assignment
that might aggravate the problem, I had to say NO. The
second occasion was in 1980, when the Board issued
orders posting me to Jhansi as D RM. I was keen to go
this time, as I had, by then, overcome my medical
problem with a course of prolonged
medication.
Unfortunately the day before I was set to go, I slipped
and fell down on a platform, at Churchgate station and
hurt my toe. X-ray revealed a crack and I had to be in
bed for some days. I did not go to Jhansi.
9. Early in 1982, when a vacancy of the CEE's post arose on
Central Railway due to the retirement of the incumbent,
I was the choice of the GM to take up the position. But
within fifteen days of my taking over and as I was
settling down, orders were received from the Railway
Board, transferring me to RDSO as Director (Standards)
Electrical. Adviser (Electrical) Railway Board, and the
then Director (Standards) ElectricaV RDSO - both of
them my seniors and well-wishers - insisted that I
should move to RDSO, as they could not find a better
person for the post. Yet, only three years later, I was told
by Member (Mechanical) that although my records had
been outstanding and excellent, I must have experience
as CEE, on a Zonal Railway if I had to go up further in
the ladder. It was in that context I went over, in 1985, as
CEE on South Eastern Railway, Calcutta. I had acquitted
myself well by all accounts and when at that stage (1986)
an opportunity
was there before the Board for
considering me for posting as General Manager, I was
denied such a posting, for whatever reason and some ad
hoc arrangement
was continued
for months
to
accommodate an officer in the GM's chair, on some
other Railway. The last straw was in March 1988, when
after I had successfully functioned as GM for six months

on South Eastern Railway, I had to step down, as I was
denied a similar temporary benefit of continuing as GM,
with only a few months to go, for my super-annuation
(58 years of age). More about this, in the chapter that
follows.
I did not allow these 'upsets' to affect my work or
contribution. I had the strength of will and purpose and
dedication to continue to give off my best to the
Railways. In the ultimate analysis and in the larger
context, the denials of opportunities
and lack of
consideration shown to me are, after all, not worth any
'cribbing' about. But I have chosen to present them in
this narrative, only to bring out, that injustices do get
meted out to one, in one's career, from time to time,
whether by commission or by omission, whether by
intent or by default. The system is too big for the
individual, however glorified an opinion he may have,
justly ?r otherwise, about himself
The prescription for happiness in such circumstances
comes from the famous lines of the Bhagwad Gita,
CfiFfuit~

~

rW~ ~

which in essence means, 'Do your duty, unmindful
benefits to yourself.'
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thought of settling down in or near Bombay. A posting in
Bombay would help me.'
'That is not possible. As Mitra has been working under
you, I thought you may have some embarrassment
to
continue on South Eastern Railway. Hence the proposal to
shift you to Eastern Railway.'
'No. There will be no embarrassment for me. I would

Chapter LV

GOODB~TOTHE~LWAYS
I was born on 24th October 1930 and my date of
superannuation was to be 31st October 1988. But I retired
voluntarily three months earlier - on 5th August 1988. In
fact, I had effectively ceased to work some four months
prior to that date, and had proceeded on leave. This is how
it happened.
It was the morning of 29th Match 1988. I was sipping my
coffee. The GM's Bungalow in Garden Reach faces the
Hooghly. As one watches the river and the shore beyond,
the ships and boats that pass, the sight relaxes one mentally
and physically and prepares one for the gruelling and
eventful working day ahead. I looked forward to this session
everyday.
There was a phone call. CRB was on the line. 'The
GM's panel is out. Mitra is on the panel. You have to hand
over charge to him. Formal orders will be issued in a day or
two,' he said.
I was stunned for a while. I recovered and asked him
what was going to happen to me.
'You go as AGM.'
'Is there no way I can continue as GM? You know very
well what I have done for the Railways throughout and as
GM for the last six months. All targets have been achieved.
And I have only a few months to go before I retire.'
'Yes, I know. But you are not on the panel. I am thinking
of posting you as AGM on Eastern Railway.'
'Can II get posted to Central or Western Railway? I

like to be kept on South Eastern Railway.'
The conversation ended.

I
I

I felt hurt. I felt let down. I went through mentally, the
many many assignments I had held, putting my heart and
soul into the job. The conversation that the Minister
(MOSR) had with me, in October 1987, soon after I took
over as GM on South Eastern Railway, was still fresh in my
memory.
We were travelling in the GM's Inspection Carriage on
the Bilaspur Division. MOSR called me. My predecessor,
who had been elevated as Member (Mechanical), was with
the Minister.
'Natarajan, we have posted you as GM. It is a tough
assignment, please remember. I have been assured that you
will do well.'
I told the Minister that I was confident and would do
well. Certainly, I would spare no effort.
Indeed, I had done well by any standard. The freight
loading targets had been fulfilled. Revenue Expenditure was
under control. The Construction works had progressed
well. Relations with organised labour were cordial. Besides,
I had contributed,
through
innovative thinking
and
dynamic action, to success and accomplishment, in many
areas of activity. I had put in almost sixteen hours of work,
everyday.
However ... The formal orders came on 30th March.
Mitra was away from Headquarters.
On
handed over charge to him on 1st April 1988.

his return,

I
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I had made up my mind. I had no ill-will against Mitra.
But I did not want to be number two after having been
number olle so successfully. Besides I was not sure whether
in my frame of mind then, I could continue to contribute as
effectively as I had done, all my life. I felt that the time had
come for me to go. I reported 'sick' - for the first time when
I was not really sick - and proceeded on leave.

III

Appendix-A
INDIAN RAILWAYS-AN

I had cancelled, only six months earlier, a planned
holiday to Kashmir, as at that time the decision of the
Ministry to ask me to work as GM came all of a sudden. I
now felt that the time had come for me to go on that
holiday. The trip was unplanned; yet it went off well.

OVERVIEW

Indian Railways has the largest Railway network in the
world, under a single management and ownership. It is
owned by the Government of India and managed by the
Ministry of Railways. Overall control of operations and
laying down of long-term policies are with the Railway
Board, consisting of the Chairman and technical members,
for Civil Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical
(and Signal & Telecommunication)
Engineering, Staff and
Traffic matters. The Financial Commissioner, who is also
the part of the Board, has powers and responsibilities for all
financial matters.
The network is divided into zones and each zone further
subdivided into divisions. There are six Production Units

I came back from a long leave, to work only for some
three days, before I bade a formal goodbye to the Railways.
I had enjoyed my career on Indian Railways. I had learnt
a lot, having been exposed to a variety of experiences. I had
the satisfaction that I could contribute my bit to this great
organisation. I knew that my colleagues and co-workers
were happy with me and that I enjoyed their confidence and
love. In the ultimate analysis, what more could a man ask
for?
How true it is that the ground rules of Happiness are:
Something to do
Something to love
Something to hope for!

viz.
Chittaranjan
Locomotive
Works-manufacturing
Electric Locomotives, Traction Motors, Traction Equipment and Heavy Steel Castings; Diesel Locomotive works,
Varanasi - Diesel Locomotives; Integral Coach Factory,
Chennai and Rail Coach Factory, Kapurthala - coaches;
Wheel and Axle Plant, Bangalore - wheels and axles; and
Diesel Component Works, Patiala - sub-assemblies and
components of Diesel Locomotives.
The Zonal Railways and Production Units are headed by
General Managers and the divisions, by Divisional Railway
Managers. A number of workshops are spread through the
system to cater for overhauls, heavy repairs etc., for the
variety of assets.
The Research Designs and Standards Organisation
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(RDSO), with Headquarters
of Indian Railways.

at Lucknow, is the R&D wing

Five centralised training institutions impart training to
officers, at various stages in their careers. These are
Railway Staff College, Vadodara, (Baroda); Indian Railway
Institute of Civil Engineering,
Pune; Indian Railways
Institute of Signal Engineering and Telecommunications,
Secunderabad; Indian Railways Institute of Mechanical and
Electrical Engineering, jamalpur;
and Indian Railways
Institute of Electrical Engineering, Nasik Road. Besides,
there are nearly 160 schools for imparting training to other
employees.
As a major carrier of long-distance freight and passenger
traffic, Indian Railways plays a crucial role in the nation's
economy. Also, a large share of commuter traffic in and
around the metropolitan
areas of Bombay (Mumbai),
Calcutta, Madras (Chennai) and Delhi, is handled by fast
and frequent suburban train services, operated by Electric
Multiple Units. In Calcutta, an underground
Metro
Railway is also in operation. A significant engineering
achievement of the nineties was the construction and
commissioning
of the 760 krns long Konkan Railway,
through difficult terrain, along the West coast of the
peninsula, connecting the port cities of Mumbai and
Mangalore.
The

four decades

covered

by 'Reminiscences'

have

indeed been notable in the history of Indian Railways.
There has been a phenomenal growth of passenger and
freight traffic. Steam Traction has virtually been displaced
by Diesel and Electric Traction. The 25 kV AC Single
Phase 50-Cycles System of Traction has come on the
scene in a big way. This system now connects the
important cities of Delhi, Bombay (Mumbai), Calcutta
I
and Madras (Chennai) with each other (with the exception
of Bombay-Madras and Calcutta-Madras routes, parts of

which are yet to be electrified). Sleeper coaches with
cushioned berths, air-conditioned
coaches of different
types, super-fast Rajdhani Trains connecting Delhi to
other major cities, fast inter-city trains known as Shatabdi
Express, computerised passenger reservation facilities at
many stations ete., have vastly enhanced the quality of
passenger transportation. On the technological front also,
there have been improvements
such as high-capacity
wagons, containers, introduction
of air-braked rolling
stock, pre-stressed concrete sleepers and long-welded rails
for track etc. Better use of track and rolling stock has
improved operational efficiency.
Yet, there are aberrations, difficulties, handicaps and
struggles, in the management of day-to-day operations and
in policy matters. These arise primarily from the vastness of
the system itself and the constraints characteristic of any
organisation run by the Government. 'Reminiscences' has
touched on some of these problems in the passing. But, the
comments are not meant to detract from the overall image
of Indian Railways as a well run and efficient undertaking,
with a dedicated manpower as its most important and
strong resource.
Salient statistics, given below, will convey some ideas
of the scale and magnitude of the assets and operations
on Indian Railway network. These data reflect the status
as on 31st March 1998, or pertain to performance during
the year 1997-98 (1st April 1997 to 31 st March 1998), as
appropriate.
(Source: Indian Railways Year Book 1997-98, published
by the Ministry of Railways, Government of India.)
1. Track
i. Route Kilometres.
Broad Gauge (1676 mm)
Metre Gauge (1000 mm)

43,083
15,804
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Narrow Gauge (762 mm and
610 mm)

3,608

TOTAL

6.
i.

62,495

ii. Track Kilomctres.
Broad Gauge (1676 mm)
Metre Gauge (1000 mm)
Narrow Gauge (762 mm and
610 mm)

83,075
20,340
4,030

TOTAL

107,445

iii. Total Route Kilomefre electrified

Diesel
Electric
TOTAL

7.
i.

13,490

2. Railway Stations
3. Locomotives
Steam

II.

6,995
64
4,496
2,646
7206

(10,312 as on 31" March
1961)
(181 as on 31't March
1961)
(131 as on 31st March
1961 )
(10,624 as on
1961)

31st

11.

March

Note: The sea change, from 1961 to 1998, in the Motive
Power scene will be evident from the above comparison.
4.
i.
II.

Coaching vehicles
Conventional coaches
EMU coaches

5.
i.

Wagons
Total wagons on line

11.

Average carrying capacity (in tonnes)
Broad Gauge
Metre. Gauge

Operation
Passenger
Train Kilometres (in millions)
Vehicle Kilometres (in millions)

419
10,421

Freight
Train Kilometres (in millions)
Wagon Kilometres (in millions)

250
25,234

Volume Of Passenger Traffic
N umber of passengers originating
(in millions)
Suburban
Non suburban

2,657
1,691

TOTAL

4,348

Passenger Kilometres (in millions)
Suburban
Non suburban

78,844
301,053

TOTAL

379,897

8.
i.

Volume Of Freight Traffic
Revenue earning freight traffic (in
million tonnes)

II.

Net tonne Kilometres
millions)

(NTKM)

(in

Ill. Average lead (in kilometres)
30,757
3,971

9.

Employment And Wages

i.

Regular employees

429
284,249
662

1579

(in thousands)
263,981

Wage bill of regular employees (in
crores of rupees)
Ill. Average annual wage per regular
employee (in rupees)
11.

44.0
26.7

141,41
89,669
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Below is a comparison

10. Financial Results
i.
11.

28,589
25,876

Revenues (in crores of rupees)
Expenses (in crores of rupees)

11. Performance Indices - Utilisation Of Assets
i.

per engine in use
Gauge
Metre Gauge
in
334 (171 in
60/61)
in
348 (273 in
60/61)

Electric
(Passenger)

550 (363 in
60/61)

443 (177 in
60/61)

Diesel
(Passenger)

544 (250 in
60/61)

508 (274 in
60/61)

Wagon Utilisation
Net Tonne Kilometre per wagon per day
Broad Gauge
1894 (998 in
60/61)

Metre Gauge
443 (405 in
60/61)

iii. Track
Utilisation
Gross Tonne
Kilometres per
route-kilometre

Broad Gauge
19.88 (8.32 in
60/61)

Metre Gauge
2.07 (2.18 in
60/61)

(in millions)
The improvement
in performance, particularly on the
Broad Gauge, in the matter of utilisation of assets will be
evident from the comparative figures given above, for 199798 and 1960!..61.
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of Indian

Railways with some other Railway Systems:
1683
per
NTKMs
wagon
9356
perNTKMs
tonne
wagon
day
Wagon-kms ofper
capacity

per
day
66.64
per wagon

Engine Utilisation
Engine Kilometres per day
Broad
Electric
460 (156
60/61)
(Goods)
400 (300
Diesel (Goods)
60/61)

11.

of wagon utilisation

French
National
Railways *
German
Federal
Railways"
Italian
State
Railways **
Japanese
National
Railways"
Indian Railways
(Broad Gauge)
1996-97
1997-98

60.10

807

7506

52.85

823

7616

213 .87

3217

35608

1840
1894

30,252
30,903

157.8
166.6

Note: 1 crore = 10 million.
1 crore of rupees = 235,000 US dollars, as per
prevailing rate of exchange in December, 1998.
* Source: International Railway Statistics, 1997.
•••Source: International Railway Statistics, 1995.
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A GLOSSARY FOR CODES,
ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
A number of codes, acronyms and abbreviations have been
used in this book. To Railwaymen in India, these are
household terms, literally so, because even their families use
such expressions in their conversation. Although the full
versions also appear at many places, in the text itself, a
comprehensive list with explanations, is given below for
easy reference. Some frequently appearing technical terms
are also included.

AC or ac
ACB

ACOS

ACPO
ADRM

AGM

BHEL

Alternating
Current
or
Airconditioning! Air-conditioned.
Air Circuit Breaker - a Circuit
Breaker which depends on air as
insulating
and
interrupting
medium,
used
on
electrical
switchboards.

BSL

BANKER!
BANKING

Assistant Controller of Stores _
Junior
most
level
in
the
management cadre of the Stores
Department,
which looks after
Materials Management.
Additional Chief Personnel Officer.
BOARD

Additional
Divisional
Railway
Manager - second in command at
the Division.

Assistant Electrical Engineer
Junior
most
level
in
the
management cadre of the Electrical
Department.
Assistant Engineer - Junior most
level in the management cadre of
the Engineering Department. (On
Indian Railways, the Engineering
Department looks after the Civil
Engineering
aspects, i.e., track,
bridges, buildings, etc.)
Additional
General
Manager
second in command at the Zonal
Headquarters.
Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd. - An
Indian Public Sector Company
engaged in the manufacture
of
heavy electrical power and traction
equipment.
Bhusaval - a Division and its
headquarters
station on Central
Railway.
Banker is an extra locomotive
attached to a train formation, to
provide a push in the ascending
direction, or to provide additional
brake power in the descending
direction
on
steeply
graded
sections, generally known as Ghat
sections. The operation is called
Banking.
The Railway Board, Ministry of
Railways, New Delhi.
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BREAKDOWN

TRAlN

CCS

CE

CEE

CEG

CLW
CME

COPS

COS

CPLO

268

A specially formed train, provided
with crane, equipment and tools,
for lifting or rerailing locomotives,
coaches or wagons, involved in
train accidents.
Chief Commercial Superintendent
Head
of the
Commercial
Department of a Zonal Railway.
Chief Engineer - Head of the
Engineering Department of a Zonal
Railway.
Chief Electrical Engineer - Head of
the Electrical Department
of a
Zonal Railway or Production Unit.
Corporate Enterprise Group - a
body
of nominated
members
representing
Management
and
Labour, for discussing matters of
corporate
interest,
at
Zonal
Headquarters level.
Chittaranjan
Locomotive
Works,
Chittaranjan, West Bengal.
Chief Mechanical Engineer - Head
of the Mechanical Department of a
Zonal Railway or Production Unit.
Chief Operating Superintendent _
Head of the Operating Department
of a Zonal Railway.
Controller of Stores - Head of the
Stores Department
of a Zonal
Railway or Production Unit.
Chief Planning Officer - Head of
the planning organisation
of a
Zonal Railway.

CRB

C. Ry
COMMUTATOR

CONTROL

DAO

DC
DCOS
DEE
DEE/TRD
DEN
DGTD

DJ

DME
DMO

DO

Chairman,
Railway
Board
topmost
executive
of
Indian
Railways.
Central Railway, with headquarters
at Mumbai.
A part of the Armature (rotor) of a
D C Machine, having copper and
micanite segments alternately, to
which current is fed, or from which
current is collected, via carbon
brushes.
The Control Office, which keeps a
watch on movement
of trains,
decides
precedents,
deals with
emergencies, etc., on a 24-hour
basis.
Divisional Accounts Officer.
Direct Current.
District Controller of Stores.
Divisional Electrical Engineer.
Divisional
Electrical
Engineer/
Traction Distribution.
Divisional Engineer.
Director
General,
Technical
Development
- a wing of the
Central Government which used to
deal
with,
amongst
others,
proposals for import clearance from
an indigenous angle.
Circuit Breaker - generally refers to
the Circuit Breaker installed on the
roof of an AC locomotive/EMU.
Divisional Mechanical Engineer.
District Medical Officer.
Demi-official letter.
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DOS
DRM
DS
DSTE

DTNLlT

Divisional
Superintendent.

Dy CEE
DyCPO
Dy COS
DyDS
DyFA
EHT
EMU

ERy
ETF
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FA

Divisional
Railway Manager
Head of a Railway Division.
Divisional Superintendent - former
designation ofDRM.
Divisional Signal and Telecommunications Engineer.
District Train Controller/Traction
- a supervisory official who was in
. charge of both movement of trains
and of switching on/off of traction
power supplies to tracks on the
electrified
suburban
section on
Southern
arrangement
existence.)

DRAFT PARA

Operating

& CAO

FA
FC
FACTUAL
STATEMENT
GIP Ry

GM
GUARD

Railway
(This
is no longer
in

A report, by Statutory Audit, on any
specific aspect of Railway operation
or transaction which it considers to
be unsatisfactory, especially from
the financial angle.
Deputy Chief Electrical Engineer.
Deputy Chief Personnel Officer.
Deputy Controller of Stores.
Deputy Divisional Superintendent.
Deputy Financial Advisor.
Extra high tension - Extra high
voltage.
Electric Multiple Unit - Basic unit
of
train
formation,
employed
generally on suburban train services.
Eastern Railway.
A surge arrestor used on Electric
locomotivelEMU s.

HOD
HSCB

HT
ICF
II

II

IEC

IN CAB

Financial
Accounts

Advisor
Officer

and
of a

Chief
Zonal

Railway or Production Unit.
Short form of FA & CAO.
Financial
Commissioner,
Rly.
Board.
Same as Draft Para, but at an earlier
stage.
Great Indian Peninsular Railway an old name, now known as
Central Railway.
General
Manager
of a Zonal
Railway or Production Unit.
A supervisory official, who travels
in the brakevan at the rear of the
train and keeps a watch on punctual
and safe running of the train.
Head of Department - e.g. CEE,
COPS, CE ...
High speed circuit breaker - A
protective switching device used on
DC circuits.
High Tension/High Voltage.
Integral Coach Factory - Railways'
Production
Unit
at Chennai.
Manufactures
passenger coaches/
EMUs.
International
Electro-technical
Commission
- an organisation
which lays down standards and
specifications
for the Electrical
Industry.
Formerly known as Indian Cable
Company, a manufacturer of cables
and wires.
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IRIEEN

ISRO
JAMALPUR

BOY

Indian
Railways
Institute
of
Electrical Engineering - located at
Nasik Road (Maharashtra).
Indian Space Research Organisation.
The introduction
of mechanical
engineers at managerial
from two sources -

JDIE

KAFTON

Kmph I

level

kV
kVA

kVAh
kvar
kvarh
kW
kwh

is

(a) Direct recruitment by UPSC,
through a competitive examination for Graduate engineers,
like for other Departments e.g.,
Electrical Engineering,
Civil
Engineering.
(b) Via the Railways Institute at
Jamalpur
'(Bihar),
where
apprentices are taken at a much
younger
age
and
trained
specifically, over a period of
four years or so, to function as
managers in the Mechanical
Department. These are called
Special Class Apprentices or
'Jamalpur Boys'.
Joint Director Inspection Electrical
- a representative of RDSO, posted
at Production Units and BHEL, to
oversee the quality of locomotives,
EMUs
and traction
equipment
man ufactured.

LT

MD
ME
MES

MM
MOSR
MPEB
NE Ghats

NFRy
NOMEX

OHE

A polyimide insulating film, having
high
di-electric
strength.
A
proprietary
product
of
Du
Pont/USA.
Kilometres per hour - a unit of
speed.

OCB

PAC

Kilovolt = 1000 volts.
Kilovolt ampere, a product
of
voltage (expressed in kilovolts) and
current (expressed in amperes).
KVA integrated overtime, in hours.
Reactive (not useful) kVA.
Kvar integrated over time, in hours.
Kilowatt - unit of power.
Kilowatt-hour - unit of energy.
Low Tension/low voltage.
Maximum Demand (of Power).
Member Engineering.
Madras Electricity System of the
State Electricity Board.
Member Mechanical, Rly Board.
Minister of State for Railways.
Madhya Pradesh Electricity Board.
North
East Ghats - between
Kasara and Igatpuri Stations of
Mumbai
Division
of Central
Railway.
North East Frontier Railway.
A polyamide (high temperature
nylon)
insulating
paper - A
proprietary product of Du Pont/
USA.
Overhead Equipment of track - the
system
of
wires,
insulators,
supporting
structures,
etc. on
electrified tracks.
Oil Circuit Breaker - A protective
switching device, used on AC
circuits.
Proprietary Article Certificate. Also,
Public Accounts Committee.
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PNM

PMO
RDSO
RE
RITES

Research
Designs & Standards
Organisation of Railways.
Railway
Electrification
Organisation.

RPF

Rail India Technical and Economic
Services
an
organisation
providing consultancy services in
India and abroad.

SAO
SDGM

Railway Protection Force.
Senior Accounts Officer.

SEE

SERy
Sr DCS
Sr DOS
SPT
S&T
TA

TC
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Permanent Negotiating Machinery
- a set-up to review, periodically,
problems on the personnel front,
through
discussions
between
Railway Management and representatives of labour.
Prime Minister's Office.

Senior Deputy General Manager.
Senior Electrical Engineer.
South Eastern Railway.
Senior
Divisional
Commercial
Superintendent.
Senior
Divisional
Superintendent.

TGR2

A halt station on the NE Ghats.

TMW

Traction
Machine
Nasik Road.

TTE

Travelling Ticket Examiner (on a
train).
Train Examiner - a supervisor who
checks coaches and wagons for safe
running and certifies trains.
Union Public Service Commission.

TXR

UPSC
VIP
VT

WP
WAM, WCM,
WCG, YAM, WAG

Terminal

station of Central
Railway in
Mumbai,
now
renamed
as
MBCST, i.e. Mumbai Chatrapati
Shivaji Terminus.
Broad Gauge steam locomotive for
passenger trains.
These refer to classes of electric
locomotives.
W = Broad Gauge, Y = Metre
Gauge, A = Alternating Current, C
= Direct Current, G = Goods, M
= Mixed Traffic.

Operating

Self Printing Ticket machines.
& Telecommunication
Signal
(Departmen t).
Technical
Assistant.
(Also
Travelling Allowance.)
Tender Committee - A committee
of officers appointed to evaluate
tender
offers,
received
for
execution of works or supplies of
stores and to make recommend_
ations.

Very Important Person.
Victoria Terminus
-

Workshop,

WM

WNC

Works Manager (in charge of a
Railway Workshop.)
Wandelside National Conductors
Ltd. (factory at Pune).

Note: (i) The designations of officers and their abbreviations
given above are as they existed then. Some have been
changed since - 'Manager' replacing 'Superintendent'
generally.
(ii) Chennai, Mumbai, Pune, Vadodra and Kochi,
are the names of the cities which were then known as

------~~~--------.......
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Madras, Bombay, Poona, Baroda and Cochin respectively.
In the text, they are referred to by their earlier names.

Appendix-C
A SAMPLE HATTAN GAD I CHART
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020
111
938
241
902
223
349
709
503
994
668
131
786
165
198
337
218
576
935
661
331
738
052
051
692
977
161
725
878
778
248
986
342
843
602
495
054
664
024
318
387
376
026
927
502
411
848
944
586
233
755
618
819
344
390
391
631
030
283
705
257
014
936
650
438
785
416
569
452
676
360
261
408
029
443
514
981
398
056
826
171
565
133
142
934
959
814
663
634
177
173
176
179
544
460
231
011
317
399
594
691
098
780
326
917
636
499
629
744
915
906
191
096
571
559
881
423
240
497
550
434
013
012
074
918
071
211
932
396
574
596
833
073
789
580
686
531
146
504
671
820
850
130
190
105
195
651
543
015
967
267
968
238
226
088
035
628
205
548
046
395
237
791
488
675
606
018
063
065
197
016
990
795
300
740
465
433
428
683
464
209
974
898
687
444
599
730
251
685
662
524
306
125
706
421
321
477
700
928
383
546
431

881
229
386
014
126
681
263
950
730
231
450
107
920
237
717
970
234
608
127
033
430
012
875
971
Note:
Above isan extractfrom a page of3-digitRandom

Number

AppendixD
The Table runs intomany pages.
Table.
TABLE
A
THREE-DIGIT RANDOM NUMBER
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Reminiscences
of a Raawayman
S Natarajan
Indian railways (IR) is the largest Railway Network in the
world, with a route length of over 60,000 km. IR, which is
Government-owned, carries 12 million passengers and
moves 1.2 million tonnes of freight every day. It has nearly
1.6 million employees on its roll.
Of the many technological and operational improvements
which took place in IR in the second half of the twentieth
century, the pride of place goes to the introduction, in the
fifties, of the 25 kV AC single-phase 50 cycles system of
traction. Electric Traction now extends to 14,000 routekm; 50 percent of all traffic on IR is carried by Electric
Locomotives and Electric Multiple Units.
S Natarajan, an Electrical Engineer who was associated
with some of the significant landmarks in the field of
Electric Traction in his long career with IR (1954-88),
presents a fascinating story of his many diverse
encounters, covering technology, management,
administration, human relations, care for the customer etc.
Candour, authenticity and a sense of humour permeate his
narrative. Reminiscences of a Railwavman should be of
interest to railway enthusiasts, engineers and managers the
world over. The general reader will also find much that is
entertaining and enjoyable.
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